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FROMthe

EDITOR

It is an honor to serve as the next Editor of 1775.
It is especially gratifying that my first edition as
Editor is dedicated to the “Centennial Year of
the Warrant Officer.” Warrant Officers are the
touchstone of the AG Corps. Often behind the
scenes, these quiet professionals are the Army’s
Subject Matter Experts who serve at the highest
levels within our Army and the Department of
Defense. As a young Captain, my first exposure
to our professional HR Warrants was during
my time as the Battalion S-1 / Adjutant while
assigned to the 556th Personnel Services
Battalion at Schofield Barracks, HI. I was
astonished at the knowledge, tact, and flexibility
of both then CW3 Gerald I. Sims, Jr., and CW2
Lisa L. Taylor. I soon learned they were the “go

to” Warrants for all things HR. They, like the vast
majority of our HR Warrant Officers, are not
only experienced but care and diligently seek to
serve our Soldiers, Families and Army Civilians.
CW3 Sims and CW2 Taylor had phenomenal
careers serving as advisors and confidants
to the Army’s senior leaders. CW5 (Ret) Sims,
now serves as the AGCRA’s Honorary Warrant
Officer, and he is still serving our Army at Human
Resources Command as the Deputy Chief, Army
Personnel Records Division. Mr. Sims not only
takes care of today’s Soldiers, but he also serves
the many Veterans and Retirees throughout the
Nation. For myself, as a Civilian working at the
Adjutant General School, I not only seek advice
from our current HR Technicians but I also
frequently discuss today’s HR “Hot Topics” with
CW5 (Ret) Pamela Johnson and CW4 (Ret)
James Fiedler. I know I can count on our HR
Warrants to led and serve the Army.
Finally, I would like to thank the previous 1775

editors, MAJ (Ret) Alisha Sanders, MSG (Ret)
Phillip Johnson and foremost my immediate
predecessor, COL (Ret) Robert (Bob) OrtizAbreu, Jr. Bob spent countless hours assisting
with the publication of this edition, and I value his
mentorship, guidance and his years of selfless
service to the Regiment and its members. I desire
that I too can deliver a professional publication
that both educates and entertains while also
stimulates spirited discussion on issues facing
our AG Corps today. Defend and Serve, Rangers
Lead the Way!
We hope you enjoy this edition of 1775
and solicit your comments and feedback at
magazine@agcra.com.

Paul R. Dwigans

Lieutenant Colonel (Retired), U.S. Army
AGCRA VP, Publications
Editor, 1775
magazine@agcra.com
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SECTION I

AG Corps Leadership

•

NOTES FROM THE CHIEF OF THE CORPS
By COL Michael T. McTigue

Greetings Fellow AG Professionals!
It is an honor and privilege to serve as the
34th Commandant of the AG School (AGS),
Chief of the AG Corps, and the Chief of
Army Music. It goes without saying that
the Institution has been in great hands and
I would like to thank COL Dave Jones for
everything he has done for the AG Corps.
Good luck to you Dave as you transition
into a new chapter in your life. In years
past I had the opportunity to serve in the
Soldier Support Institute (SSI), however,
the past few weeks have provided me with
a tremendous educational refresher in the
areas of doctrine, concepts, and training
development.
Within 72 hours of assuming duties as the
Commandant, I attended the TRADOC
Commander’s Forum where GEN Stephen
J. Townsend (CG, TRADOC) reiterated his
intent and his priorities. The forum was
attended by numerous other TRADOC
senior leaders, and the discussion was
centered around the Army’s doctrinal
shift from engaging in counterinsurgency,
small-scale contingency operations, and
armed conflict against violent extremist
organizations in Iraq, Afghanistan, and
elsewhere around the world to being
staffed, equipped, and trained to operate
across the full spectrum of military
operations, specifically large-scale ground
combat against a peer threat. This is a
conceptual shift that will shape how our
Army (and Joint Force) fights for decades
to come. These priorities include adding
realism, rigor, acculturation of the Warrior,
and simply “whatever you can do in the
field do in the field” (i.e., Warrior Tasks
and Battle Drills, Ruck Marches, Obstacle
Courses, and Combatives).
We will

4

continue to review Programs
of Instruction, lesson plans,
and Culminating Training
Events (CTE) at our Warrior
Training Area to add rigor,
realism, and critical thought
in order to prepare our AG
Enlisted, Warrant Officers, and
Commissioned Officers for the
challenges they could face. The
refocus on Large-Scale Combat
Operations (LSCO) mandates
that we collectively take the
time to read and understand
our HR and Sustainment
doctrine -- FM 1-0 (HR
Support), FM 3-0 (Operations),
and Army Doctrine Publication
4-0 (Sustainment). It is
imperative that we know how
the Army fights and operates in
a Multiple-Domain Battlefield,
as well as Echelons Above
Brigade (EAB) functions /
roles, structure, employment & capability
to fight future wars (Years 2025 - 2040).
(See GEN Townsend’s reprinted article
entitled, “Accelerating Multi-Domain
Operations: Evolution of an Idea,” in
Section IV of this issue.)
Every AG Professional needs to commit
to this endeavor of changing our mindset,
and we need the HR Warrants to be a part
of leading this effort. The HR Warrant
Officer, as they have for the last one
hundred years, has been our technical
expert. We will need the Warrant
Officer even more so now to know and
understand our HR Doctrine, and the
role our doctrine plays in making the
organization better, and how to apply our
HR Doctrine and integrate our technical
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systems into the theater, Army, Joint, and
national-level operations.
This year, 9 July 2018, marked the
“Centennial Year of the Warrant Officer,”
and they have served our Army and AG
Corps masterfully - congratulations
on this milestone and this year being
dedicated as the Year of the Warrant
Officer. Your candor, knowledge, and
transparency is needed today and in the
years to come as we change to an IPPS-A
operational environment, SRC-12 HR
assets, and review and make changes to
our doctrine so that we can operate across
the full spectrum of military operations.
Defend and Serve!

Biography of
Colonel Michael T. McTigue,
34th Commandant of the Adjutant General School,
the Chief of the AG Corps, and the Chief of Army Music

C

OL Michael T. McTigue was
commissioned as an AG Corps
Officer after his graduation
from the United States Military
Academy at West Point in 1994 with
a Bachelor of Science degree in
Mechanical Engineering (Aerospace).
A native of North Olmsted, OH, his
career spans more than 24 years and he
has served in a variety of command and
staff assignments in the United States,
Germany, Kosovo, and Iraq.
COL McTigue’s command assignments
include HHC, 516th Signal Brigade,
Fort Shafter, HI; C Detachment, 38th
PSB, Ansbach, Germany; Task Force
38th PSB, Kosovo during Operation
Joint Guardian; 120th AG Battalion
(Reception), Fort Jackson, SC; and U.S.
Army 3rd Recruiting Brigade, Fort
Knox, KY where he was responsible for
recruiting operations and over 2,200
personnel across 17 mid-western states.
COL McTigue’s staff assignments
include Assistant Brigade S-1 / Adjutant,
516th Signal Brigade and Battalion S-1
/ Adjutant, 30th Signal Battalion, Fort
Shafter, HI;
Battalion Operations
Officer, 38th PSB, Bamberg, Germany;
Instructor and Senior Team Leader for
the AG Captain’s Career Course, Fort
Jackson, SC; Executive Officer, 22nd
PSB both in Fort Lewis, WA and Iraq;
Chief, Officer Management Branch,
U.S. Army, Pacific, Fort Shafter, HI; AG
Officer Branch Chief, Officer Personnel
Management Directorate of HRC, Fort
Knox, KY; and most recently, Assistant
Director, Military Personnel Division,
Washington Headquarters Services,
Washington, D.C.

In a reception held in their honor, COL Michael T. McTigue and Family (left) greet well-wishers
including COL Stephen K. Aiton (right), Soldier Support Institute (SSI) Commander, and SSI
Chaplain (MAJ) Jeffrey Mitchell (second from right) in the SSI Library following the Change
of Commandant Ceremony held 27 July 2018 at Fort Jackson, SC.

COL McTigue is a graduate of the AG
Officer Basic and Advanced Courses,
the Combined Arms Services and Staff
School, the U.S. Army Command and
General Staff College, the Joint and
Combined Warfighting School, and
the U.S. Army War College where he
completed a fellowship assigned to
Honeywell International in Tempe,
Arizona as part of the Secretary of
Defense Corporate Fellows Program.
He also holds a Masters of Business
Administration from Touro University
International.
His awards and decorations include
the Defense Superior Service Medal,
Legion of Merit, Bronze Star Medal,
Meritorious Service Medal (six oak
leaf clusters), Army Commendation
Medal (one oak leaf cluster), Army
Achievement Medal, National Defense

Service Medal (with Service Star),
Kosovo Campaign Medal (with
Campaign Star), Iraq Campaign Medal
(with two Campaign Stars), the Global
War on Terror Service Medal, the Army
Service Ribbon, the Overseas Ribbon
(with Numeral “5”), the NATO Medal
(Kosovo), the Army Meritorious Unit
Commendation, the Army Superior
Unit Award, the Army Recruiting
Badge, the Parachutist Badge, and the
German Armed Forces Proficiency
Badge (Gold).
COL McTigue is married to the former
Julie Suhay of North Olmsted, OH
and they have a 6-year-old daughter
(Ashley) and a 3-year-old daughter
(Jessica).
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NOTES FROM

CHIEF WARRANT OFFICER OF THE CORPS
By CW5 Jacque Nixon, Chief Warrant Officer of the Adjutant General’s Corps

I

am incredibly honored to be your

to make all those under our direct

7th Chief Warrant Officer of the

sphere

Adjutant General’s Corps. I would

more knowledgeable and better

also like to thank CW5 Dave Betancourt

officers. Let’s not wait until they

for everything he has done for the AG

seek us out for counsel but let

Corps. Good luck to you Dave as you

each of us establish and sustain

start a new chapter in your life.

a mentor / mentee relationship

As I follow in the footsteps of the

of

influence

manage, maintain, operate, and integrate

better,

with them.

previous six Chief Warrant Officers of

As a member of the AG Corps

the Corps, I take this assignment and

and

my responsibility as the face and voice

Warrant Officer Corps, these are

and your representative of “OUR” AG

exciting times. The Army has

Warrant Officer Corps seriously. I will

transitioned from engaging in

do my absolute best to represent you

counterinsurgency,

and promise to be both “truthful” and

contingency

“transparent” in my dealings with you. I

armed conflict against violent

will seek your buy-in on the varying AG

extremist organizations in Iraq,

topics and discussion points and be the

Afghanistan, and elsewhere around the

voice of the Corps and not a voice only

world. We are now equipped and trained

for myself. However, it is impossible

to operate across the full spectrum of

for me to do this alone - I NEED YOUR

military operations, large-scale ground

HELP! I ask for your support, assistance,

combat against a near peer threat. This

ideas, your sphere of influence and that

doctrinal shift to focus on large-scale

we band together with one voice. If you

ground combat operations, near peer

are a senior Warrant Officer, especially

threats, and sustainable readiness, has

As a HR Warrant Officer Professional, to

at the Division, Corps, MACOM, ASCC

significant implications for the Warrant

be relevant and have a seat at the table

or Enterprise level, you must get back

Officer cohort. As the HR technical

and not just be in the room, you must

to the basic mentoring of our junior

expert, and in accordance with DA

understand the operational environment,

Warrants - you must directly touch and

PAM 600-3, Officer Development and

our HR doctrine [how we fight] and how

have day-to-day interactions with these

Career Management, we must first

our HR specialty lends itself to the fight.

junior Warrants. We have to not only be

understand our respective organizations’

As a junior Warrant, you must know and

good at our individual job / tasks but as

mission. We must also understand our

understand our HR Doctrine and advise

seniors we have the inherit responsibility

Commander’s

your Commander on the administration,

6

more

specifically

the

small-scale

operations,

intent

to

and

administer,
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Army systems and equipment.

FM

3-0, cites, “The Army accomplishes its
mission by supporting the Joint force in
four strategic roles: shape operational
environments, prevent conflict, conduct
large-scale ground combat, and by
consolidating gains.”

management, and integration of our

discussed our Army’s culture from limited

where we serve within all Active Army,

systems as it relates to the operational

contingency operations to large scale

Army Reserve and Army National Guard

environment. As a senior Warrant Officer,

combat operations - this helps give the

formations. The current Secretary of the

you must know and understand our HR

operational environment context for our

Army, the Honorable Mark T. Esper, and

Doctrine and the role our doctrine plays in

transitioning HR doctrine

the current Chief of Staff of the Army,

making the organization better - how our
technical systems integrate into the theater,
Army, Joint and national-level operations.

(see

video

at

https://www.facebook.

com/armyleaderexchange/
videos/2037487943206877/).

We must hold ourselves accountable, be
competent and gain an expert level of

for our Army to be successful is not new.
FM 1-0, FM 3-0 ,FM 4-0 as well as
Multi Domain Operations (MDO) 1.5 &
MDO 2.0 which explains how the Army
fights over multiple domains, and EAB
Concept which describes EAB functions /
roles, structure, employment & capability
to fight future wars (2025-2040), HR
Transformation (How the new structure of
HRPCs is sync’d and employed with G1
and Sustainment Community).

For the last one hundred years the Warrant
Officer cohort has been the technical
expert - our Army cannot be effective if
our systems are not operational and if our
equipment is not in place. This expertise,

from the original forty Warrant Officers
on 9 July 1918 when an act of Congress
established the Army Mine Planter
Service as part of the Coastal Artillery
Corps.

General, U.S. Army Combined Arms

commitment has been refined over the

Center

KS

last century to Warrant Officers now

conducted an Army Leader Exchange

numbering approximately 26,000 (forty-

on FM 3-0 (2 Feb 2018) where he

four specialties and seventeen branches)

Fort

Leavenworth,

Anniversary Message, “You [Warrant

your historic achievements, which have
contributed significantly to all that we
have accomplished together as an Army”.
I too would like to congratulate each of
you and the Warrant Officer cohort as
many have dedicated this year as the Year
of the Warrant Officer and our Centennial
Anniversary (1918-2018).

dedication and commitment was initiated

LTG Michael D. Lundy, Commanding

and

2018 Army Warrant Officer Centennial

Officers] should take great pride in
The idea of the Warrant Officer having
to provide the technical expertise needed

knowledge to speak doctrine:

General Mark A. Milley, cited in the joint

That expertise, dedication and

Again, thank you for allowing me to be
the face and voice and your representative
of “OUR” AG Warrant Officer Corps. I
look forward to working with each of you
in making our Corps better - “truth” and
“transparency”.
Defend and Serve!

Download the complete book set Volumes 1-7 at Army University Press https://www.armyupress.army.mil
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SECTION II
AGCRA
NOTES FROM THE PRESIDENT, AGCRA
By COL (Ret) Robert L. Manning,
AGCRA Lifetime Member #96

M

embers of the AG Corps
Regimental
Association
(AGCRA), Happy 100th birthday
to all Warrant Officers!
We dedicate this edition of 1775 to the
technical experts of the Army and the AG
Corps – The Warrant Officers. On 9 July
1918, Congress established the rank and
grade of Warrant Officer. Since that time,
Warrant Officers have consistently provided
expert training and sage advice to the
commands they served.
My association with and appreciation for
Warrant Officers dates back to my days as
an Enlisted Infantry Soldier assigned as
an armored personnel carrier (APC) driver
in Germany during the late 1970s. The
Warrant Officer in charge of maintenance
for our Battalion taught me not only how
to properly maintain my APC, but all
equipment entrusted to my care. The lessons
I learned from that crusty old Warrant
Officer served me well as a Company,
Battalion and Brigade Commander.
My first encounter with an AG Warrant
Officer was with the irrepressible Manny
North in the 82d Airborne Division. Manny
was all-knowing, supremely confident
and somewhat intimidating to a Second
Lieutenant, but he always made time to
answer questions and provide pearls of
wisdom to a young AG Officer seeking
knowledge. I went on to meet, know, work
with and become friends with scores of
Warrant Officers over my 34 year career.
One of the best jumpmasters I personally
knew was “Andy” Anderson; Andy was
instrumental in teaching me about airborne
operations and keeping AG Paratroopers
safe. Gerald Sims genuinely displayed
patience and understanding during our
time together in the 556 Personnel Services
Battalion and has been a true friend in all
the years that followed. I was blessed to
have the legendary Tony Eclavia put his
8

arm around my shoulder and offer
me guidance on sensitive actions
going directly to the Chief of Staff
of the Army. Tony also taught me
how the Army runs through the
eyes of a Warrant Officer, and I
find myself still quoting him. Two
years sitting at my side as a DA
General Officer Management Office
“Pit Mate” in the Pentagon was
the remarkable Dan Logan. Dan
inspired confidence in all who came
into contact with him and he simply
made those around him better than
they probably thought they could
be. During my days as a Battalion
Commander and Division G-1, I
learned about professionalism from
Tony Edwards. As the AG School
Commandant, I saw coaching,
teaching and mentoring from the
likes of Constantine Green and
Mark Hickman to name just a
couple. I was also reminded during
this period of the commitment
to excellence displayed by the Warrant
Officers of the music community through
Jeanne Pace and a multitude of others
carrying the Warrant Officer banner high
and strong. As the sun set on my active duty
career, I had the great fortune of having
the best of the best Warrant Officers in the
Army serving as Chief Warrant Officers of
the Corps in Ron Galloway, Scott Hagar
and Coral Jones. Being inducted into the
same AG Hall of Fame class with Charlie
Green was humbling for me knowing all
the great things he did for Soldiers. A true
inspiration for me as the Commandant and
now AGCRA President is Dave Ratliff who
in my mind is the model of selfless and
devoted service.
Each of these great warrant officers made
a difference in my life and I would not be
typing this article today if not for them and
all the dynamic Warrant Officers who were
there for me at every level of my career.
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Thank You Rising Eagles and Happy 100!
The
AG
Corps
Regimental
Association (AGCRA). The AGCRA
continues to explore new ways to reach
out to the AG Corps and we are looking
to structure ourselves to become more
responsive to you. We welcome any input
that will make the AGCRA better.
If you are not a member of the AGCRA,
I ask that you join and share this journey
with us. If you are a member, then I thank
you for your commitment and ask that you
consider becoming a Lifetime Member. If
you are a Lifetime Member then I thank you
for your ultimate support of the AGCRA.
Thank You!
Our best days will always be in front of us!
Defend and Serve!
Rob Manning

Defend and Serve - The AG Corps
inducts Seven into its Hall of Fame
Class of 2018 and Twenty into its
Distinguished Member of the Corps Class

S

even new faces joined the gallery
of portraits hanging in the
Adjutant General’s Corps Hall of
Honor. Their photos and biographies
were unveiled in their permanent location
on 22 June 2018 during a ceremony at the
Adjutant General School, Fort Jackson,
SC, an event that involved friends,
Family members and colleagues of this
year’s Hall of Fame inductees.
This year’s additions to the Corps’ Hall
of Fame are: LTG (Ret) Michael D.
Rochelle, MG (Ret) Richard P. Mustion,
BG (Ret) David K. MacEwen, COL (Ret)
John W. Radke, COL (Ret) Mark A.
Rado, CW5 (Ret) Ronald G. Galloway,
and SGM (Ret) John H. Heinrichs.

By COL (Ret) Bob Ortiz
AG Corps Hall of Fame inductees are
selected by a board of current senior
leaders in the AG Corps and previously
selected Hall of Fame inductees, which
now has 68 members. The mission of
the AG Corps is to provide superior
personnel support to Commanders,
Soldiers and their Families. They do
this through providing exemplary HR
services, coordinating personnel support,
and conducting HR planning and
operations.
Additionally, the Chief of the AG
Corps for 2018 selected twenty new
Distinguished Members of the Corps
(DMOCs). DMOCs are individuals of
the same distinguished stature as the

Honorary Colonel, Honorary Chief
Warrant Officer, and Honorary Sergeant
Major of the Corps. They are appointed
for an indefinite tenure, and may include
Active Army, National Guard, Reserve
Component Soldiers, Military Retirees,
and Civilians. DMOCs are appointed to
supplement and assist the efforts of the
Honorary Representatives of the Corps.
Their activities include promoting and
enhancing the history and traditions of the
Corps, promoting the war fighting ethos
among Soldiers, and creating cohesion
among members of the Corps. They are
honored with a permanent display in the
AG Corps Hall of Honor at the Adjutant
General School.

Group photos of the 2018 AG Corps Distinguished Members of the Corps.

The 2018 DMOCs are: COL Neal F.

Jasinski, CW5 William S. McCulloch,

CSM Lynice D. Thorpe-Noel, CSM

McIntyre, COL (Ret) Todd Garlick,

CW5 (Ret) Richard L. Ford, CW5 (Ret)

(Ret) Teresa L. Meagher, and SGM

COL (Ret) Phillip A. McNair, COL

Barrin K. McClendon, CW4 (Ret) James

Frankie K. Leyro.

(Ret) Patricia Mulcahy, COL (Ret)

E. Fiedler, CW4 (Ret) Kevin W. Smock,

Richard (Tony) Teolis, COL (Ret)

CW4 (Ret) Bryan G. Westfield, CSM

Biographical information on the 2018

William A. (Al) Whatley, Jr., LTC (Ret)

Corey W. Gill, CSM Raymond (Ray)

James J. Galluzzo, III, CW5 John D.

Rodriguez, Jr., CSM Todd J. Shirley,

AG Corps Hall of Fame inductees
follow:
1775 | Fall 2018
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LTG (Ret)

significant contributions over his stellar

U.S. Army Human Resources Command,

Michael D.

34 year military career that continues to

the Chief of Colonels Management in the

Rochelle.

support the Army and AG Corps today.

Office of the Chief of Staff of the U.S.

LTG

(Ret)

He served with distinction creating

Army, and as the Executive Officer to the

Rochelle

significant positive impact in some of

Vice Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army.

served

our

the AG Corps’ toughest assignments,

COL (Ret)

Army

for

including the following:

John

Commander,

W.

37 ½ years

502nd Personnel Services Battalion;

R a d k e .

in key positions during a challenging

G-1, 4th Infantry Division; Commander,

COL

period of persistent conflict in support

8th PERSCOM; Chief of the AG Corps

Radke

has

of the Global War on Terror, while

/ Commandant, AG School / Chief of

served

the

contributing to the advancement of the

Army

AG

Adjutant General’s Corps and Army

Support Institute; The Adjutant General

for over 40

human resources (HR) professionals. As

of the Army; Director, Military Personnel

years. As the Chief, Army Retirement

the Army G-1, his leadership and vision

Management Directorate, Army G-1;

Services from January 2002 to June

positioned the Army’s HR enterprise to

and culminating as the Commanding

2016, he directly impacted over one

provide world class support to the force

General, Human Resources Command.

million retired Soldiers and surviving

Bands;

Commander,

Soldier

through exemplary policies, programs,

BG

and initiatives aimed at supporting and

David

sustaining the Total Army. LTG (Ret)
Rochelle’s initiatives focused on setting
conditions for a developing force in line
with current demands through the Army
Human Capital Strategy (AHCS) and
Army Civilian Human Capital Strategy
(CHCS), an efficient and cost-conscious

(Ret)

Corps

(Ret)

spouses through the planning, directing,

K.

integration and evaluation of all policy

MacEwen.

formulation, and implementation of the

BG

(Ret)

Army Retirement Services Program, an

MacEwen

integral component of the Army Soldier

provided

for Life Program.

exceptionally

developed regulatory guidance and had

meritorious

program oversight of 117 retirement

COL (Ret) Radke

increasing

services offices worldwide, including

responsibility during his Army career

51 retirement services offices on Army

culminating as The Adjutant General of

Installations, 54 in Army National Guard

the United States Army, U.S. Army Human

states / territories, and 12 on joint bases,

Richard P.

Resources Command.

in Medical Command, and within the

Mustion.

career, he provided strategic vision,

MG

(Ret)

leadership, management, and direction

COL (Ret)

Mustion was

that enabled every organization to

Mark

commissioned

which he was assigned to expand their

Rado. COL

into the AG

capabilities and effectiveness.

(Ret)

Corps

assignments included:

road map to restore balance and sustain
the all-volunteer Total Force.
MG

(Ret)

in

service

in

positions

of

Throughout his

His

command of a

Army Materiel Command.

A.
Rado

entered

the

May of 1981 and is one of the Corps’

Personnel Services Battalion, a Theater

Army

in

most dynamic and influential senior

Personnel Command, and the Soldier

1985. He held

AG leaders in recent memory having

Support Institute; and served as the V

command

accomplished

Corps G-1 / AG, the Chief of Staff for the

10

positive,

lasting

and
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and staff positions at every level and served

Secretaries of the Army; and as the 3rd

to key CSMs and SGMs, educating

in roles across the tactical, organizational,

AG Corps Chief Warrant Officer. As the

them on budget, personnel, and training

and strategic spectrum. Commanding at the

3rd AG Corps Chief Warrant Officer, he

& logistics systems at the Department

Company, Battalion, and Brigade levels, he

was significantly instrument in changing

of the Army level. His efforts within

served extensively in the institutional Army,

the way AG School Warrant Officer

the Strategic Initiatives Group also

retiring in 2015. He also served as the

instructors were selected, requiring them

resulted in the creation of the Army

Principal Deputy to the Deputy Assistant

to have served in a deployed Brigade

Career Tracker, which continues to be

Secretary of the Army for Military

within 12 months of being assigned

utilized today by hundreds of thousands

Personnel and Quality of Life.

as an instructor.

As the Fort Hood

of Soldiers and DA Civilian employees.

capacity he made significant contributions

Installation AG, CW5 (Ret) Galloway

SGM (Ret) Heinrichs also served as a

to a $57 billion broad and diverse military

oversees a 20,000 Active Component

DA Task Force leader redesigning the

personnel and quality of life portfolio that

Soldier Readiness Processing and 15,000

NCO education system in support of the

included Army capital management, health

Reserve

war efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan, and

affairs, recruiting, retention, transition, and

and Deployment Unit In-Processing

military personnel policy oversight. He

Center, providing exemplary Army HR

was also significantly instrumental serving

automation support for all.

In this

Component

Mobilization

as an IPPS-A Co-Chair for the program’s

SGM (Ret)

Council of Colonels, providing governance

John

to the Army’s new and emerging personnel

Heinrichs.

and pay system.

SGM

H.
(Ret)

CW5 (Ret)

Heinrichs

Ronald

diligently

G.

Galloway.

served

our

CW5

Army

for

(Ret)

Galloway

35 years. During his stellar career he

first entered

served in multiple assignments to include

the Army in

serving as the Chief, Strategic Initiatives

1978.

Group, Office of the Army Sergeant

He

Army Transformation.

served in myriad assignments throughout

Major.

In this capacity he developed

his Army career to include Assistant

and implemented the first executive level

Executive Officer to three Chiefs of

Force Management Course for senior

Staff, Army; Military Assistant to two

NCOs. This course is still taught today
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AG Corps Officer, Warrant Officer, NCO, Soldier,
Senior Civilian, Civilian, and Spouse of the Year
2018 Award Winners

Mrs. Teri Maude (second from right) presents the LTG
Timothy J. Maude Medal for Distinguished Achievement
to CPT Kyle Garis (Center), AG Corps Officer of the Year
for 2018. Also pictured are COL David G. Jones (second
from left), previous Chief of the AG Corps, CW5 Jacque
Nixon (far left), Chief Warrant Officer of the Corps, and
CSM Corey W. Gill (far right), CSM of the Corps.

Mrs. Linda Logan (second from left) presents the
CW5 Daniel J. Logan, Jr. Medal for Distinguished
Achievement to CW4 Charmaine L. Hilliard on behave
of CW2 Laramie C. Proctor, AG Corps Warrant Officer
of the Year for 2018, who was unable to attend.

SSG Sergio Rosas (third from right), AG Corps
NCO of the Year for 2018, is presented the SGM
Larry L. Strickland Medal for Distinguished
Achievement by CSM Wardell Jefferson (third
from left), CSM, Human Resources Command,
and CSM Jorge C. Escobedo (second from
right), CSM, Soldier Support Institute.

12
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SGT Holly Cramer (third from right), AG
Corps Soldier of the Year for 2018, is
presented the SGM Larry L. Strickland
Medal for Distinguished Achievement by
CSM Wardell Jefferson (third from left),
CSM, Human Resources Command, and
CSM Jorge C. Escobedo (second from
right), CSM, Soldier Support Institute.

COL David G. Jones (second from left), 20th Chief of the Adjutant
General’s Corps, presents the John J. Dinnien Civilian Award for
Excellence to Ms. Deborah McGlothlin (second from right), AG Corps
Senior Civilian of the Year for 2018.

COL David G. Jones (second from left), 20th Chief of the
Adjutant General’s Corps, presents the John J. Dinnien Civilian
Award for Excellence to Mr. Daniel Washington Jr. (second from
right), AG Corps Civilian of the Year for 2018.

AG Corps Spouse of the Year for 2018 - Unable to attend the National AG Ball was Mrs. Ashley Johnston, who is the winner of the Esther
De Berdt Reed AG Corps Spouse of the Year Award. The award is named in honor of Esther De Berdt Reed, wife of COL Joseph Reed, the second
Adjutant General of the U.S. Army.
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AGCRA 2018 Scholarship Winners
By COL (Ret) Bob Ortiz
On behalf of the President and members of the AGCRA National Executive Council (NEC), it is my distinct honor and pleasure
to announce the 2018 AGCRA $1,000 scholarship winners (listed in alphabetical order below):

Michael J. Burich, Jr.

Rasheeda C. Fuller

Sarah K. Hemminger

Sponsored by
CW3 (Ret) Philip E. Hemminger, Sr.
and Mrs. Lori A. Hemminger

Janarah M. Jones

Sponsored by
Ms. Andrea T. Brown

Ryan S. Martin Jr.

Caleb M. Radock

Hayle S. Scott

Mitchell P. Stoner

Sponsored by
MSG Michael J. Burich, Sr.
and Mrs. Kristine A. Burich

Sponsored by
CW4 Ryan S. Martin, Sr.
and Mrs. Ivy R. Martin

Sponsored by
CW3 Michael P. Radock and
Mrs. Jennifer C. Radock

This is the eighth year in a row that
we’ve been able to provide $1,000
scholarship awards to highly qualified,
deserving college bound AGCRA
members or Family members. All of
the applicants were highly qualified, and
the competition was once again very
competitive. Based on their superior
academic performance, community
14

Sponsored by
COL (Ret) Richard A. Teolis, Jr. and
Mrs. Shelby K. Teolis

service, and ability to articulate future
goals, our winners were selected as
best qualified to receive this year’s
scholarships.
AGCRA scholarships are primarily
supported by sales of our historic AG
Corps print, “Washington’s Watch
Chain”. You can own “Washington’s
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Sponsored by
SGM Kiki R. Bunton

Sponsored by
COL Donald W. Stoner, III and
Mrs. Heather L. Stoner

Watch Chain,” created by world
renowned artist Mort Kunstler, and
help support scholarships for AGCRA
members and their Families now by
going to AGCRA.com. If you haven’t
already, please consider doing so and
encourage your Association team to do
the same.

AGCRA Award Winners
1 May 2018 – 31 July 2018
LTC Kandace Daffin

SFC(P) Analyn C. Besana

CPT Cody B. Lucas

LTC Mark D. Rea II

SFC Arturo Valdez, Jr.

CPT Felix Perez, Jr.

LTC Yvette L. Brown

SFC Cassie C. Richardson

CPT Gamaliel M. Rodriguez

MAJ Alim A. Qaasim

SFC Evelyn L. Cruz

CPT Hope Williams

MAJ Jerry DeQuasie (2nd)

SFC Latoya E. Council

CPT James C. Nill

MAJ Katia S. Arosemena

SFC Santora Mathis

CPT Jenny Nocella

MAJ LaToya M. James

SFC (Ret) Latesha Tuitt

CPT Joshua Linvill

MAJ Yakena M. Douglas

SSG David J. Minder

CPT Stephen P. Roberts

CPT Carol E. Doyle

SSG Ernest W. Bragg

CPT Tameka N. Thomas

CPT Frank F. Joaquin

SSG Nathaniel L. Pagliaro

1LT Colleen E. Perrin

LTC Michael Booker

CPT Heather Jantsch

SSG (Ret) Barbara Bishop

1LT Emerald H. Padgett

CPT(P) Chinyere Asoh

CPT Nicole A. Hayman

SGT Tiffani Duncan

1LT Jamila Y. Paul

CPT Jean J. Gwon

CPT Quinton D. Watkins

1LT Jessica L. Manahan

CPT Jermaine A. Athill

CPT Rebecca D. Waterman

1LT Kaci A. Fullertonwillis

CW5 David G. Betancourt

CPT Sarah Hernandez

1LT Kevin Hendges

CW5 Elisa M. Robinson

CPT Shinane K. Isreal

1LT Mark A. Dorsey

CSM Corey W. Gill

CW4 Billy Michael

1LT Michael J. Cavallo

CSM Earla L. Reddock

CW3 Joshua M. Sargeant

COL ROBERT

1LT Renae Hagood

SGM Matthew J. Quick

CW3 Kristy Brogan

L. MANNING

2LT Joseph B. O’bregon

Mr. Matthew J. Eveleth

CW3 Wesley Hall

ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL

CW3 Porsha R. Grant

Mrs. Deborah Johnson

CW3 (Ret) Tawan A. Williamson

LTC Angela L. Andrew

CW3 Rafael Fabian-Diaz

CW2 Christablle Mitchell

LTC Randy J. Gillespie

CW2 Alexandru V. Mircea

CW2 Richard D. Vandeway

MAJ Ana M. Cowan

CW2 Andrew Dorsey

CSM John B. Gutierrez, Jr.

MAJ Benjamin J. Walker

CW2 Chae K. Oh

SGM Galin Bowens

MAJ Jasmine S. Jallah

CW2 Juna Cyriaque

HORATIO GATES

SGM Richard W. Smith

MAJ Yolanda Williams

CW2 Lorenzo Lopez

BRONZE

MSG Angelo McLaurin

CPT Adam West

CW2 Michael Sunday

COL Karen Monday-Gresham

MSG Thairen Carter

CPT Clifton C. Barnett

CW2 Samantha G. Mickens

HORATIO GATES GOLD
COL Chad Stevens
COL David G. Jones
COL Lorri A. Golya
COL Michael D. McGregor (2nd)
COL (Ret) Robert Ortiz-Abreu (2nd)
LTC Curt H. Schultheis

LTC John G. Misenheimer, Jr.
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CW2 Sherwin K. Bendebel

SFC Malia Nova White

SPC Michael G. Dumpson

WO1 Janora P. Phillips

SFC Mark A. Lowe

SPC Reginald D. Dawkins

CSM Sharon Campbell

SFC Mark R. Garcia

PV2 Carl Rykard

SGM Antoinette D. Green

SFC Michelle M. Greene

Mr. Jewell C. Robinson

SGM Crencencia A. Jeter

SFC Nicolaas Moulton

Mrs. Carla Eveleth

SGM Jacqueline R. Slater

SFC Nikishe A. Simon

Mrs. Rosemary C. Gonzalez

SGM Jermaine D. Lyons

SFC Sonny Lizarraga

Ms. Michelle B. Jones

SGM Michael M. Barbieri

SFC Stephanie Smith

SGM Robert L. Hickson

SFC Tamiya L. Alford

SGM Walter Martinez

SFC Toby Northen

1SG April D. Taylor

SSG Beata Leota

1SG Reginald L.C. Smith

SSG Chrystal M. Gaddy

1SG Sean Cox

SSG Faxiss L. Ayuso

HARRISON MEDAL

MSG Atoro Duval Barnes

SSG Jekia M. Harris

CPT Amanda A. Nguyen

MSG Carmen E. Rivers

SSG Jovan Galindez

CPT Carlos M. Del Pozo

MSG Clifford R. Bourland

SSG Mackena R. Arguijo

CPT Nina E. Wolf

MSG Lachrisha L. Parker

SSG Melissa I. Calderon-Connor

1LT Shao Yu L. Lee

MSG Lanestra D. Jackson

SSG Melissa L. Salgado

CW2 Emily L. Bush

MSG Michael Hayes

SSG Robert Parker

CW2 George T. King

MSG William C. Boettcher

SSG Shemieka Evans-Mundle

WO1 Jonteia L. Taliaferro

MSG Yelixa Mawhorr

SSG Sherrice Hardy

WO1 Terrance J. Kinney

SFC Aaron Wilson

SGT Angelique L. Mahone

SSG Ashley Killian

SFC Andreane Mallett

SGT Chantel N. Cardenas

SSG Gwen E. VanEtten

SFC Angela J. Kutzma

SGT Darion U. Halliburton

SSG John Shugart

SFC Antoinette Bisababenson

SGT Jayme L. Elam

SSG Rheadus T. Bland

SFC Cassandra M. Muschamp

SGT Kelcie Followwill

SSG Vincent Valone

SFC Clarence Bean

SGT Kimberly Horton

SGT Melanie A. Lagle

SFC Donald L. Herring

SGT Melbrina A. Ford

SGT Timothy Snodgrass

SFC Erika J. Beniquez

SGT Perry C. Little, Jr.

SFC Gary D. Gound

SGT Preshonda R. Smith

SFC Jessica Valdez

SGT Tania D. Figueroa

SFC Lewis R. Sais

SPC Bria Silver

SFC Lydwina Robinson

SPC Caleb M. Cornish
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MAJ Joshua W. Herr
CH (MAJ) Jeffrey Mitchell
CSM David S. Davenport
CSM Larry H. Orvis, Jr.
ROOSEVELT MEDAL

AIT MEDAL OF EXCELLENCE

CPT Adrin C. Taylor

SSG George Robinson

CPT Angel A. Salomacosta

SGT Kiari Mhoon

CPT Emily N. Bye

SPC Brooke Hendricks

CPT Gabrielle A. Perez

MG WILLIAM H. GOURLEY

SPC Caitlin Brody

CPT Kristena T. Rump

LEADERSHIP AWARD

SPC Dylan Carpenter

CPT Matthew S. Lukas

CPT Nicolette B. Pizzo

SPC Erik Lancaster

CPT Matthew S. Lukas

CPT Matthew A. Roman

SPC Ian Gregory

CPT Nina E. Wolf

SPC James Cunico

2LT Joseph B. O’bregon

SPC Julia Warrick

WO1 Alana C. Houle

SPC Karsten Burns

CSM Joseph Multunas

SPC Matthew Viesca

SFC Corey Perriman

SPC Molly Price

SFC Jesus Pena

COL FRANK C. FOSTER, JR.

SPC Tyler Goudlock

SFC Jose M. Acevedo Rivera

AWARD FOR WRITING

SPC Victoria Konik

SFC Jospeh Vincent

CPT Shyler A. Brown

PFC Damien Lafleure

SFC Yaovi Sewonu

CPT Emily N. Bye

PFC Kentuan Hicks
PFC Zachary Chapman

SSG Ashley Killian
SSG Carlos Serrano
SGT Monifah Durkee
SGT Shamaire L. Carrizal

MRS. MAUDE-MRS. STRICKLAND
SPOUSE MEDAL
Ms. Applered C. Sargeant
Mrs. Lisa D. Misenheimer
HONORARY HORATIO GATES

Mrs. Tanja Gutierrez

COL Joseph B. Corcoran III

Mrs. Jennifer Bell

COL Tracy L. Lanier
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Digital Copy of 1775 Only,
New Membership Option Beginning Spring 2019

Y

3 The member lost his or her

our digital copy of 1775 is now

“Receive Hardcopy 1775”, otherwise

available online at AGCRA.

you will not receive the 1775 Spring

AGCRA.com

com and is in PDF format.

2019 edition by mail.

password and can no longer access

To view the latest issue, just log onto the

What if I did not receive the latest 1775

the Association’s website.

AGRCA website and get instant access

issue in the mail? The Association’s

3 Beginning 1 November 2018,

to the latest issue, plus all the previous

National Executive Council receives

the member has not signed into

issues. Beginning 1 November 2018, the

this question a lot. The answer to what

AGCRA.com and checked the

hardcopy magazine will only be printed

gives usually lies with the individual

box, “Receive Hardcopy 1775”,

and shipped to those members who

member who may not have done one of

otherwise 1775 will not be shipped

elect to receive 1775 in the traditional

the following:

to your current mailing address.

hardcopy format by mail.

3 The member doesn’t realize

If you still wish to receive a hardcopy of

their AGCRA membership expired,

1775, please log on today and select

yet still believes they are a member
in good standing.
3 The member moved or PCS’d but
did not update their membership
and mailing data in their personal
account at AGCRA.com.
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username

and

What to do? Believe our battle buddy
2LT McGillicuddy has figured it out!

SECTION III

Human Resources Command AG Branch

A New Adjutant General’s Corps Branch Chief
By LTC Miles T. Gengler

G

reetings AG Officers, Families,

• Why can’t I stay at Post X for another

Friends and Colleagues, I am

tour?

incredibly humbled to serve

appears to be the best course of action.

as your new AG Branch Chief and am

However, each assignment action is

working with the team here at Fort Knox

contingent on other officers moving,

to get up to speed as quickly as possible.

thus creating vacancies in other units.

Collectively, your AG branch team stands

In general, HRC moves officers: 1) to

ready to assist you, your commanders

ensure each one has the opportunity to

and your Families as we meet the Human

complete a Key Developmental (KD)

Resources requirements of our Army. I

job at each grade; 2) to ensure each

would also like to recognize LTC Jeanette

officer attends mandatory Professional

Martin for her excellent service as the

Military Education (PME); 3) to

AG Branch Chief – she left the branch in

manage excess officers; 4) to manage

(MACP) and requests for High School

outstanding shape, and we know she will

shortages; and, 5) to maintain overseas

Stabilization.

perform brilliantly in her next assignment

/ operational tour equity. When we

• Why can’t I get my RFO quicker?

as the Fort Irwin Garrison Commander

take all of these factors into account,

Again, in isolation any one individual

following her attendance at the National

officers must move (generally) every

assignment would not take long, but

War College.

24-36 months.

Your assignment

with several hundred AG officers

As a newcomer to HRC, with this edition,

officers work exceptionally hard to

moving each summer cycle, many of

I’d like to share a few of the recurring

fill the requirements of the Army

the assignments are interdependent

questions from the field that I have heard

while also supporting the Exceptional

because as an officer moves, it creates

in my first month on the job and give

Family Member Program (EFMP),

a vacancy which means another officer

some insight into why we do what we do.

the Married Army Couples Program

must move to fill that initial vacancy

In isolation, this sometimes
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(and so it goes until there are the

overall performance, reach out to us,

For the Army to have officers with the

fewest number of vacancies possible.)

and we will be happy to talk to you.

right skills, it is imperative that we rotate

Also, during any assignment cycle,

The more informed you are about the

them to different operational, institutional

new or emerging requirements are

process, the better of an HR advisor

and educational assignments. AIM 2.0

levied on the branch such as SFABs,

you can be to the commanders you

is a key system to capture unique skills

Army

work for in the field.

and experiences that are not shown on

Futures

Command,

Korea

manning, Overseas Force Stationing

• What can I do as an HR professional

the Soldier Record Brief (SRB). As HR

Changes (OFSC), and nominative

in my unit to help with Talent

officers, we ask that you utilize AIM 2.0

assignments, among other competing

Management? Talent management is

and train other officers on its use. In

priorities. Additionally, many moves

the process of placing and utilizing the

addition, by developing command or KD

require exceptions to DOD or Army

right officer at the right time with the

rotational slates for your commander,

policies such as time on station, joint

right skillset. The Army defines Talent

you are doing your part to build the bench

duty tour waivers, etc. which require

Management as:

for the Army. Talent Management is the

elevated approval and thus take
somewhat longer to process. In short,
there is no shortage of variables in the
process, and each one takes time to
work through each assignment.
• What are my chances of being selected

20

Talent management is a deliberate
and

coordinated

process

that

aligns systematic planning for the
right number and type of people

exciting and never-ending challenge to
ensure we are continually developing the
next generation of leaders for our nation’s
defense.

to meet current, and future Army

Finally, I would like to take the

talent

opportunity to welcome MAJ Ebrima

demands

with

integrated

by board X or for promotion to rank

implementation

the

M’Bai to the AG Branch as the new

Y? After each promotion or selection

majority of those people are optimally

MAJs assignment officer and say farewell

board, AG branch publishes an updated

employed.

branch brief, which breaks down

extracts

to

ensure

Talent

management

to MAJ John Dickens as he leaves the

most

productivity

MAJ assignment desk and moves on to

trends from the board. In general, if

and value from an organization’s

another position here at HRC. Therefore,

you ask your assignment officer for a

greatest asset – its people.

Army

your new team lines up as such – call us

file assessment, we can let you know

talent management integrates people

any time to discuss your career path,

how your record looks in relation to

acquisition, development, employment

your preferences, or in support of those

the previous trends of the board you

and retention strategies. It begins with

officers, you service. I hope that this

are going before. While we cannot tell

entry-level employees and aligns their

article proves useful and thank you for

you what any given board will decide,

talents against the demand for them

everything you do for our AG Corps.

we can let you know how your file

during their entire careers, to include

Defend and Serve!

stands relative to the selection trends.

positions at the very top of the Army

If you have any questions about your

(see https://talent.army.mil/).

the
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What Warrant Officers Should Know about the
HRC Distribution Process
By CW4 Astra H. Williams, AG WO Assignment Officer, OPMD, FSD, HRC

The Distribution Process

A

s HR Warrants, we assume

The Distribution Process

we are all knowledgeable of
the distribution process. The

process is complex and requires detailed
analysis to ensure units receive the right
warrant officer, in the right place, at the
right time. Human Resources Command

DCSG3/5/7
AO / AM

DCSG3/5/7

• Manning authorizations required to meet
Readiness
• Manning
authorizations
required
to meet
-Personnel
Manning
Authorization
Document
Readiness
(PMAD)
-Personnel Manning Authorization Document
-Unit Authorization(PMAD)
Document (UAD)
-Unit Authorization Document (UAD)

Field
Field
Developed
Developed

(HRC) reassigns warrant officers for career
progression, broadening assignments, and

ORD

• ORD ranking of priorities against
projected strength and ACMG

ORD /Careers
Division
/Careers
Process

ORD
Division
Process

Couples Program (MACP), Exceptional

• Joint ORD/ Career Division event to confirm
requirements against Officers available to move
(Field informed of gains by ORD)

• Joint ORD/ Career Division event to confirm
requirements against Officers available to move
(Field informed of gains by ORD)

Career
Divisions

• Officers placed on orders to meet
Army Readiness requirements

Career
DivisionsJoint ORD /

Family Member Program (EFMP), and
Compassionate Actions).

• ORD ranking of priorities against
projected strength and ACMG

ORDDeveloped
Developed

special considerations (Married Army

69,000(+) officers/warrant officers

69,000(+) officers/warrant officers
400(+) distinct skill/grade
400(+) distinct skill/grade
combinations
combinations
(+) organizations
500(+)500
organizations
across across
DoD/GAs
DoD/GAs
• Field Input to HRC on Priorities
1,000
(+) locations
• Field Input to HRC on Priorities
1,000(+) locations

• Who is leaving within the current cycle
• Who is leaving within the current cycle
-Year–Month
of Availability for Assignment
-Year–Month of Availability for Assignment
-Officer
Identified
(OIM)
-Officer
IdentifiedtotoMove
Move (OIM)

AO / AM

Career
Division
Process

The HRC

Joint ORD /
Career
Division
Process

distribution process promotes fairness,

• Officers
placed
on orders
to meet
• Iterative
process
to
for changing
Armyaccount
Readiness
requirements
or emerging
requirements

• Iterative process to
account for changing
or emerging
requirements

transparency, and equity.
Unit Mission Essential Requirements
(MER).

The MER serves as the

Figure 1

officer distribution.

This document

is directed to fill these requirements

commanders’ distribution advocate; it

provides guidance on the priority and levels

with out-of-cycle requisitions.

contains information pertaining to unit

of fill based on a unit’s manning category.

OPMD distribution cycle culminates in

manning priorities for a specific cycle.

There are two OPMD distribution cycles

a two-week distribution conference. The

The unit’s priorities are communicated

{01} (Oct-Mar) {02} (Apr-Sep).

The

distribution conference enables HRC

between the unit S-1s / G-1s / Commanders

two distinct cycles promote assignment

Readiness Branch to establish priorities

and the HRC account manager. Accuracy

planning and flexibility. Warrant officers

of fill and validate future manning cycle

and prioritization are key to units receiving

are identified for reassignment based

requirements. Request for Orders (RFOs)

warrant officers with the appropriate

on their Year / Month Available to Move

are released approximately 30-60 days

skills, experience, and knowledge.

(YMAV) and Date Expected to Return

after the conference is complete.

OPMD Distribution Cycles. Directed

from Overseas (DEROS). Reassignment

Talent Management. The assignment

by the Chief of Staff of the Army (CSA),

is limited to warrant officers identified

officer’s duties are to provide talent

the Army Manning Guidance serves as the

to move during each cycle; however, as

management

foundational document for OPMD warrant

un-projected requirements arise – HRC

and mentorship to the population while

counseling,

The

guidance,
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ensuring the Army’s manning requirements

Talent management is key in the HRC

requirements and career progression are

are met. The assignment officer makes

distribution process as past performance

priority.

decisions by using as much accurate data

is

Keys to Success in the Distribution

as possible to best match warrant officer’s

recommendations for future assignments.

Process.

talents to unit’s requirements.

“You

It is imperative that warrant officers are

assignment officer early in the manning

move for other warrant officer’s career

familiar with the Talent Developmental

cycle.

development, and they move for yours!”

Model, (Figure 2) and use it as a guideline

the one thing that you truly control; it

Regardless of the duty assignment,

to set goals for their professional

represents your skill set, experience,

unit, location – get there and perform.

development.

education level, and the proper wear

Continuous extension at a desired location

Communication. Effective communication

and appearance of the uniform – keep it

beyond the prescribed tour length or

is paramount in the distribution process.

updated. Your photo gives a visual of who

resisting an assignment that facilitates

Keeping the assignment officer informed

you are; ensure your photo is up to date and

career progression is not in accordance

early

it is your best representation. Be receptive

with the HRC distribution process or

pays big dividends.

talent management principles. In addition,

are encouraged to communicate their

Military Education (PME) on time, PME

Department of the Army Pamphlet 600-

assignment

factors

completion is a prerequisite for capstone

3, Officer Professional Development and

that will inhibit their ability to be

and key warrant officer assignments. Set

Career Management, dated 26 Jun 17 states,

reassigned during the manning cycle

realistic career goals. Maintain fitness.

“Warrant officers refine their technical

via the Assignment Interactive Module

Maintain professionalism and be flexible.

expertise and develop their leadership

2 (AIM2). The assignment officer will

Perform! – Your OER will reflect your

and management skills through tiered

make an effort to consider warrant officer

performance.

progressive assignments and education.”

preferences; however, the Army’s manning

considered

in

in

the

order

to

make

reassignment

process

Warrant officers

preferences

and

Communicate

4

2

Broadening Opportunities

PME

Post-KD
(Broadening Assignments)

Key Developmental

(2 yrs)

6

8

12

10

(5 yrs)

14

to mentorship.

Attend Professional

(5 yrs)

(5 yrs)

Company Grade

G-1 HR Tech
HHBN/STB/CAB HR Tech
Instructor/Writer, AG School
HRSC Tech
Combined Arms Center
(420C) Commander/Bandmaster,
OF MPU A4

BDE/BCT/SBDE HR Tech
HR CO, HR Tech
HR Operations Branch (SBDE or ESC)
(420C) Instructor/Writer, ASOM
(420C) Commander/Bandmaster GF MPU A3/A4

Field Grade

(17 + yrs)
Senior Field Grade

G-1 HR Tech
ACOM/ASCC Staff
HRSC HR Tech
Writer/Developer AG School
FORSCOM Strength Manager
(420C) Commander/Bandmaster

Corps SR HR Tech
HRSC SR HR Tech
FORSCOM SR HR Tech
(420C) Deputy Director of
Training, USASOM

Key Developmental (KD): “Determined by branch to be fundamental to the development of an officer in his or her core branch competencies…” DAPAM 600-3

Post-KD jobs are
broadening:
“Purposeful
expansion of an
individual’s
capabilities and
understanding… that
are gained through
experiences in
different
organizational
cultures and
interests…” AR600-3

WOBC

WOCC TAC Officer
Special Operations HR Tech
WO Recruiter, USAREC
NATO Brigade HR Tech
HRC EPMD HR Readiness

HRSC Tech (CW2)
HROC HR Tech
Special Operations HR Tech
Corps G-1 HR Tech
FORSCOM Admin Tech
ASCC HR Tech
CDID HR Tech
Cadet Command HR Tech
(420C) Bandmaster,
Special Bands

WOAC 2ys TIG as a CW2

Other Training Opportunities
 HR Plans & Ops Course
 BDE S1 Course
 Postal Supv Course
 ABN, AASLT, Ranger
 Army Force Management

WO Branch Manager
CWO, AG Corps
AG WO Proponent
WO Advisor/Assistant XO,
Special Operations HR Tech
CSA
WO Recruiter (USAREC)
WO Advisor/Assistant XO,
ARMY G3/5/7 HR Tech
WO Advisor/Assistant XO-4 Star
VCSA
OCLL WO
WO Advisor/Assistant XO,
Inspector General
Secretary Army
WOCC SGL
HRC G-3
HRC, Deputy Chief Awards & Decorations
OCSA ECC/CJCS SJS
WO Advisor (HRC TAG)
WHCA HR Tech
(420C) Chief, Army Music
NATO Allied CMD Transformation HR Tech
Proponency
AXO, SACEUR
COCOM HR Tech
GO Executive Officer
WOCC Chief of Comm Education Dept
AVNCOE HR Tech
(420C) Commander/Bandmaster,
OF/GF MPU A4/A5
(420C) Commander, Old Guard Fife and Drum
Corps

WOILE

WOSSE
Congressional Fellowship/Strategic
Broadening Seminars

Degree Completion
TWI (Mandatory Utilization)
Joint Assignments

SR LDR Seminar
Associates Degree
As of NOV 17

Baccalaureate Degree

Graduate Degree

Professional Certification – PHR, SPHR, PMP, Lean Six Sigma, Microsoft, etc. (encouraged, not required)

Figure 2

22

20

18

16
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the

The ORB is your resume and

AG Warrant Officer Talent Development Model
WO Years: 0

with

SECTION
IV
AG Corps Warrant Officers
1918 - 2018

Chief of The Adjutant General’s Corps Proclaims
2018 “The Year of the AG Warrant Officer”

I

n recognition of the centennial

Year of the AG Warrant Officer.” The

all aspects of the execution of our Army

celebration of the Army’s Warrant

proclamation

Officers,

HR mission. Join us in recognizing and

Officer Corps (1918-2018), on 5

Noncommissioned Officers, Soldiers,

celebrating the relevance and abilities of

February 2018, former Commandant

Department of the Army Civilians

our Corps’ Warrant Officers in programs

COL David G. Jones, the 21hst Chief

and Family members of the Adjutant

throughout the year.

of the Adjutant General’s Corps, signed

General’s Corps to recognize the positive

a proclamation making 2018 “The

impact our AG Warrant Officers have on

encourages
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Human Resources Warrant Officers
as Strategic Leaders
By CW2 Stephanie M. Weber, United States Army Forces Command (FORSCOM)

O

f the levels of warfare,
the

strategic-level

influences

directly

the

Army’s

ability to fight and win wars effectively.
Strategic leaders determine how to
allocate

scare

resources

including

personnel and equipment while planning
how to achieve Army objectives. These
decisions directly determine the course
and direction of lower echelons.
As technical experts, combat leaders,
trainers, and advisors, Warrant Officers
serving in strategic assignments provide
an essential and unique capability for the

Command (FORSCOM) G-1 and is

continuous assessment and proactively

commanders they support. Leadership

comprised of three Warrant Officers

pinpointing opportunities to improve

experience and technical knowledge are

and one Postal Integrator. FORSCOM

unit

fundamental elements of their skillset, but

is the largest Army Command and

and performance at all levels.

Warrant Officers also can comprehend

provider of expeditionary, regionally

simultaneously gage the impact of

and interact in more complex and

engaged, campaign-capable land forces

programs by establishing metrics, setting

sophisticated situations. These situations

to Combatant Commanders.

HR-

goals, and developing enhancements

directly impact organizational change

TAOD directly supports the FORSCOM

to ensure the appropriate outcome

and assist in developing institutional

Commander in identifying, establishing,

is achieved. The HR-TAOD Warrant

improvements.

and training HR elements while applying

Officers strategically coordinate with

Training

innovative approaches to improving the

various stakeholders, staffs, agencies,

Organizational

overall readiness of HR forces. Warrant

and senior leadership bringing awareness

(HR-TAOD),

Officers keep leadership abreast of

to key topics and improving, instituting,

established in 2012, is a section assigned

subordinate HR unit’s and element’s

and implementing key HR initiatives.

to the United States Army Forces

deployment readiness statuses through

The

Human

Resources

Assessment

and

Development

Branch

24
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training,

business

practices,
They

Both the administrative and visionary

achievements are a testament to the

HR Companies deploy and identifying

traits of leadership are essential for

applicability of the HR Warrant Officers

resource shortages, Warrant Officers

organization

as strategic leaders.

designed a plan and synchronized efforts

Military strategy is fully supported by

Warrant Officer responsibilities include

among staff elements to implement

strategic-level Warrant Officers who

training

UBS.

exude passion in accomplishing short

tasks and advising on missions. The

mission command concerns, training

and long-term objectives.

The HR-

HR Transformation initiative seeks to

deficiencies, and manning challenges for

TAOD Branch maintains a strategic

optimize how HR units support Senior

SRC-12 (Human Resource) Command

balance between organizational goals

Commanders both on and off the

Leadership. Under current doctrine, the

and resources by assisting senior leaders

battlefield. Warrant Officers played an

Personnel Services Delivery Redesign

in converting objectives into action. Over

integral role in analyzing and outlining

(PSDR) concept, HR Companies deploy

the last six years, this team generated

unit realignment options that will provide

to theater utilizing fragmented sourcing to

substantive

across

HR organizations capable of improving

support Theater Operations but UBS shifts

Some of these

personnel readiness, leveraging training

HR capabilities from Platoons to whole

include: writing Executive Orders for

opportunities, and increasing readiness

Companies, thereby providing multi-

the implementation of meal collections,

as the Army moves toward Army Force

functional HR support to Combatant

Basic Allowance for Substance (BAS)

2025. Their recommendations to realign

and Sustainment Commanders while

authorizations, and Basic Allowance

resources, personnel, and equipment

preventing a depletion of HR capabilities

for Housing (BAH) audits supporting

provided senior leaders with a base plan.

for future operations.

HQ Department of the Army initiatives;

Follow-on discussions at the Quarterly 1-2

Deploying whole HR Companies calls

Developing

HR

Star Military Pay (MILPAY) Executive

for adjustments to current home station

readiness into the FORSCOM Deputy

Huddle synchronized operations and

training and pre-deployment operations

Commanding

Maintenance

planning efforts among organizations

to

Terrain Walk; collaborating with Human

with responsibility for the future of HR

expeditionary, campaign focused, and

Resources Command to develop the

support and the assumption of Military

tailorable

first HR Company Crew and Squad

Pay functions.

supporting decisive actions across the

To defeat peer or near-peer threats,

range of military operations. Warrant

FORSCOM trains and prepares combat

Officers

ready and globally responsive units to

expertise to establish training metrics that

dominate in a complex world. Achieving

determine the overall readiness of each

this objective requires management

HR Company, providing commanders

of

and

the ability to quickly identify shortages

identification of significant opportunities.

in personnel, training, equipment, and

Warrant Officers monitor the deployment

systems.

charts and track the readiness of HR

training and resourcing goals were set

units designated to support operations

to assist in developing enhancements,

across the globe. After assessing the way

allowing commanders to leverage current

initiatives

to

succeed.

improvements

the HR community.

and

incorporating

General

Stabilization requirements; coordinating
between commanders and senior-level
organizations to provide postal training
opportunities at both resident and
installation locations; and reinvigorating
the establishment of Military Post
Offices. The Warrant Officer’s most
recent initiatives are HR Transformation,
Unit Based Sourcing (UBS), homestation
training opportunities, and HR Company
training at the Combat Training Centers
(CTC).

All of these initiatives and

Soldiers

information,

while

organizing

assessment,

UBS is designed to address

ensure

FORSCOM

organizations

employed

maintains

capable

their

of

technical

Then, using these metrics,

opportunities and adjust resourcing to
1775 | Fall 2018
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meet the demands of Army objectives.

tasks at the CTCs; but to support the

current

Coordination with Commanders, staffs,

home station resource deficiencies and

how the FORSCOM HQ will train,

and senior Leaders provided innovative

UBS, an increase of training resources,

resource, and posture HRs professionals

ways to adjust training opportunities

oversight,

be

to support Combatant Commanders

to incorporate fully integrated home

incorporated.

Utilizing the CTCs to

and assist in achieving the Army’s

station

including

conduct confirmation of SRC-12 units

objectives.

Field Training Exercises, Warfighters,

assists Commanders in resourcing space,

mentoring directly shapes the relevance,

Certification

Exercises,

Emergency

personnel,

systems

effectiveness, and efficiency of emerging

Deployment

Readiness

Exercises,

to assess the deployment readiness of

HR operations by providing a Total Force

Expeditionary Early-Entry Command

their HR capabilities.

ready to “Defend and Serve” anywhere,

Posts, Mission Rehearsal Exercises, and

disciplined, qualified, combat ready,

anytime, in any way possible.

Culminating Training Events.

globally responsive HR professionals,

The roles of today’s Warrant Officers

Home station training achieves pre-

the accomplishment of home station

are broadening to support a continued

deployment

validation,

expansion of technology and emerging

training

missions

training

certification

and

evaluation

equipment,

and

must

and

This produces

compliance

with

battlefield

operations

alters

Teaching, coaching and

while preparing organizations for pre-

the FORSCOM Command Training

mission requirements.

deployment confirmation and validation.

Guidance.

Warrant Officers are technologically

Though confirmation can be achieved

Future HR initiatives requiring strategic

agile, adaptive, and innovative leaders

at home station, it generally requires

level

that can intelligently shape policy and

resources,

training

coordination across a wide spectrum

decisions.

areas larger than home stations can

of organizations will benefit from

Officer’s

leadership

accommodate. Addressing this concern,

the expertise of the FORSCOM HR-

expertise

enhances

Warrant

TAOD Warrant Officers.

Identifying

power projection, and the Army’s ability

Commanders, senior-level organizations,

operational concerns, devising corrective

to support the concept of comprehensive

and training institutions to develop a

actions, and updating doctrine to reflect

deterrence.

equipment,

Officers

and

collaborated

with

analysis,

development,

and

U.S. Army

Exploiting our Warrant
and

technical

interoperability,

Their ability to generate

concept of operations modifying current

positive results and affect organizational

HR Company training at the CTC to

changes across the HR community

include more robust real-world and

capitalizes on a unique talent that

hands-on scenarios while supporting

Warrant Officers bring to strategic level

decisive actions on the battlefield. The

organizations.

HR Company validation concept of
operations incorporates and maintains
focus on unit METL and collective
tasks for the Theater Gateway, Casualty
Operations, and Postal Operations, as
well as, automated systems that support
SRC-12

training

requirements

and

utilization at the CTCs.
Currently, an HR Platoon exercises these
26
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INSCOM Celebrates the
‘Masters of their Craft’
as the Army Warrant Officer Cohort Turns 100!
By CW5 Kevin Boughton, INSCOM CCWO; CW4 Michael Falton,
CW3 Ericka Jordan, CW2 Lashonda Pringle, SGT Jeffrey Storrier, INSCOM PAO

A

s the Army Warrant Officer

year, INSCOM held 61 percent of the

CW2 Lashonda Pringle, an HR Technician

Cohort commemorates its 100-

Army’s assigned fixed-wing aviators,

at INSCOM headquarters, is an expert

year anniversary, the modern-

31 percent of Military Intelligence WOs

who knows exactly what she brings to the

day United States Army Warrant Officer

and 25 percent of Cyber WOs within its

fight. “Without HRs experts, who will

(WO) is a highly specialized expert and

active-duty ranks. It is clear the cohort

take care of those who are fighting for our

trainer who, by gaining progressive levels

has undergone a transformation from

country?” We handle the administrative

of expertise and leadership, operates,

its humble beginnings to a thriving

tasks, making one less thing a Soldier

maintains, administers and manages the

component not only of the Army but

worries about,” the poised Pringle said.

Army’s equipment, support activities, or

the entire national military intelligence

CW2 Pringle went on to describe how

technical systems throughout an entire

apparatus.

According to CW5 Kevin

WOs have a unique ability to affect real

career.

Boughton, Command Chief WO, who

change at all levels of the organization.

100 years of evolution has, like in all

serves as the principal advocate for all

“Warrant Officers provide such a unique

things, given rise to an impressive and

WOs within INSCOM, this transformation

perspective,” she said. “We guide and

finely tuned entity, a modernized Army

is no better illustrated than inside the

train NCOs, Officers and Army Civilians

WO Corps that is more proficient, effective

INSCOM formation.

and work with all three so easily, that’s

and capable than ever before in its history.

“The Warrant Officers of INSCOM are

why it’s so important to be that expert

As the digital age speeds ahead, gaining

a remarkable group,” Boughton said.

people can count on.”

momentum seemingly at every turn, the

“They are responsible for the technical

It has been a century rich history and

Army has adapted its tactics, personnel,

health and readiness of this command.

accomplishment for the Army WO

and systems to conquer the ever changing,

Every single day they ensure our

Cohort. Today they find themselves an

multi-echelon, global domain where

Commanders receive accurate, timely,

indispensable facet of Army operations

threats evolve, and warfare is waged. It

and relevant intelligence at the point of

and celebrate their centennial with pride

is within this multi-domain battlespace

need.” INSCOM employs WOs serving in

and the knowledge that the future of the

where

systems,

almost every Army career field including

WO corps is brighter than it has ever been.

equipment and the expertise required to

Signal, Quartermaster, Adjutant General

INSCOM

harness those capabilities coincide, that

(AG) and Aviation to name a few. WOs

Belvoir, Virginia, with 17,500 Soldiers,

the WOs of the Intelligence and Security

are assigned to all but one of INSCOM’s

Army Civilians and contractors located

Command (INSCOM) diligently apply
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at 180 sites in 45 countries. It executes

their craft.

worldwide,

As the WO Cohort began its’ centennial

leadership, technical expertise and a

highly

technical

major

subordinate

commands

providing

outstanding

mission

is

headquartered

command

of

at

Fort

operational

intelligence and security forces; conducts

mastery of their craft on a daily basis.
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and synchronizes global multi-discipline

The AG WO is no stranger to change

comprehensive look at the future of the

and all-source intelligence and security

and indeed has led the way over the past

HR Technician roles and responsibilities.

operations;

support

decade-plus analyzing and formalizing

The AG WO will remain relevant through

and intelligence-related advanced skills

Personnel Services Delivery Redesign

this transformation by maintaining systems

training, acquisition support, logistics,

(PSDR).

The 420A has become an

knowledge, providing professional advice

communications, and other specialized

analytical and adaptive leader while

to Commanders, and embodying the Army

capabilities in support of Army, Joint,

maintaining skills as a technical expert and

leadership model. We must stay in the

and Coalition Commands and the U.S.

advisor. Looking into the next generation,

fight to ensure a timely, but quality HRs

Intelligence Community.

we must identify the skills necessary to

system release. Giving our Commanders

The Army is on the edge of another

carry our adept 420A population into the

confidence in the capability of our systems

pivotal shift. The warfighter environment

Talent Management era.

to provide only the best support makes us

is dynamic, evidenced by the need to

Talent Management is the way forward for

a critical enabler for the fight.

establish new Functional Combatant

the Army and will become a critical task

“Vigilance Always!”

Commands (ex. Cyber, Space) responsible

for the AG WO to master. As the Army

for new and emerging domains. As the

fields the Integrated Personnel and Pay

battlespace evolves, so does the support

System-Army (IPPS-A), the HR technical

structure. There is a requirement for the

experts will be faced with a new set of

latest technology, best methods, and a

challenges. Specifically, how to acquire

thorough understanding of requirements

and distribute Talent across the force…

(emerging and recurring). WOs must be

not simply based on Army specialty, but

on the leading edge of this change.

individual Talent. To do this, we need a
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delivers

linguist
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Adjutant General Corps Warrants Officers:
Remain Relevant!
CW3 Walner F. Nelson, HR Advisor to the AMC Commander

T

oday more than ever, our HR

Soldiers, Army Civilian and contractors

As a last wish, I challenge us to be better.

Warrant Officers need to take

located in 49 States, 155 countries, with

Make the time to interact with one

a stand and lead the AG Corps

an annual operating budget of over $53

another, even from afar. Furthermore, we

into a world with a “Yes I can find a way”

billion. Additionally, the HR Advisor

need to continue to integrate the new and

attitude. Being assertive in taking better

communicates the CG’s intent and

improve the current system for the benefit

care of our Soldiers, Army Civilians, and

guidance, while maximizing efficiency

of our Soldiers. We need to develop new

Family members every single day. To be

and

precise

processes and procedures and be resilient

clear, we have to be ready and included

management of time and activities.

in the pursuit of excellence. I am 100

in getting our Army set for the arrival

The HR Advisor interfaces with and

percent certain that we can get better

and implementation of the Integrated

coordinates at all levels of the Department

and improve our Corps at the same time.

Personnel Pay System-Army (IPPS-A).

of Defense and Army Staffs while

Finally, there is no one more important

As the Army Materiel Command (AMC)

simultaneously harmonizing activities

than those that we serve, our customer,

develops and delivers material readiness

with private industry, Congressional

period.

solutions to ensure globally dominant

delegations

land force capabilities, I am proud to be

required.

an AG Warrant Officer and especially

As the HR Advisor to the CG, I have

working at the AMC Headquarters,

mentors like retired Warrant Officer

where the HR team continues to provide

Eddie Perez and Ella Robinson who

outstanding support to the Commanding

showed me the path to success. Their

General (CG).

As the HR Advisor

examples of working hard and remaining

to the CG, I provide technical and

relevant, combined with the attitude that

administrative support to the CG in the

“at the end of the day things will work

execution of responsibilities associated

out,” have helped me tremendously. I

with nine Major Subordinate Commands

continue to place the mission first and

(MSC) and Direct Reporting Units

never cease to take care of everyone I

(DRU) comprised of more than 120,000

can.

effectiveness

and

through

local

officials,

as
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Army South HR Technicians:
Who we Support and How
By CW4 Eureka S. Thompson

U

.S. Army South (ARSOUTH) is
the Army Service Component
Command (ASCC) of U.S.
Southern Command (SOUTHCOM).
SOUTHCOM’s area of responsibility
encompasses 31 countries and 16
dependencies and regions of special
sovereignty in Central and South America,
as well as the Caribbean, covering over 15
million square miles.
Human Resources (HR) professionals
within the command are responsible for
planning, coordinating, and directing all
ASCC-level HR activities to support the
command’s conduct of Theater Security
Cooperation, for the protection of the
United States, and the enhancement of
Hemispheric Security. The ARSOUTH
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1 supports
contingency operations and, as directed,
may serve as the Joint Land Forces
Component Command J-1 or Joint Task
Force J-1.
Like other ASCCs, we support the
command by accomplishing the four
fundamental core competencies as
designated. However, we are unique when
it comes to our operational capabilities as
well as the locations of those we support.
HR personnel within the G-1 serve as the
Executive Agent responsible for providing
Title 10 functional support to Security
Cooperation Offices, Military Personnel
Exchange Programs, and Schools of Other
Nations in over 20 Caribbean locations,
to include those that are assigned to our
OCONUS units (Army Forces (ARFOR)
Battalion, 525th Military Police Battalion,
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1-228th Aviation Battalion, and Joint Task
Force-Bravo).
The G-1 Manpower team, projects,
coordinates and executes the military
personnel services support activities
of ARSOUTH and its subordinate
units.
Headquarters and subordinate
units’ military strength in the aggregate
continues to remain above 90%. This
percentage includes Worldwide Individual
Augmentation System (WIAS), Request
for Forces (RFF), and Active Duty
Operational Support (ADOS) personnel
filling paragraph and line numbers on the
MTOE. ARSOUTH remains within the
Army Manning guidance of 90-95% fill.
There have been several Humanitarian
Operations as well as Joint and Combined
Engagements
the
ARSOUTH
G-1
directorate
has
supported. The most
recent was a Joint
humanitarian effort
in support of those
affected by Hurricane
Maria.
The HR Operations
Cell
continuously
receives
accolades
for their support of
PANAMAX, which
occurs annually in
August. PANAMAX
is a multi-national
exercise, which takes
place at multiple
U.S. military bases,

focused on the defense of the Panama
Canal. ARSOUTH G-1 leads the MultiNational Forces – South (MNF-S) J-1
and coordinates timely and effective
strength reporting and personnel support
for MNF-S and other assigned Joint Force
Commanders. This exercise enhances
readiness and operational capabilities of
the total force, ensuring success across the
full range of military operations. Integrated
Advance 2017 is a SOUTHCOM directed
operational exercise that includes
SOUTHCOM Battle Staff, Component
Commands and interagency organizations
and other supporting commands to
examine aspects of the U.S. response to a
foreign humanitarian assistance / disaster
relief crisis.

CW3 Julia Armstrong, Army South G-1 Plans & Operations, discusses
J-1 duties and responsibilities pertaining to a Humanitarian Assistance
/ Disaster Relief crisis with fellow JTF J-1 exercise participants during
Integrated Advance 2017 at Naval Station Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
Feb-Mar 17. The J-1 for the JTF utilizes a Joint Manning Document
to bring together the personnel team and execute HR functions as well
as specific migrant operations tasks.
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AG Warrant Officer SITREP from the 82nd
Airborne Division
By CW4 Shannon D. Tyus, Senior AG Warrant

O

n behalf of All-American 1, LTC

Division runs. Unquestionably, why the

Response Force) and USR (Unit Status

Randy Lefebvre, and SGM

82nd is referred to as the “Center of the

Report) represent the best parts of the

Jeremy Bradford, G-1 SGM,

Universe” is because if it “happens,” it’s

Army and remind me of what it means

greetings from the 82nd Airborne Division,

happening here! With that, I take pride in

to “Ruck Up!” Each day presents new

home to “America’s Guard of Honor”

representing our Brigade HR Tech’s as the

challenges. Creativity and innovation are

and

Senior AG Warrant. Our three priorities

always welcome as we find ways to do

are as follows:

“more with less.”

the All-American

Paratroopers!

Things here happen at a lightning pace
and each of our Human Resources (HR)
professionals work tirelessly to provide
outstanding human resources support
to the Paratroopers of the Division. The
82nd is deeply rooted in pride and historic
significance and each of us are fortunate
to be a part of such a traditionally rich
organization.
I’d like to begin by stating that I have
the utmost respect for these AG Corps
professionals who volunteer to come
to Fort Bragg, parachute into JRTC /
NTC, execute manifest operations out
at Green Ramp and crush the many

• Raising the bar for HR support

Managing Talent: One focus for us in

provided to the 82nd’s Paratroopers

the 82nd is Talent Management. With the

by advising AA1 on all HR matters.

majority of our Warrant Officers being

• Ensuring our HR Warrants are

WO1s, we have the opportunity to grow

postured for success by teaching

these young Warrants the “right way”

from “scar tissue.”

and establish a career path to get the

• Developing systems that allow us to

WO1s where they want to be. Being a

“answer the mail” as the many RFIs

Paratrooper is part of the uniqueness that

come from the top.

comes with the 82nd Airborne Division.

Having recently served at the Adjutant

Managing talent throughout each Warrant

General School and at HRC, it is exciting

Officer’s career is critical to ensuring that

to be back in the operational Army

we reap the benefits on the backend with

doing “G-1 / S-1 stuff!” Seeing familiar

senior Warrants who are able to train,

terms of reference such as GRF (Global

coach and mentor the next generation.
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In order to leverage the many 420A
positions that exist on Fort Bragg, (the
82nd, XVIII Airborne Corps, U.S. Army
Special Operations Command (USASOC),
and Forces Command (FORSCOM))
talent managers must ensure each officer
is carefully placed. The goal is to progress
each HR Warrant through two S-1 jobs
and potentially a year assignment in an
HROC, HHBn or Corps Staff, after which
a broadening outside the community,
with hopes to someday return to fill
senior Warrant positions on Fort Bragg.
Having several “star-level” commands
allows talent managers the flexibility
to collaborate with other commands to
discuss internal Warrant Officer moves and
plans. The goal is to combine the needs of
the Army, the required Knowledge, Skills
and Abilities of the officer as well as the
desires of the individual. This allows
talent managers to develop the best 420A
slate, while simultaneously nesting Army
requirements to ensure future leaders are
successful. Trust the process – it works!
Readiness: Home to the Global Response
Force (GRF), Paratroopers from each
Brigade must be able to respond on short
notice to myriad contingencies around
the world. One Battalion-sized element

is expected to deploy anywhere in
the world within 18 hours. GRF
status lasts up to 12 months or more,
therefore readiness is a constant at
every echelon.
Our Warrant Officers answer the call
and are having tremendous impacts
within their organizations. Most
importantly, our Warrants have a
laser focus on the Chief of Staff of
the Army’s top priority - Readiness.
AG Warrants ensure our HR systems
reflect the most accurate data, thereby
enabling leaders at all echelons the
tools necessary to make critical
decisions. For example, having those
tough non-deployable discussions
with the Commander is paramount.
Realistic and frank discussions using
reliable and accurate strength reporting
allows Commanders to place emphasis
on those deployable categories such as
dental and immunizations. Additionally,
Commanders can stay abreast of the Army
Get Well Plan (GWP) as we articulate the
resolution plans for “known shortages”
across the Army.
Relationships
/
Networking:
Maintaining relationships and networking

is critical to being effective as your
career progresses. This happens through
continued engagement from senior
leaders as well as peers. In conjunction
with 18th Airborne Corps, USASOC
and FORSCOM, we have re-established
a monthly AG Warrant Officer breakfast
where 420s from each command can
come together to network, discuss hot
topics, and genuinely get to know each
other. This becomes ever more important
when you find yourself in a bind and need
HR assistance. Help is simply a call or a
text message away. The Fort Bragg Family
is strong and we all work together for the
betterment of the team.
HR Sustainment Training: We are
also in the process of reestablishing our
“HR University” concept within the
Division and across Fort Bragg in general.
The concept is for our AG professionals
to receive hands on, high quality training,
which is at the forefront of every leader’s
mind. With that said, the 420As will lead
that charge. Each of the Warrants here on
Bragg will have the opportunity to teach
topics such as promotions, evaluations,
TPS, USR, and many other engaging HR
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topics. A recurring schedule is in the
works, and once finalized Warrants will
deliver this training to the community
of HR professionals across Fort Bragg.
Training will be geared towards different
levels of experience – advanced sessions
for senior HR leaders exclusively and
some beginner training geared to less
experienced individuals, which will also
be fun and engaging.
Let’s now take a look at the immense
talent we have here in the 82nd Airborne
Division:
• G-1 HROC – CW2 Kha Nguyen
and the HROC were lauded by each
of the three BCT Commanders
just recently for coming down and
assisting the BCT S-1s clean up
DD93s, PRRs and SGLVs as well as
assisting in a Division-wide PAI.
• HHBn – CW2 Latarsha Middleton
currently holds arguably the
toughest job in the Division. With
each staff directorate wielding a
LTC and a SGM, her job requires
precision and dedication and she
has answered the bell for our HHBn.
She is the linchpin in that operation
without question. Having more time
in the Division than any of our other
Warrants, her experience will be
missed as she moves out this fall.

aircraft and be anywhere in the world
within 18 hours. This represents life
in the 82nd and the Falcon Brigade
is ready to fight tonight. “Let’s Go!”
• 3d BCT – WO1 Troy Sims, Jr.
just took over the Panther Brigade
behind CW2 Cynthia Jenkins who
has moved on to XVIII Airborne
Corps HHBn. He and the Panther
Team are really making some serious
noise with NetUSR and we hope to
share those lessons learned in the
near future as well. “H-Minus!”
• CAB – WO1 Daniel Strauch
anchors the Combat Aviation
Brigade by filling a CW3 position as
the HR Tech. Having performed so
well, we are planning to move him
up to the HHBn to backfill CW2
Middleton who will leave us in the
19-01 cycle. We expect continued
excellence from Mr. Strauch, an up
and comer in the ranks! “Ground
Air Mobility!”
• CAB – WO1 Nieasha Barnes,
another rock star down in the CAB
who is establishing a name for
herself as the Strength Manager;
which is extremely complicated in
an Aviation Brigade where pilots

are managed by track / SQI more
so than MOS. Mrs. Barnes will
take the reigns as the HR Tech in
the CAB next month and run the
show solo – we are rooting for her
success!
• DIVARTY – WO1 Jessica Recinos
represents the Big Guns down in
the DIVARTY where they not only
exercise administrative control
of all the 105mm / 155mm Gun
Battalions but also the HHBn
adding another layer of complexity
to HR operations. “Mass The Fire!”
• 82d ABN DIV SUST BDE (ADSB)
– WO1 Jodine Avant is nested with
the Sustainment Team and will move
down to the HR Company this fall
to deploy and lead her organization.
We look forward to hearing the
lessons learned from her once she
is established downrange and pray
for her safe return. “Supporting
Freedom!”
We also have three additional WO1s
inbound to us in January / February. We
will attend their WOBC graduations at
Fort Jackson, SC to welcome them with
open arms the Fort Bragg way.

• 1st BCT – WO1 Ma Puckett is
leading the charge with the “Devils
in Baggy Pants” as they prepare
for their upcoming JRTC rotation
in October. We look forward to
picking her brain once she returns
so we can share her experience with
the other 420s as their time nears.
“Strike Hold!”
• 2d BCT – CW2 David Maybury
just assumed mission as the GRF
ensuring his Brigade is ready to load
1775 | Fall 2018
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HR Transformation
25th Infantry Division G-1
By CW3 Sonya D. Stewart and 1LT Mary Ann O. Abas

I

n May 2018, the 25th Infantry Division
G-1 took on the task of planning,
developing, and testing a new Human
Resource (HR) Force Design structure.
This new project is innovative and has
the potential to influence the future of HR
support provided by the Adjutant General
(AG) Corps.
As defined, the AG Corps provides
personnel and administration support
as HR managers for the United States
Army.
Essential Personnel Services
(EPS) include customer service, awards
and decorations, evaluation reports,
promotions, military pay, and personnel
actions requests. Historically, echelon
above division units conducted EPS but,
in 2006, the Army decentralized EPS and
created the Standard Requirements Code
12 (SRC-12) structure we have known
for the last 12-years. Personnel Services
Delivery Redesign (PSDR) recognized
that there was a better way to support
units and their Soldiers by extending these
roles and responsibilities to the Brigade
and Battalion level. PSDR additionally
modified the SRC-12 structure, creating
HR Companies (HR COs) to provide
ready-to-deploy HR support in theater.
After 12-years of monitoring the PSDR
model, HR leaders carefully evaluated the
use of HR assets across the Army. Leaders
noted concerns such as Soldier technical
proficiency, talent management, and
deployment readiness metrics and wanted
to maximize the use and skillset of the
everyday HR Soldier and the units to whom
they belong. Recognizing these gaps, the
concept of the HR Transformation Pilot
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Program was born.
One of multiple units identified to conduct
the HR Transformation Pilot, 25ID is
the first Division-level unit manned to
participate in the pilot program. The
Division G-1 is spearheading a vigorous
planning process in the Pacific with a
one of a kind mission of repurposing the
HR professionals in the HR Sustainment
Center (HRSC), Sustainment Brigade
HR Operations Branch (HROB), and the
HR CO.
With the freedom of maneuver to provide
bottom-up feedback along with continuous
guidance from higher Commands,
the 25ID G-1 chairs weekly meetings
with multiple leaders representing
the 25ID HR Operating Center, 25ID
Sustainment Brigade, 25ID Sustainment
Brigade Special Troops Battalion, 259th
HR Company, and Headquarters and
Headquarters Battalion, 25ID. Oversight
from U.S. Army Hawaii (USARHAW)
and United States Army Pacific Command
(USARPAC), along with input from the 8th
Theater Sustainment Command provides
refinement to the 25ID HR Transformation
Plan.
With the audience of planners ranging
from Sergeant First Class to Lieutenant
Colonel, to include a crew of very
talented AG Warrant Officers, the 25ID
HR Transformation Working Group
collectively has vast HR experiences and
knowledge; together they are planning
the future way the AG Corps provides
HR support to the field. Planning is not
only limited to expanding the SRC-12’s
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25th HR Transformation Working Group

capabilities to a “full-spectrum” range of
HR core competencies, but also includes
potential Mission Essential Task (METL)
change proposals, logistical changes, and
a proposed change to Modified Table of
Organization and Equipment (MTOE) for
the Division’s HR assets.
Furthermore, the 25ID HR Transformation
Pilot Team is scheduled to meet with the
Integrated Personnel and Pay System
(IPPS-A) Team to ensure the HR
Transformation Pilot fully incorporates the
functionality IPPS-A brings to the field.
Additionally, the Pilot Team will bring in
a number of Mobile Training Teams to
provide training on all EPS to the HR CO
whose current METL focuses on Casualty
Operations, Personnel Accountability
Teams, and Postal Operations.
The
Division Warfighter exercise this fall
provides the first opportunity to test the
new structure and functionality of the HR
CO, with continued refinement and final
recommendations provided within the
next year. It is an exciting time for the AG
Corps and the 25ID G-1 Team is ready
for HR Transformation Pilot challenge.
“Tropic Lightning leads the way”.

“Once Elite Always Elite”
By CW5 Elisa Robinson and CW2 Scedric Moss
“The AG Elites,” is a diverse group

Sayliyah, Qatar, Ms. Featherston serves

of technicians with a superb mix of

as the Brigade S-1. She is responsible

knowledge and experience and the

for overseeing the delivery of all aspects

youthful vigor of junior warrant officers

of personnel services and support to a

eagerly seeking to build their legacies in

Medical Brigade with five Battalions

the AG Corps. These HR Technicians

comprised of Soldiers from all three

serve in a wide array of positions ranging

components.

from the 3rd Armored Corps Senior

Soldiers from the United States Army

HR Technician to forward deployed

Reserves and National Guard allows

Brigade S-1s. Several Fort Hood HR

CW2 Featherston to gain a diversified

Technicians

deployed

perspective of operational practices from

to locations throughout the EUCOM

across the full spectrum of personnel

and CENTCOM regions in support of

services and support.

OPERATION FREEDOM SENTINEL,

opportunity to not only coach and mentor

OPERATION INHERENT RESOLVE,

her subordinates but also learn from

and OPERATION SPARTAN SHIELD.

them as well. HOOAH – PHANTOM

Waco, lies the largest and

Comprised of multiple units with global

WARRIOR

historically richest installation in the

operational requirements, Fort Hood

United States Army. Fort Hood, TX or

affords the HR Technician the unique

‘‘The Great Place’’, spans over 215,000

opportunity to cultivate their skills, while

acres and supports over 170,000 Soldiers,

serving in both traditional and non-

Army Civilians, and Family members.

traditional roles. The HR Technicians

The installation is home to over 20

assigned

organizations including the 1st Cavalry

flexibility to learn from each other and

Division, 13th Expeditionary Support

share experiences during professional

Command, and is the headquarters of the

development events.

L

ocated in the heart of Central
Texas

between

Austin

and

to

are

currently

Fort

Hood

have

Working directly with

She has the

the

Recently assigned to the 3rd United
States Armored Corps G-1 as a Human

3rd Armored Corps.

CW2

With a population of over 1,000 Warrants

Featherston is assigned

Resources

assigned, Fort Hood has one of the most

to the 1st Medical

Biery was called upon to serve forward

significant concentrations of Warrants in

Brigade as an HR

deployed to Kuwait as the Chief, Military

the Army. Our 420A Human Resources

Technician. Currently

Personnel Division in the Combined Joint

(HR) Technicians, garnering the name

deployed to Camp As

Forces (CJ-1) Manpower and Personnel

Patrice

Technician,

WO1
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WO1 Biery oversees a

As the Brigade HR Technician, he had

Inspection Program. Inspecting over 10

team that provides Essential Personnel

the responsibility of managing the

Separate Brigades, CW2 Moss provides

Services

Service

Personnel Automation Systems access

analysis and recommendations for best

members, Army Civilians, Contractors,

for over 30 Soldiers to include Personnel

practices for HR Core Competencies as

and Foreign Military Personnel across

Accountability,

Personnel

well as conducts training to enhance the

the CENTCOM Theater. The position

Services, Personnel Readiness, Casualty

proficiency of HR Soldiers at all echelons

requires this junior warrant officer to

Operations, and Postal Operations.

of operations. Additionally, CW2 Moss

provide critical personnel information to

As the deployment progressed, he was

represents the G-1 as an instructor for

the Commanding General, Chief of Staff,

promoted to CW3, a rank that would allow

the Fort Hood Leadership Academy. To

and other senior officials.

Mr. Biery

him to advise from a senior perspective,

date he has conducted approximately

has drawn upon his previous experience

provide outstanding leadership to his

17 briefings for over 200 Soldiers in the

from multiple deployments to improve

command and have a little fun too!

Command Executive Officers Course,

Directorate.
to

over

20,000

processing practices, which have led to
increased accuracy and timeliness of the
CJ-1’s product output.

Essential

CW2 Scedric Moss continues to support
the

“Garrison

the installation.

Mission”

all

across

Serving as an HR

Company Commander and First Sergeant
Course, and the Battalion Executive
Officers and S-3 Course.

Upon his arrival to

Despite

Fort Hood, then CW2

geographically

Aldo Castro assumed

dispersed and assigned

responsibilities as the

to

HR

for

with extremely high

the 1st Air Cavalry

operational tempos, the

Brigade, 1st Cavalry

Fort Hood AG “Elite”

Division.

a

Warrant Officers have

date

developed a culture

already set for the

of comradeship that

Technician

deployment

With

being

organizations

European Theater, he enthusiastically

Technician in the 3rd Armored Corps

extends beyond the mission.

entered the position with his new team.

G-1 HR Operations Center (HROC),

culture is a direct reflection of the Senior

The Brigade was tasked with conducting

CW2 Moss lends his subject matter

HR Technician CW5 Elisa Robinson’s

air-ground

of

expertise as the G-1 Lead Inspector

influence.

OPERATION ATLANTIC RESOLVE.

for the III Corps Fort Hood Command

months ago, CW5 Robinson recognizes

36

missions

in

support
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This

Since her arrival over 24

Association

you speech, CW5 Robinson recognized

playing a pivotal

the hard work and contributions of the

role in the Fort

Fort Hood AG Elites. The overarching

Hood

Lone

theme was clear to all Elites: “Continue

Chapter.

to IMPROVE in all aspects of your life,

her

KEEP the strong bonds established at

mentorship

“The Great Place,” and APPRECIATE

and

your Warrant Officer Family.”

Star
Through

every HR Technician departing Fort

influence,

over seven HR

Business as usual for the HR Technicians

Te c h n i c i a n s

at “The Great Place” means to conduct

have

received

HR Services and Support at the highest

A G C R A

caliber AND ALWAYS BE PHANTOM

accolades.

READY!

Recently at her

additional time and energy supporting

farewell,

CW5

the AGCRA, and including Family in all

Robinson

took

aspects of the military journey. Being an

It means to BALANCE

to

AG Elite at “The Great Place” is NEVER

Hood for their contributions to the AG

acknowledge all of the warrant officers

BUSINESS AS USUAL – “IT’S A

community. She is a staunch supporter of

under her supervision. In a heartfelt thank

FAMILY AFFAIR.”		

the

time

the Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental
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1st Warrant Officer Company
U.S. Army Warrant Officer Career College
By CW4 Olga Elliott

A

s I write this article, it reminded

U S AWO C C

me of the many distinguished

Commandant had

civilian and military women,

one question for

who through their perseverance, hard

me, “Do you still

work,

shattered

want the 1st WOC

Women like

CDR position? If

Frances Perkins, Sandra Day O’Connor,

so, it is yours.” I

or GEN Ann E. Dunwoody are prime

humbly accepted.

examples.

By no means could my

Not

accomplishments ever equate to those

sure

phenomenal women. However, I have set

would mean for

out and shattered my own glass ceiling

the college, my

by being the first female in my family to

Family, or me, I

graduate from college and to join the U.S.

knew this was a

Army, and now the first female to serve

commitment, responsibility, and honor

as the Adjutant General, 1st Warrant

like no other.

Officer Company Commander.

Since that call, I reflected on my 24-year

CW4 Rod Tumlin contacted me in early

Army career to prepare for command.

March 2018.

He explained that he

I thought about each assignment, my

intended on recommending me as the

various responsibilities, and experiences

Adjutant General’s Branch nominee

and the Soldiers and Civilians that

for the United States Army Warrant

shaped the Soldier that I am today. That

Officer Career College (USAWOCC),

reflection helped me develop an insight on

1st Warrant Officer Company (1st WOC)

how I wanted to command. As an NCO,

command position. I was a little skeptical,

I attained the rank of SFC and served

to say the least. After a lot of thought and

in Company through Brigade-level HR

confirmation that he had not “mistakenly

positions, developing my subordinates

dialed a wrong number,” I was on board

to support Soldiers and Commanders.

and accepted the nomination.

As a WO1, Personnel Services Battalion

At the end of nearly two months of the

Detachment Chief, I had direct influence

nomination and interview process, the

over the HR support provided to Soldiers

and

determination,

society’s glass ceiling.

exactly
what

this

1st Warrant Officer Company Change of Command Ceremony

and Family Members.
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role of being a technician, developing

I learned the
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and enhancing my skills as a subjectmatter-expert. Working as the HR Tech
for 593rd Sustainment Brigade, I Corps
or United States Army Europe, my eyes
were opened to the significance of our
role as HR professionals. We are “valueadded.” We are crucial to the readiness of
our units. In these assignments, I advised
Commanders and senior leaders at every
echelon. I provided the HR technical
analysis that served the command and
more importantly our Soldiers in the
fight. That is a very brief summary of my
assignment experiences; but the lessons
learned from those opportunities gave me
a frame to build upon my leadership style
and command philosophy: “Training and
Caring for those we serve: our Soldiers

first and people always.”

command. To date, over 1,500 Warrant

I take that slogan to

Officer

heart.

Warrant Officer Candidate School and

I learned early

Candidates

have

completed

in my career; success

been appointed WO1.

always

with

of this would be possible without a team

physical fitness training

of Training, Advising, and Counseling

(PT) in the morning. PT

(TAC) Officers and NCOs of the Warrant

sets the tone for the day.

Officer Candidate School who share the

However, since being a

same level of dedication, passion, and

Commander, I realized

professionalism that I do. The amount

that from the time I

of time each TAC Officer and Cadre

come to work in the

member spends developing, mentoring

morning, I know I have

and

a Company to inspire,

impressive to witness. Above all, seeing

It has been the highest honor and a “once

develop and motivate. That knowledge

the transformation in candidates from

in a lifetime” opportunity to command as

gives me the extra boost I need to lead my

Training Day Zero through graduation

an Army Warrant Officer, especially as

Soldiers. In addition, I realized that I am

and appointment admiration and pride

a Human Resources, Adjutant General

possibly molding the next 1st WOC CDR,

has been one of the most memorable

Corps Officer.

Furthermore, it is the

AXO to the Vice Chief of Staff or Chief

moments of my command.

privilege of a lifetime to be part of the

Warrant Officer of the Adjutant General’s
Corps. That realization makes the early

As I finish my first year of command and

small group of 1st Warrant Officer
Company Commanders, the first female

wake-ups and long days all worth it.

420A and only the second female warrant

I will continue to set the example of the

and my commitment will never waver.

officer to command. It is an honor to

highest professional standards, ensure

I have dedicated my life to the mission

Administering the oath of office to the graduating class.

and their Families.”

starts

training

these

However, none

candidates

is

embark on the next, I am excited as ever
to lead Soldiers! My passion is still there

serve the many great Soldiers, NCOs, and

and success of our Soldiers and their

officers in my command. I freely give

Families. If what I’ve seen in warrant

them credit for my success. However, the

officer candidates and newly appointed

highest honor of all is training, mentoring

WO1s

and developing future Army Warrant

Warrant Officer Cohort will be in the

Officer Leaders of all.

future, I’m confident that we are on pace

After being in command for almost 10

to continue another century of excellence
and service. “Strength in Knowledge”

months, I can sum up my experience as
being both unique and challenging, but
also the most rewarding. It has allowed
me to show others that opportunities

is any indication of what the

CW4 Olga Elliott leads the official party
during graduation ceremonies with CW5 (Ret)
Wigglesworth, the WOCS Guest speaker in tow.

“Eagle Rising 6”

like this do exist. As HR professionals
the key to success, regardless of gender
or background is to be willing and
prepared to accept new challenges and
opportunities. As always in my career,
I have taken the extra time needed to
prepare. Whether I had to wake up at 0300
ready for an extended Physical Readiness
Training (PRT) session, and then tackle

we provide hard, relevant training

the day, my thought is always “mission

and rock-solid leadership to those I
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A Day in the Life of a Human Resources
(HR) Technician Instructor at the
Adjutant General School (AGS)
By CW4 Charmaine L. Hilliard, CW3 Daniel L. Bleifield, and
CW3 Alexander D. Pinckney

A

s HR Warrant instructors, our
main effort is to turn brand new
HR Warrants into Companygrade officers ready to go out into the
generating force, and transform Companygrade HR technicians into field-grade
senior level staff advisors, and prepare
operational planners prepared to serve
the operating force in division or higher
echelons and throughout joint agencies.
Instructors implement a curriculum that
creates and challenges the strategic,
critical, and creative thinking of students,
while simultaneously providing AG
Technical training to enhance student
knowledge. The curriculum should better
prepare students to return to their units
with the necessary and relevant tools
to be successful as junior and senior
HR Warrants. As instructors, we have
tried to identify courseware and training
hours throughout the courses to ensure
we target success at all echelons for
HR Technicians and Officers. We want
them to demonstrate their abilities and
competencies while serving as managers,
maintainers, sustainers, and advisors to
their colleagues, subordinate units, and
Soldiers so that they can perform their
duties effectively and successfully.
Most students embody many of the
qualities that senior leaders admire
including the ability to analyze, plan,
and execute all tasks whether specified
or implied. Attentive students, who learn
to develop the capacity for sustainable
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solutions to complex problems, will
easily separate themselves from their
peers. Students who follow this path tend
to be intelligent, dedicated, and gifted
leaders who leave lasting impressions
and legacies with all they encounter.
From an instructor’s perspective, we
tap into these talents and attributes and
facilitate quality lessons to enhance
critical thought and processes. We want
students to leave the schoolhouse with
the ability to communicate, both orally
and in multiple written formats. Not
being able to communicate effectively
and efficiently hinders a leader’s
success in any organization. Student’s
experiences, maturity, and ability to build
highly effective teams will prove to be a
valuable asset as they continue to improve
themselves through Professional Military
Education (PME).
Below are some insights from various
WO instructors on their daily routine,
expectations, and interactions with
students in various settings.
CW3 Alexander D. Pinckney,
Instructor
(WOBC, WOAC,
BDE S-1, HR
PLOPs)

The day begins
early at the Soldier
Support Institute
(SSI).
Physical
R e a d i n e s s
Training marks the
beginning of the
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day and is a constant reminder that a new
day brings forth responsibility, duty, honor,
respect for each other and devotion to God
and country! We engage in planned and
structured military training designed to
further enhance the student’s professional
development and prepare them as leaders.
Our classes here at the SSI average from
15 to 30 students and are led by very
skilled and knowledgeable instructors.
Our HR Warrant team is made of highly
trained and experienced warrants whose
knowledge and attention to detail greatly
enhance their instruction.

CW3 Daniel L. Bleifield,
Instructor
(WOAC, WOBC, BDE S-1, HR PLOPs)

Each day starts with
the promise that we,
as instructors, will
do what it takes to
make a positive
impact on the AG
Corps. Whether it is with the newly
appointed HR Warrants and commissioned
officers or seasoned warrant and
commissioned officers, the team begins
each day trying to equip our future AG
leaders with the tools necessary to make

a lasting impact on their organization.
It has been an amazing opportunity to
serve in this capacity, especially with
the professionals here at SSI. We are
responsible for the quality instruction
of AG technical training and common
core tasks for a training load of over 400
Soldiers per year. Additionally, we have the
unique opportunity to support the Security
Assistance Training Program (SATP)
while fostering lasting international
relationships by providing training of
critical HR tasks to our international
students from various nations. Our goal
remains the same; develop versatile, agile,
adaptive and innovative HR leaders. We
have done our due diligence to ensure that
we are providing the most current and
relevant training available to our students.
Every time you see a “light bulb” come on
in a student’s mind, and you realize they
fully understand and can conceptualize
the lesson, it makes the hours spent
updating curriculum, reviewing lesson
plans, presenting information and grading
coursework all worth it.

CW4 Charmaine L. Hilliard,
Instructor / Advisor
(WOAC, WOBC, BDE S-1, HR PLOPs)

Our time starts
well before a class
begins. There is so
much coordination
between agencies,
staff,
and
the
AGS
Training
Department, before
we can begin to think about the students.
Once POI and curriculum are set and
up-to-date, we coordinate the calendar

where it makes sense for instructors, the
students and the AGS. Once students
arrive, we focus all of our attention on
delivering superior facilitation in order
to produce the quality graduates that
eventually go out among the ranks. My
greatest contribution is the mentorship
and unique education opportunities I
provide my students. Our goal is to ensure
all are well versed in Army doctrine,
common core, and technical training.
Assessing, developing, and integrating
additional opportunities to maximize
student exposure and experiences during
the courses is paramount. We provide this
through speaking engagements / VTCs
with deployed units, HRC TAG visits, and
senior mentors that discuss componentspecific systems, officership, and pertinent
updates to policies and business practices.
My greatest challenge as an instructor is
the integration of requirements directed
for the inclusion in the course. Unique
requirements from multiple stakeholders,
to include methods of instruction and
implementation, create distinct challenges
for instructors to learn, teach and assess
the training. Providing realistic and
relevant training and instruction is always
our primary goal as instructors. While
keeping technical skills at the forefront,
we are best preparing our students to
execute any mission using creative
thinking, training, and technology.

requirements into the curriculum to assist
the multi-faceted duties encountered in
successive assignments. Realistic training
scenarios are given to the students during
the final week of the courses, which requires
them to provide solutions derived from
the entire course curriculum. Ultimately,
students recommend expert solutions and
products using HR systems and MS Office
products, validating their critical thinking
skills and HR technical expertise. Most
notable is the network and “reach-back”
connections and cohesive teams built
during their institutional experience at the
AGS. By synchronizing goals, priorities,
and opportunities throughout TRADOC
ensures we are sending the most expertly
trained, lethal, “ready-now” students to
Combatant Commanders throughout the
force.

An instructor’s “Day in the Life” does not
end at 1700. We are constantly improving
on how we do business as a Corps. We
tend to grade papers and discussions on
the weekends to allow quality feedback
to students. With the recently established
increased rigor in the curriculum, we
have no doubt that we are providing
quality training to students. We have
added 12 hours of MS Office training as a
companion to Army HR systems training,
gaining immediate effects as a multiplier
in achieving Army HR success (metrics
or readiness). We have increased writing
1775 | Fall 2018
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Adjutant General Warrant Officer
Education System Training Developers
By CW4 Andrea A. Ebanks-Joyner and CW3 Erica D. Burton, Training Development
Directorate, United States Army Soldier Support Institute (USASSI), Fort Jackson, SC

T

he USASSI Training Development
Directorate’s (TDD) mission is
developing and sustaining relevant
and current financial management and
HR individual and collective training and
education products. Additionally, TDD
provides effective instructor / facilitator
training and education to support the
readiness of the United States Army. TDD
is a highly motivated Directorate consisting
of multifunctional professionals (Soldiers,
Army Civilians, and contractors), who
develop and provide learner-centric
training and education products to grow
Soldiers and develop adaptive leaders;
enable lifelong learning, and lead the Army
in creative and innovative best practices.
The HR Technician is assigned to TDD’s
Individual Training and Education
Division (ITED) and serves as the Senior
Warrant Officer Education System
(WOES) Training Developer for the
Adjutant General (AG) Branch. The
WOES is comprised of one HR Technician
and two contractors responsible for the
development of individual training and
education products for initial military
training (IMT) Warrant Officer Basic
Course (WOBC), Professional Military
Education (PME) Warrant Officer
Advanced Course, and / or assigned
functional courses trained by the AG
School (AGS). The Senior HR Technician
collaborates with course directors,
instructors, and training developers
from other courses to ensure current and
relevant training material is available for
institutional training. The HR Technician
also provides clear and concise direction
and guidance to other training developers
in support of meeting the training
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development priorities established by the
AGS Commandant and accomplishing
USASSI’s mission of providing relevant
training and in support of the operational
Army.
One of the major initiatives in the WOES
includes the development of the HR
Technician Warrant Officer Intermediate
Level Education Follow-on Course
(WOILE-FO). The Warrant Officer 2025
Strategy directed a review and analysis
of WO PME. The review for 420A PME
revealed the need to develop and initiate a
two-week technical follow-on course after
completing the common-core WOILE at
Fort Rucker. The purpose of the 420A
WOILE Technical Follow-On course is
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to develop strategic-level HR Technicians
prepared for successive ACOM / ASCC /
COCOM, and Army level assignments,
as well as providing senior warrant
officer leadership to an organization /
area 420A cohort. WOES is diligently
working on integrating Large Scale
Combat Operations (LSCO) into the Staff
Exercises (STAFFEX) and other lesson
plans throughout all WOES courses.
Lastly, the Senior HR Technician is heavily
engaged in and has been instrumental in
leading the initial analyses to incorporate
the Integrated Personnel and Pay SystemArmy (IPPS-A) into all AG WO courses.

A Day in the Life of the Pentagon 420A
(Continued from our 1775 Spring 2018 Edition)
By CW5 Cortes, CW5 Dixon-Carter, CW5 Haynes, CW4 Albelo, CW4 Calderon,
CW4 Chong, CW3 Crutchfield, CW4 Frittz, CW4 Martin, CW4 Myers,
CW3 Berrios, CW3 Gross, and CW3 Jusino Army Soldier Support Institute (USASSI), Fort Jackson, SC

T

he Pentagon is the epicenter of
our military and the decision hub
for strategic readiness, posture,
modernization, and funding issues
directly affecting the current and future
state of the Services and our Army.
Individuals assigned here quickly realize
that their breadth of responsibility is vastly
different and expansive. At the end of a
successful tour in the Pentagon, most
leave knowing they have had an impact
on, not only their portfolio, but also the
entire Army. Our hope is this article
gives greater visibility of the working
environment and opportunities available
for HR Technicians (420A) serving in the
Pentagon.
Assignment to the Pentagon is a broadening
assignment for a HR Warrant. For a 420A,
service at our military’s headquarters is
often gratifying. The top three positions
to which a HR Warrant can be assigned
within the Pentagon are the offices of the
Secretary of the Army (SECARMY),
Chief of Staff of the Army (CSA), and the
Vice-Chief of Staff of the Army (VCSA).
These HR positions have not always been
Warrant Officer (WO) positions and were
coded for a Lieutenant Colonel just a few
decades ago.
These HR Warrants are considered the
office managers and WO Advisors to the
Army’s senior leaders and are entrusted
with a variety of tasks associated with
managing the respective office. These
tasks include OER / NCOER / Civilian
evaluation management, counseling the
staff, intermediary for Secretariat and
Army Staff, and editing correspondence
for accuracy, content, and completeness.
These are demanding high-stress jobs

because of the
extraordinar y
responsibility
senior
leaders
entrust in our
WOs.
Although
a
challenging
assignment, it is
guaranteed to be
the most rewarding
and often will serve
as the capstone
of your career. Pentagon Warrants
Our outstanding
Pentagon
WOs
represent the AG Corps every day. Keep
reading to learn more about the other
professional HR Warrants in this fivesided building we call “The Pentagon!”
Also, remember, every conversation is an
interview.
The common theme you will notice in
this article is that everyone is grateful
for the opportunity and privilege to work
within the Pentagon. It is a humbling
and rewarding experience to serve at
the enterprise level of the Army and
if given a chance will forever shape
one’s understanding and broaden one’s
perspective of the Army as a whole.
Every HR Warrant should seize the
opportunity to work in the Pentagon or
any broadening assignment that is offered.
The positions within the Pentagon are
sought after by many, but the reality is,
not every exceptional HR Warrant meets
the prerequisites, and even if they do the
timeline may not work.
Most are probably wondering; How can I
get one of these jobs and how do I gain the
experience of working in the Pentagon?

Only a few nominative positions exist,
and the majority are senior-level positions.
You always want to be prepared and ready.
The rest (interview and a PCS) is up to
you!
Finally, senior leaders expect us to remain
experts in the Army HR field. You
may be tired of processing evaluations,
promotions, and awards, but the reality is
that it never ends. Even at the enterprise
level, we continue to manage it all. Do
not ever fool yourself, that maybe one day,
you’ll steer away from our responsibilities
as leaders and HR experts. Our Army
senior leaders have spoken. The Army
needs highly qualified HR Warrants
that are a mile deep. Senior leaders and
Soldiers need us to continue providing
exceptional HR support wherever we
go, whether it is serving at the tactical,
operational, or strategic level.
Never forget we must be servant
HR professionals that provide our
Commanders and Soldiers with the best
technical and tactical advice and support.
It’s what we do! Army Strong!!!
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Assistant Executive Officer (AXO) / Army Staff
Senior Warrant Officer,
Office of the Chief of Staff, Army
By CW4 Billy Frittz

I

am the AXO to the CSA and the
Army Staff Senior HR Warrant. I was
assigned to the Pentagon in January
2009, and I started serving in this position
in March 2016. Before being selected, I
had the fantastic opportunity to serve in the
following Pentagon positions that helped
prepare me for the role I have today: General
Officer Management Office (GOMO),
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense
(SECDEF) (Personnel & Readiness), and
the Joint Staff. Today, I can proudly say I
am blessed to have worked for the 18th and
19th Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(CJCS). Now, I work for the 39th CSA.
My day starts with opening the door at
0630. The front office NCOs prepare for
the day ahead, usually printing last-minute
documents for the CSA’s meetings, setting
up the office, and also receiving daily readahead materials. The day ends within one
to two hours after the CSA has departed
for the day. I arrive at least an hour before
the CSA arrives at his office, and I depart
quickly after he leaves. This always depends
on what the day brings. My AXO duties
are similar in many ways to CW5 Stump,

(see 1775 Spring 2018) and CW5 DixonCarter. However, the most significant
difference is the correspondence that I
review. It is typically provided for the
CSA to make a recommendation to the
SECARMY, based on his best military
advice, on policies and correspondence
that affects not only our Army but also
the Soldiers and their Families. The CSA
has a role, as a member of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, with reporting requirements to
the CJCS, SECDEF, and the President
(POTUS). Therefore, it is critical that the
420A in this position have a firm grasp and
understanding of the Army Staff and Joint
Force. Understanding how the Army runs
and interacts with other external agencies,
Sister Services, and the Department of
Defense is vital.
In my dual-hatted role as the second Army
Staff Senior HR Warrant, I serve as the
conduit between the Army Staff, Army
Senior Warrant Officer Advisory Council
(ASWOAC), and the CSA. In this role, I
advise the CSA on the proper balance of
training, military and civilian education,
that is needed for the WO Cohort to ensure

they have the
necessary tools
that are best for
the current and
future Army.
Additionally,
I work closely
with
the
National Guard
and
Reserve
Command
Chief
WOs
on all issues GEN Mark Milley, CSA
affecting WOs.
Although this is a challenging assignment,
even for a veteran of the Pentagon, it is
without a doubt the most rewarding job I
have ever had. In this position, I have the
opportunity to work for the most Senior
Leaders of the Army, influence the future
of the WO Cohort, and work with a firstclass team of professionals. I feel thankful
every day, and I am also humbled by the
trust our Senior Leaders have in me.

Assistant Executive Officer (AXO) to the VCSA
By CW5 Yolondria Dixon-Carter

F

or many years, I wondered what
it would be like working in the
Pentagon. Although I never had
a burning desire to work there, I was
somewhat curious. Little did I know there
were many opportunities for the Army HR
Technician (420A). On one of my few
visits, I had the pleasure of breaking bread
with a number of the hand-selected HR
Warrants and what I discovered peaked
my interest and was utterly fascinating.
Oh, the places a 420A can go.
In meeting this prestigious group, I
discovered we occupied real estate in the
Office of the Under SECDEF for Personnel
and Readiness and offices throughout the
Army and Joint Staff. I walked away
thinking, “Wow! What an amazing group
of WOs!” Upon my return to Belgium,
I shared my Pentagon experience with
anyone that would listen, and they were
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just as amazed, but we all shared one
commonality - no thanks to the Pentagon,
courtesy of the traffic! It was not long
before my tour ended that I was selected
to become a part of the Department of
the Army’s Inspector General’s (DAIG)
Team with the Inspection Division. Upon
completion of my tour in Belgium, I
relocated to the National Capital Region
(NCR) and shortly thereafter began my
IG tour. That assignment lasted a full 60
days before I was nominated, interviewed,
and selected to serve as the AXO to the
35th VCSA, GEN Daniel B. Allyn. I now
work for the 36th VCSA, GEN James C.
McConville
To sum things up, as with my fellow
AXOs, I am fortunate to work at this level
with some of the most amazing senior
leaders, military and civilian, in our Army.
It is also a pleasure and an honor to be
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surrounded by
a group of
phenomenal
and physically
fit HR Warrants
that embrace
the Pentagon’s
u n i q u e
e nv i r o n m e n t
and
provide
mentorship,
training, and
coaching that GEN James C. McConville, VCSA
continue
to
play a vital role in the success of this
office. I am incredibly proud of each of
them and am happy to be a part of Team
Pentagon as we defend and serve our AG
Corps, the Army, and this great Nation!

Chief, Correspondence Analysis Processing Branch
(CAPB) and Staff Action Control Officer (SACO)

T

his position is located in the Office
of the Administrative Assistant
to the SECARMY (OAA).
This directorate manages the flow of
correspondence into the SECARMY
through various methods to include
letter mail originating from members of
Congress, Soldiers, Retirees, and U.S.
Citizens with concerns relating to the
Army or tasks from the SECDEF.
The OAA is a unique organization and has
a broad range of roles and responsibilities.
Subordinate elements are the U.S. Army

By CW4 Jim Myers
Headquarters Service which provides
support in areas such as the Pentagon
Chaplain, Executive Travel, Records
Management Declassification Agency,
and Army Publishing Directorate (APD).
Additionally, the U.S. Army Center of
Military History and the Army Civilian
Advisor to the SECARMY (CASA)
Program are subordinate elements of OAA
and are comprised of 102 Soldiers and
1,200 Army Civilians.

Action Control Office. These functions
include monitoring incoming tasks from
the OSD, HQDA Top 4 (SECARMY,
Under SECARMY, CSA, and VCSA).
Tasking appropriate subordinate agency
with proper suspense date and monitoring
for closure. Additionally, I serve as the
technical expert on all administrative
actions from the field requiring approval
from the SECARMY or the Administrative
Assistant.

As the Branch Chief, I am also responsible
for the day-to-day management of the Staff
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Deputy Chief of Staff (DCS), G-1,
Office of the Director of Military Personnel
Management (DMPM), Personnel Policy Integrator (Active
Duty WO Promotions)
By CW5 Ronnie Haynes

I

am the Personnel Policy Integrator for
Active Duty WO Promotions. This
position resides within the Army G-1
under the DMPM. The primary focus
is Force Readiness of the WO cohort
through accurate and timely promotions.
To successfully execute the duties of this
position, a keen understanding of the law
(Title 10, USC) coupled with DoD and
Army strategic policy is vital.
The main priority is preparing for the
annual CW3 / 4 / 5 Promotion Selection
Board (Active Duty, Title 10, USC), a
process that begins 18-months before
convening. For successful execution of

the board, in-depth analysis is required
of each WO specialty, e.g., attrition and
requirement data. I work closely with
the DA Secretariat to ensure the board
is conducted in accordance with the
SECARMY’s guidance. Once the board
convenes, it recesses typically two or three
weeks later. However, the bulk of the work
takes place post-board.
Some of the post-board actions include
screening for derogatory information,
SECARMY board approval, OSD scroll
approval, and Promotion Review Board
(PRB) actions. Bottom line, being a
self-starter and detail-oriented individual

is critical for
anyone
with
aspirations
for such a
demanding
position. The
volume of work
is enormous!
However,
knowing you
are taking care
of
Soldiers
and the Army’s MG Joseph R. Calloway, DMPM
Readiness
Posture adds an appreciation for the job.
Defend and Serve!

Deputy Chief of Staff (DCS), G-1, Office of the
Director of Military Personnel Management
(DMPM), Personnel Policy Integrator (Chief, Adverse and
Reportable Information)
By CW5 Gary Cortes

A

Centralized Selection List, Separation and
Early Retirement; Professional Education
(ILE, SSC); Special Selection Boards; and
Promotion and Command Review Boards.

My position with the Officer Selection
Board Policy Branch or “Board Room,”
directly supports the Army G-1. The
DMPM serves as the principal agent for
policy integration spanning the Army’s
personnel life cycle functions. In essence,
the DMPM is the engine that makes
the Army G-1 run. The Board Room
manages multi-component policy for all
officer selection board processes such as
officer promotions from 1LT - COL and
CW2 - CW5; Command and Key Billet

The Board Room ensures all board
procedures follow an appropriate
statute, the DoD and Army Policies and
regulations on behalf of the SECARMY
and senior Army leadership. As the Chief,
Adverse and Reportable Information in
the Board Room, I am responsible for the
coordination, preparation, and oversight of
the Army’s active and reserve component
officer adverse screening policies. On 18
July 2016, the SECARMY approved the
Post Board Screening (PBS) process. The
guidance includes in-depth exemplary
conduct screening from GO appointments
to Officer and WO Promotions, COL and
below. Additionally, screening on officers
who are selected for LTC or COL level
command takes place.

fter years of visiting the Pentagon
and dealing directly with the
legends of our profession, I finally
have the opportunity to work at the Army’s
enterprise level. I had a lot of assumptions
and perceptions, but the aspect of work at
this level is entirely accurate. No matter
where you work in the Pentagon, you
have the power to effect change, primarily
working at the DMPM, Army G-1.
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From 2016 to present day, the Board
Room has conducted over 100,000 officer
promotion and Command Selection List
(CSL) adverse screens. Those records
with unfavorable information go before
an Officer Review Board (ORB) or
General Officer Review Board (GORB)
where the adverse content is presented for
adjudication and as appropriate, the case
is referred to a Promotion or Command
Review Board conducted by the DA
Secretariat. The SECARMY is the final
approval authority for DA promotion
selection boards and officer promotions,
COL and below. The Board Room is busy
year-round. However, knowing that I play
a critical role in this process, keeps me
motivated and committed to excel every
day in taking care of our Soldiers.
Stay tuned for a future article that will
cover more details on the “Board Room”
process.

Chief, HR Management Branch (HRMB)
By CW3 Wendy Berrios

I

am the Chief, HRMB for the Office
of the CSA (OCSA). The work is
challenging and rewarding at the
same time ensuring that our Army senior
leaders and their support staff have the HR
support required. My day begins at 0400
to complete an hour and a half of physical
fitness training before taking a 45-minute
metro ride into the Pentagon.
Once inside the Pentagon, the daily
calendar can be thrown out the window at
a moment’s notice depending on emerging
requirements. The HRMB is structured
like a mini S-1 with the scope and
responsibilities of a G-1 for the OCSA.
The team is made up of four military
personnel (one WO and three NCOs) and
three Army Civilians. We are responsible

for all of the HR support including but not
limited to strength management, awards,
promotions, finance and many other lastminute taskings. The HRMB team also
provides HR support for the White House
which includes processing evaluations
for personnel who work directly for the
President and the First Lady.
Every morning the HR Tech and NCOIC
conduct rounds to each of the four main
offices which include the offices of the
CSA, VCSA, Director of the Army Staff,
and the Sergeant Major of the Army
(SMA). These rounds determine pressing
issues that must be addressed by the HR
Tech immediately. These pressing issues
could be as simple as getting an award
processed for the SMA or as detailed as

laying out the CSA’s pay and entitlements
for the last six months. Upon completion
of any pressing issues, we then focus on
the day-to-day operations of Essential
Personnel Services and senior leader
sponsorship / escorting.
Occasionally the hours are long, but the
days often feel much shorter than they are.
Or in other words, 10 to 12 hour work days
fly by, and towards the end of the day, it
can feel like you just arrived. Upon leaving
the office each day, a feeling of satisfaction
and accomplishment overwhelms me. I
know that I am taking care of some of the
Army’s finest senior Officers, WOs, NCOs,
Civilians, and their Families.

Chief Military (MILPER) Division, G-3 / 5 / 7
By CW4 Un Chong

T

he DCS, G-3 / 5 / 7 is the principal
military adviser to the CSA and
SECARMY on DA operations,
strategy, and planning, and prioritization of
capabilities per high priority scenarios, war
plans, major force elements, and activities.
The G-3 / 5 / 7 is also the principal military
advisor to the ASA (M&RA) for training,
leader development, education policy,
readiness, mobilization, force generation,
force management, training readiness
resourcing, and force protection. The
G-3 / 5 / 7 is responsible for establishing
modernization priorities as part of the
Army Strategic Plan. The G–3 / 5 / 7 is also
the principal ARSTAF adviser to the CSA
on operations, strategy, planning, training,
readiness, mobilization, force generation,
force management, science and technology

prioritization, cybersecurity and facilities
related control systems, and assists the
CSA in carrying into effect approved plans
and recommendations.
As the G-3 / 5 / 7 MILPER Division
Chief, my team plays a vital role as a
liaison officer between active and reserve
component agencies regarding manning
and performs duties representing mixtures
of Administration (S-1) and Operations (S3), while providing advice and guidance
to GOs, SESs, and senior Staff officers.
I also manage TDAs, oversee ASAP /
drug testing, training for all assigned /
attached military personnel in G-3 / 5 / 7,
and supervise the government travel card
program. My team is also responsible for
managing all military HR support functions
in G-3 / 5 / 7 to include manning military

personnel (AC,
RC,
MOB,
D I M A ) ,
conducting
record updates,
processing
awards, leaves,
promotions,
retirements,
LTG Joseph Anderson,
reassignments,
DCS, G-3 / 5 / 7
and
finance,
performing
In & Out-processing, and administrative
support to other services assigned /
attached to the directorate.
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General Officer Management Office
By CW4 Sandra Albelo, and CW3 Juan Jusimo

A

ssignment as a HR Warrant to
General Officer Management
Office (GOMO), is like no other.
GOMO is one of many offices that fall
under the CSA and is responsible for the
life-cycle management of the Army’s GO
Corps. In a nutshell, GOMO manages
every GO in the Army. We perform both
S-1 and Human Resources Command
(HRC) equivalent actions for all GOs.
GOMO consists of six critical yet distinct
sections:
Personnel Management,
Training, Joint Management, 3 & 4-star
nominations, Adverse and Operations.
GOMO is comprised of a mix of handpicked Officers, WOs, NCOs and Soldiers.
There are two HR Warrant authorizations
within the Personnel Management Office
(PMO).

We are the principal action officers and
advisors for all GO promotion boards,
retirement actions, record updates, and
overall management of GO personnel
files. We manage GO requirements and
determine promotion selection rates,
retirement forecasts, and senior officer
distribution plans. We ensure the Army
does not exceed overall statutory strength
limitations, which include monitoring
Army allocations from the CJCS “pool”
of senior distribution. We are responsible
for all GO promotion and advisory boards,
which include the development of board
guidance and selection rates; board files;
and memoranda of instruction and board
administrative data (MILPER messages),
which are approved by the CSA and the
SECARMY. We manage all promotions

and frocking authorizations within limits
imposed by law. Additionally, we operate
and are responsible for the GO Transition
Course (a GOs equivalent of ACAP /
Soldier For Life) and all GO retirements,
from start to finish, there is no room for
error.
While this sounds very overwhelming
and stressful, a “life in a day” of GOMO
is gratifying all the same. Working in
GOMO is a fantastic experience. We’re
honored to work for the Army’s most
senior leaders and even more to work with
an unbelievable first-class team.

Assistant Director, Senior Officer Matters
By CW3 Don Crutchfield

I

am the Assistant Director, Senior
Officer Matters and work for the
General Officer / Flag Officer
Matters, Office of the Under Secretary of
Defense for Personnel and Readiness (GO
/ FO Matters, USD (P&R)). I work all
matters that have business rules stretching
from inside DoD to the White House and
Congress. The job often demands results
and answers immediately. To understand
the complexities of this assignment one
would have to first spend time in GOMO.
Upon graduating from Army GOMO
and building the necessary relationships
inside the NCR, I was ready to tackle this
48

assignment. To understand a day in the
life of this HR Technician, we will walk
through what it takes to get a GO / FO
frocking action approved (one of the many
tasks they are responsible for executing).
One of my critical assignments is frocking
a GO / FO to the next higher grade. This
action is approved by the USD (P&R).
Frocking actions are routine as these
officers are projected to be promoted
and fill positions which require frocking.
Occasionally a service is tasked to fill a
short-fused requirement which mandates
the respective Service to send a GO / FO to
a new location in a compressed timeframe.
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When an officer is promotable, and it is
necessary that they wear the next higher
rank immediately, this action falls upon
the shoulders of the HR Technician.
A frocking action is expected to go
from the Service Secretary, to the CJCS,
to GO / FO Matters, USD (P&R) and
through three Senior Executive Service
(SES) Civilians, a three-star GO / FO, to
the USD (P&R) within 24-72 hours for
approval. The Department notifies the
Senate Armed Services Committee on
their intent to frock a GO / FO.

Chief, Administrative Support Branch / Chairman’s
Public Correspondence Branch, The Joint Staff
By CW4 Paul Calderon

A

s the Chief of the Joint Staff
Administrative
Support
and the Chairman’s Public
Correspondence Branches I am focused
on supporting the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff in accomplishing his
direction for the unified strategic direction
of the combatant forces; their operation
under unified command; and for their
integration into an efficient team of land,
naval, and air forces. As the Branch
Chief for the Administrative Support
Branch and the Chairman’s Public
Correspondence Branch, I am responsible
for providing leadership on a full range of
executive level administrative support to
the Chairman, Vice Chairman, Assistant
Chairman, Director, and Vice Director of
the Joint Staff (Top Five).

The Administrative Branch’s daily duties
require the control and custody of Secret
and Top Secret documents from the
State Department, the Congressional
committees, the DoD, the Combatant
Commands and the external agencies to
the Chairman. The Branch Chief manages
the distribution of over 2,200 classified and
extremely time sensitive correspondence
annually, utilizing the Joint Staff Action
Processing (JSAP) and Electronic Content
Management (ECM) systems. The
distribution process includes the planning,
coordinating, processing, dispatching,
scanning, and archiving of time-sensitive
National Security documents and Joint
Staff action packages.
The Chairman’s Public Correspondence
Branch requires the preparation of

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
responses to all public correspondence.
The answer must provide timely, up to date,
accurate, and effective communications,
publications,
press
releases,
and
information for presentations to the Army’s
senior leadership for public distribution.
Additional duty requirements for the
Branch Chief require the preparation
and execution of the Chairman’s Annual
Action Officer of the Year program, the
Director, Joint Staff’s quarterly awards
recognition program and service as the
physical security manager. I am also
responsible for the procedures that ensure
the integrity for the use of the Signatureon-Machine (SOM) used to affix the
official signatures of the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Legislative Liaison Officer

I

n my position with the Legislative
Liaison Office (OCLL), Office of
the SECARMY, I serve as an Army
Legislative Liaison to the U.S. Congress
for strategic policies, operational
concepts, and personnel programs, and
provide Army responses to Congressional
inquiries from Members of Congress, their
Staffs, and Oversight Committees. I serve
with 20+ Army Majors and Lieutenant
Colonels which are all assigned various
portfolios. A unique environment to
other positions in the Pentagon is my
requirement to wear civilian attire and
work primarily with Congressional staff
on a daily basis. Like my predecessor,
CW4 Tina Cortez, I have the following
personnel related topics in my portfolio:

By CW4 Ryan Martin
Talent Management and Workforce
Shaping, Religious Accommodations,
Army Review Boards Agency, Equal
Opportunity and Equal Employment
Opportunity (EO) / EEO), Awards, and
Military Pay & Benefits. Although I don’t
have an expansive portfolio, as a 420A, I
have a good baseline for serving in this
position.
On a typical day, each portfolio manager
will sync in the morning with the Programs
Division Chief on the status of all ongoing
Congressional issues impacting the Army
followed by coordination meetings to
gather information and discuss legislative
efforts. Our afternoons often include
several trips to the “Hill” (the U.S.
Capitol) and coordination with SMEs to

address Congressional staffer requests
or concerns. Many of the evenings and
weekends during Congressional recesses
is when we execute trips (CONUS
and OCONUS) with Congressional
delegations to allow them oversight and
review of Army and DoD equities. These
engagements are part of a coordinated
effort with members of Congress and
their staffs to shape legislation in support
of Army efforts and the National Defense
Authorization Act (NDAA). Having just
arrived in the job there is so much I don’t
know, but I’m looking forward to the
experience and working with the Army’s
best!
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HR Manager, Office of the Chief Legislative Liaison
Office (OCLL)
By CW3 Megan Gross

A

s the HR Warrant for the OCLL,
Office of the SECARMY, I serve
as a one-person S-1 / G-1 shop
for both our direct hire officers (assigned
personnel) as well as our Congressional
Fellows. We have four groups of officers
in the fellowship program at all times. The
Fellowship is a three and half year program
and consists of three phases: Academics,
Congressional Office fellowship, and
a utilization tour on the Army Staff.
During the first phase, the officer will
pursue a fully-funded graduate degree
in Legislative Affairs through George
Washington University.
The second
phase will consist of a one-year tour as a
Congressional office staff member, and
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the third phase is their two-year utilization
in OCLL or the Army Congressional
Budget Liaison Office.
While the officers are attending school,
I have very little interaction with them.
However, once they begin their time
in a member’s office, I deal with them
frequently. I work with both the officer as
well as the member they are working for to
help work through the in / outs of the OER
process and assist in the establishment of
EES profiles. I work hand-in-hand with
both to ensure the Congressional staff
members have a thorough understanding
of the process. It is a unique situation for
an officer to be both rated and senior rated
by a member of Congress. I am in constant
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contact with our Evaluations Selections
and Promotions Branch at HRC. Some of
my day-to-day responsibilities throughout
the office include in / out processing,
records updates, strength management,
awards, promotions, finance, building
nomination packets for officers assigned
to OCLL and managing the Chief of
OCLL’s profile.
Serving in this position, I am continuing
to work in an HR capacity. However,
this assignment provides an eye-opening
opportunity to understand and see firsthand
the strategic level, and the importance of
building and maintaining Congressional
trust and support for the Army.

NOW HIRING! 420A Human Resources
Technician Warrant Officers
By CW4 Mark W. Hickman, CW4 Karen D. Torres

A

re you ready to embark on the next
chapter of your Army career? If
so, service as a 420A, Human
Resources (HR) Technician may be the right
path for you. HR Technicians are adaptive
technical experts, leaders, trainers, and
advisors who through progressive levels
of expertise in assignments, training, and
education, maintain operate and integrate
Army HR processes and systems. HR
Technicians build experience and expand
capabilities and understanding of AG core
competencies through a variety of highly
desired developmental and HR-focused
broadening assignments. In particular,
WO1 / CW2 HR Technicians gain branch
and technical skills through Brigade-level
operational assignment experience, which
serves as a foundation for utilization in
successive assignments.

This realization is developed through
continuous HR-focused assignments
and experiences, to include broadening
assignments. Broadening assignments for
HR Technicians, with a few exceptions,
remain HR-focused, whereas broadening
assignments for enlisted Soldiers and
officers often require stepping away from
the AG Corps’ competencies.

Among the many benefits of making the
transition from Noncommissioned Officer
to Warrant Officer include:

In the author’s opinion, the individual
warrant officer’s greatest strength lies not
in their abilities, but rather in the combined
expertise of the individual’s network
of warrant officers, to include those in
other branches. The society of warrant
officers is, and continues to be, supportive
and invested in the success of each of its
members; as an individual, no one has
all the answers, but I know someone who
knows someone, and they have the answer.
I am confident they will go out of their way
to assist a fellow warrant.

• Greater scope and influence to
positively impact organizations
• Increased responsibility / greater
challenges
• Focused
career
and
talent
management
• Membership in an active and
supporting Army HR subject matter
expert network of like-minded
professionals
• Opportunity for extended service
• Increased near and long-term
financial benefits
HR Technicians are key staff officers at
every echelon and have the aptitude and
experience to produce a significant impact
on an organization’s personnel readiness,
HR systems and processes efficiency and
development of increased HR capacity.

As a small cohort of around 425 warrant
officers, HR Technicians can expect to be
managed as an individual. The assignment
officer, in coordination with key
stakeholders, closely manages individual
careers to ensure focused development
in accordance with the Professional
Development Model, utilization and
development of unique skill sets and with
consideration of the individual’s needs and
desires.

Many NCOs state they wish to remain an
NCO due to their desire to continue to be
with Soldiers. This desire is commendable,
and the AG Corps’ will continue to need
great NCOs at every level, but serving
as a warrant officer includes a continued
Soldier leadership requirement. While
often in a less direct role than that of an
NCO or Officer, warrant officers work

Left, outgoing AG WO Proponent, CW4 Mark
Hickman, and right, incoming AG WO Proponent,
CW4 Karen Torres.

with Soldiers every day, providing the
same purpose, motivation, and direction to
ensure objectives are achieved. As such,
proven HR leadership is included as a
prerequisite requirement when submitting
a warrant officer application.
So, does service as a warrant officer
appeal to you? Are you ready? Are you
ready now, or do you need more time to
gain the requisite experience, education, or
otherwise? In any case, please reach out to
an HR Technician in your organization and
/ or location and request an opportunity to
sit down and discuss career opportunities.
If you do not have an HR Technician in
your area, please contact the AG WO
Proponent at the AG School for a referral
or contact the Warrant Officer Recruiting
Team for more information about the
application process. The most current
contact information for each is found at
http://www.usarec.army.mil/hq/warrant/
and
http://www.usarec.army.mil/hq/
warrant/prerequ/WO420A.shtml.
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The AG Warrant Officer Proponent
By CW4 Mark W. Hickman

T

he AG Warrant Officer (WO)
Proponent is a member of the
Adjutant General’s School (AGS)
Proponency / Leader Development
Division (PLDD), and serves as the
420A warrant officer advisor and action
officer to the AGS PLDD Chief and
Chief Warrant Officer of the AG Corps
(CWOAG) with respect to AG WO
force modernization and personnel and
leadership development. The AG WO
Proponent advocates, coordinates and
plans for the doctrine, organization,
materiel, leadership and education, and
personnel domains of the AG WO cohort,
to include conducting analysis and
impacting future planning, policies and
structure of the AG WO force through
focused recruiting, accessions and leader
development.
While often seen as synonymous with
providing technical evaluations of 420A
warrant officer applications, the WO
Proponent’s direct involvement with
myriad of other AG Corps’ priority
initiatives affecting every cohort and
component, provides an opportunity
to influence the legacy and future of
the AG Corps and its Soldiers. Recent
examples include the 42A Standards
of Grade Review, 420A Warrant
Officer Intermediate Level Education
(WOILE) Technical Follow-On Course
approval, and development, AG School
Credentialing Program and AG Training
with Industry. In addition, perpetual
MTOE and TDA structure requests and
reviews from commands impacting
the 42 CMF and AOC require in-depth
analysis of requirements and other
residual considerations to provide
recommendations aligned with, if
possible, both organizational and AG
Corps requirements.
As the AGS PLDD resident Army HR
systems and processes expert, the AG
WO Proponent also plays an indirect and
/ or coordinating role in other Doctrine,
Organization, Training, Materiel, Leader
Development, Personnel, Facilities and
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policy (DOTMLPF-p) initiatives, inputs
and reviews.
Coordination requires
the development of relationships
and continued communication with
organizations
within
the
United
States Army Soldier Support Institute
(USASSI), as well as the Combined Arms
Support Command (CASCOM), Training
and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) and
Combined Arms Command (CAC).
As one of the senior 420As assigned to
the AGS, the WO Proponent provides
direct senior mentorship to 420A
students attending institutional training.
While the mentorship is tailored to
both the provider and the individual
audience, WO Basic Course proponent
mentorship currently includes “What
to expect,” “Your first 30 days,” and
“Developing your organization using
the Assess, Design, Develop, Implement
and Evaluate (ADDIE) model,” as
well as initial career development
and management discussions.
WO
Advanced Course mentorship continues
career development and management
discussions focused on field grade
responsibilities and positions, and
includes “Managing a cohort of 420As
as the Division Senior HR Technician.”
In coordination with the CWOAG, the
AG WO proponent is also responsible
for developing, maintaining and
updating the 420A-related sections
of DA Pamphlet 600-3. As 420A,
career management and development is
driven by this regulation. The AG WO
proponent carefully analyzes career
progression models to align experiences
and education to best develop 420As
for future responsibilities across a full
spectrum of assignments. The AG WO
Proponent ensures leaders consistently
communicate the information across the
force, to include providing promotion
boards with a picture of best- and fullyqualified selection considerations.
Finally, the AG WO Proponent is
responsible for 420A accessions. Working
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closely with the active component
Warrant Officer Recruiting Team, Army
Reserve Careers Division, National
Guard Bureau, and state WO recruiters,
the AG WO Proponent strives to meet
Total Army requirements to recruit and
assess fully qualified NCOs for service
as Human Resources Technicians.
While pre-PSDR requirements enabled
an environment where interest was
primarily applicant driven, post-PSDR
requirements, combined with other
factors reducing the fully qualified
NCO population, demand an active and
continuous recruiting focus to meet
Army needs while maintaining accession
prerequisite standards. Recruiting actions
include Electronic Mail Messaging
(EMM), direct communications with
420As and prospective NCOs, and
briefings to prospective populations
at every opportunity. Upon receiving
applications, the AG WO Proponent
provides an accession board predetermination of technical experience and
expertise required for successful service
as a 420A. If approved, the application
is processed back to the applicable
component agent for centralized or
state accession board selection.
If
disapproved, the NCO receives, via the
component’s agent, a memorandum
stating the reason for disapproval. If
applicable, the memorandum will
address actions nneeded by the applicant
to meet prerequisite requirements for
future consideration.
In conclusion, the AG WO Proponent
fills a critical role in the AG WO force
modernization and personnel and
leadership development environments,
while also contributing to a wide breadth
of Total Army DOTMLPF-p inputs,
initiatives and reviews. Input and ideas
from Soldiers and leaders in the field
are always encouraged and welcomed.
To contact the AGS PLDD team, please
send an email to usarmy.jackson.ssi.list.
ag-proponency@mail.mil.

AG Warrant Officers Play Key Role in Leading
the Way for IPPS-A
By Blaire Edgerton, IPPS-A Strategic Communications Support and CW3 Marion Mellette

F

or over 100 years, Warrant
Officers (WO) have played crucial
roles throughout the U.S. Army,
including the Adjutant General Corps.
They serve as technical experts and
leaders that enable human resources
(HR) and personnel support functions to
reinforce the Army’s diverse missions.
Now, AG WO are playing a pivotal role
in the development of the Army’s next
generation of personnel management and
pay system.
The Integrated Personnel and Pay SystemArmy (IPPS-A) is an online system
designed to bring the Army’s current
HR environment into the 21st century.
IPPS-A will facilitate a continuum of
services across all three Components
by tying personnel and pay transactions
together in one system and enabling the
Army to better manage the talents of
the Total Force. Once fully deployed,
IPPS-A will deliver three primary
capabilities: Total Force visibility, Talent
Management, and auditability.
The program relies on the unique
insights and expertise of AG WO to
build a modern system that meets the
needs of Soldiers, Commanders and HR
professionals throughout the Total Force.
With the support of these Warrants, the
IPPS-A program articulates solutions to
many of the challenges that come with
building integrated personnel and pay
system.
AG WO are influencing several
functionalities, features, and capabilities
within IPPS-A, including data accuracy.
In today’s HR and pay environment,
Commanders and Leaders at all echelons
are forced to assess unit capabilities with
unreliable data. This negatively impacts
unit readiness and Soldier pay due to

inaccurate records. To ensure IPPS-A
functions with accurate and authoritative
data, AG WO work in concert with other
subject-matter experts on the IPPS-A
team, including PeopleSoft developers,
HR, and Finance professionals, data
integration developers, and testers.
The program leverages their technical
guidance and expertise to collaborate
with stakeholders in addressing data
accuracy issues.

the efficacy of an All-Volunteer Force
that is integrated and optimized to win.

Once fielded, IPPS-A will subsume
over 30 systems and eliminate over 300
interfaces, pulling information from
Authoritative Data Sources (ADS) into
one database.

GEN James C. McConville, Vice Chief
of Staff, said at a Senate Armed Service
Committee hearing in 2016, “To build
a Total Army of Active, Reserve and
National Guard forces, as well as Army
Civilians, who are trained and ready to
take on the challenges of the future, we
must leverage and manage all available
talent and ensure every individual be
able to get on the field and play his or her
position,” “Our goal is complete visibility
of all of our knowledge, skills, abilities,
and behaviors to ensure the right person
is in the right job at the right time.”

By decreasing the number of personnel
systems, IPPS-A will improve the quality
of personnel data. This will increase
access, timeliness, and accuracy of
personnel and pay records for each
Soldier. In turn, this increased efficiency
will improve Army readiness and support

AG WO have also contributed to
development of IPPS-A’s Soldier Record
Brief (SRB) functionality.
IPPS-A
will provide access to the SRB to over
one million Soldiers across all three
Components. The SRB, a standardized,
comprehensive view of a Soldier’s entire
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military career, will replace the Enlisted
and Officer Records Briefs. It is vital to
the success of the Army’s HR business
processes that the data be correct across
the Total Force using this tool.
By following the lead of AG WO,
Soldiers and HR professionals can take
deliberate steps immediately to identify
and correct data inconsistencies within

Units from Battalion to PAS Chief will
use eMILPO, DTMS and ATTRS as the
primary Active Component personnel
systems of record. The Army National
Guard will continue to use SIDPERS and
ATTRS while the Reserve Component
will use RCMS, RLAS, RDMS, and
eMILPO). Leaders must ensure all
HR professionals have appropriate

the Authoritative Data Sources (ADS)
and ensure accuracy. Specific
tasks
and
responsibilities
include the following:
*Soldiers: Complete individual
records
review,
identify
document discrepancies, gather
required documents to support
discrepancies and schedule
an appointment with the
appropriate Unit Administrator,
S-1 / G-1, Readiness Noncommissioned Officer (NCO),
or HR Professional to review
and correct individual files.
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training, access, and permission to
perform personnel services and assigned
personnel complete, record, review
and submit all required supporting
documentation to finalize records. If
changes or corrections to the eSRB are
not populating in the Officer Record
Brief, a PASS-R transaction will need
to be submitted to correct TOPMIS

ORB. Please see the attached
TAG / G-1 slide for additional
guidance.
You can also visit our website
(https://www.ipps-a.army.mil)
for updates and insight into
how the program is progressing,
as well as additional training
materials to help you navigate
the data correctness campaign.

HR Technician Soldiers for Life
By CW3 (Ret) Alex Turkatte

T

ransitioning from military service
is always a challenge. Being a
dedicated Soldier “24 / 7” is hard
to give up, but eventually we must make
the movement out of uniform. Once your
location of residence, retirement income,
and health care issues are overcome, you
will be left with the question of what it
means to be a Soldier for Life amongst a
nation of civilians. Below is my proposal
for you to continue to serve the Adjutant
General’s Corps, the United States Army,
and our great nation.

Veterans still serving as DoD civilians
may also have CAC Card access to the
milSuite message board forum where the
S-1Net updates are posted. MilSuite is
an evolution from the AKO Discussion
Boards, although there is no plan to
replace the beloved AKO Chat system
previously used for instant messaging.
MilSuite allows CAC card holders
access to share and review professional
documents and unclassified information
up to For Official Use Only (FOUO)
level.

Many will leave military service and
move far from the Army or other military
establishments. Yet, your connection to
the Army remains far more than just your
MyPay and TRICARE accounts. You
have lived the Army Values and served to
ensure our organizations remained ever
ready for combat. Your years of technical
and tactical experience is an incredibly
valuable asset, paid for by American
public.
Veteran Human Resources
Technicians still have knowledge from
lessons learned to help achieve success
in current personnel missions such
as talent management and IPPS-A
implementation.

1775 and Professional Writing:
Distant learning and information sharing
is always possible through article
submissions to our quarterly professional
magazine, “1775.” Even though many
of us old-school HR Techs have learned
from reading hard copy print editions,
we can now download the full digital
1775 editions online. Consider writing
an article relating to current issues being
faced by Soldiers today. As an HR
veteran, you are an expert in reading
regulations, pamphlets, and general
policy and procedures. Now consider
sharing your leadership and expertise by
recommending improvements through
the printed newsletters, bulletins, and
magazines produced by many of the
professional military associations.

Social Media and Online Discussions:
In this day and age, being physically
located far from a military installation is
no longer an obstacle to remain in regular
contact with the veteran community, as
well as to our Soldiers that are still in
the fight. Facebook and LinkedIn may
have the most professional military
discussion groups available to choose
from. These groups allow members
to share their experiences and provide
recommendations to the challenges being
faced today.

Face to Face Meetings: Being a
member, much less an active member,
of a professional association can prove
frustrating to many military veterans.
Paying monthly or annual dues to an
organization that provides no immediately
visible return may seem irrational. Many
members have paid a one-time due in
order to receive an association medallion,
and then are never seen participating

again. Yet, the professional military
associations available to veterans may be
one of our best opportunities to continue
our service with honor.
AGCRA, AUSA, USAWOA, VFW, and
the USO are just a few of the notable
military association acronyms that we’ve
come to know throughout our careers.
Many military associations have meeting
locations in communities far from any
active installation. Commit yourself now
to attend a meeting in person, and put
your information on their email roster
to stay up to date for upcoming events.
Maybe you’ll even accept board member
position. Yes, you may be the “grumpy
old guy/gal” who always finds fault in
every new idea or proposal. You may
also save the day and help accomplish the
mission right the first time, in a timely
and efficient manner. I am looking
forward to seeing and hearing from you
soon, Soldier for Life!
Mr. Alex Turkatte is a HR Specialist
with the Office of the Chief of Armor
(OCOA).
His previous assignments
include CW3 420A at TRADOC
G-1 / AG at Fort Monroe, VA; HQ
USAREUR Heidelberg, Germany; HQ
V Corps / CJTF-7 Baghdad, Iraq; 1st
Special Forces Operational Detachment
- Delta Fort Bragg, NC; 3-12 Infantry
(Mechanized) Baumholder, Germany.
His military schooling includes Defense
Civilian Emerging Leader Program
(DCELP), Warrant Officer Candidate
School (WOCS), AGWOBC, Airborne,
Jumpmaster.
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From the Foxhole of the
510th Human Resources Company
By WO1 Siliana Joseph, 10th Mountain Division, Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan

I

n May 2018, we celebrated the
100-year anniversary of military
postal services.

Throughout the

last century, the United States military
has recognized the significance of postal
services on the battlefield as both a
morale enhancer and a tactical asset.
Service members of all branches have
transported and disseminated mail by
land, sea, and air to convey sensitive
information to battlefield commanders,
supplies, and the most basic items to
Soldiers, such as mail from loved ones.

appropriate postage and ensure packages

The 510th HR Company located on

Although not at the forefront of the

are mailed back to the United States

Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, currently

battlefield, postal services are recognized

efficiently and accurately.

supports the largest military post office

as a crucial planning effort and a
key sustaining factor within military
operations. Even in the most remote and
austere locations where service member
numbers are smallest, military postal
clerks maintain the ability to provide
postal services through military mail
“Rodeo Teams”. These teams specialize
in small team operations, comprised
of two or three Soldiers; they travel to
remote locations and provide retrograde
postal services. They also provide the
56
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and Regional Mail Distribution Center

As the RMDC / MMT Officer in Charge,

entire theater in a complicated fight.

(RMDC) within CENTCOM. The 510th

the Adjutant General Warrant Officer

The Warrant Officer is responsible

provides essential, effective, and efficient

provides technical guidance, specialized

for identifying those differences and

postal operations for the Combined Joint

postal

communicates

developing strategies to ensure effective

Operations Area-Afghanistan (CJOA-A)

operational and administrative concerns

postal operations. The Warrant Officer’s

through engaged leadership, management

to the HR Company Commander,

operations planning and implementation

oversight, and quality customer care

the Postal Officer, Human Resources

of operational guidance and directives by

to ensure timely service to authorized

Operations Branch (HROB), and other

working with the Company Commander,

users of the United States Postal System

various HR and Command elements as

HROB, Sustainment Brigade SPO, ESC

(USPS). Postal operations in Afghanistan

required.

Understanding the logistical

SPO HROB, and the POD is critical

are currently conducted at two Army Post

needs to maintain proper handling and

to mission success for deployed Army

Offices (APOs), five satellite APOs, one

accountability of mail throughout the

postal operations.

retrograde facility, one RMDC / Military

CJOA-A is crucial to our mission. Postal

Mail Terminal (MMT), and four Postal

operations

Rodeo Teams.

greatly depending on locations for an

expertise;

requirements

often

vary
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U.S. Army Warrant Officer Association
– Stronger Together
By CW2 Stephanie M. Weber, U.S. Army Soldier Support Institute, Fort Jackson, SC

T

he history of the Warrant Officer

The

dates as far back as the 1800’s

Warrant

witnessed

requirement

unrivaled

the Corps struggled to unify among

when Napoléon Bonaparte is

dedication to duty and the pursuit of

themselves. This lack of unification

said to have employed Warrant Officers

excellence in the face of adversity.

resulted

as

Restricted to clerical, administrative,

pertaining to appointment, education,

their

and band activities, Warrant Officers

and promotions. These as well as

Soldiers. Over the decades that followed

consisted of enlisted men with long

myriad discrepancies in management

Warrant Officers faithfully served in the

service records who were rewarded

and utilization across the branches

Navy becoming indispensable to less

with this higher grade and former

oultimately resulting in the establishment

experienced officers and essential for

Commissioned Officers of World War

of the U. S. Army Warrant Officer

proper operation of ships. Approximately

I who lacked either the educational or

Association (USAWOA) in 1972 by the

80 years later, the U. S. Army enacted

other eligibility requirements necessary

founder, CW4 (Retired) Donald E. Hess.

the Headquarters (HQ) Clerk position,

for continuance in the commissioned

consisting of Army Civilians who

status. Authorized numbers fluctuated as

performed Army Field Clerk duties. The

duties became underutilized, World War

HQ clerk and Quartermaster Pay Clerk

II vacancies opened, the introduction of

are considered to be the predecessors to

qualified pilots and disbursing agents

the Army Warrant Officer Corps as the

became available, downsizing, budgetary

Act of 1918 designated these positions

constraints, and ultimately the confusion

as official military members with ranks

about the overall purpose of the Warrant

and grades of Warrant Officers and

Officer.

established the Army Mine Planter

Warrant Officers proved to be a vital

Service. The Act of 1918, signed 9 July

asset and continued to be leveraged by

1918 is now commemorated as the

Commanders across the battlefield.

official birthday of the Army Warrant

Despite positive studies conducted in

Officer.

the 1950s, which validated a critical

communications

Commissioned

58

links

Officers

between

and

following

100-years

Officers

Despite

with

these

challenges,
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in

for

Warrant

inequitable

Officers,

policies

Drafted in 1953 and appointed as a

Warrant Officer of the Adjutant General’s

Officers in numerous areas including

Warrant Officer in 1961, Chief Hess

Corps and was recognized by the Warrant

education, pay and allowances, as

experienced the disjointed Corps first

Officer Career College who named a

well as commissioning, W5 pay-grade

hand and sought to improve the lives of

classroom in his honor. He was also the

authorization, and the development of

future Warrant Officers by paving a way

third recipient of the prestigious Warrant

Secretary of the Army-chartered Senior

through standardization, resourcefulness,

Officer Eagle Rising Society. In 2017,

Warrant Officer Leadership.

and professional development. He served

he assisted with the preparation and

The

as a HR Technician at every level of

planning for commemoration of the 100th

“recognition

the Army from Battalion, Garrison,

Birthday of the Army Warrant Officer and

proportional to value added” impacted

Department of the Army and Department

co-authored the 100th Birthday Warrant

a remarkable four-decade evolution of

of Defense, and ultimately at the White

Officer History Book. Unfortunately, he

Army Warrant Officers as professionals,

House

in

did not live to see the results of his work.

technical experts, and commissioned

1975. After his retirement, he was active

CW4 (Ret) Donald E. Hess passed away

leaders of today. The USAWOA is the only

in leadership roles with the Military

6 September 2017 and was subsequently

military service organization thoroughly

Officers Association of America and

interned at Arlington National Cemetery

devoted to the welfare of Army Warrant

was the first Warrant Officer to serve

among the heroes of which he was one.

Officers –serving, former, and retired –

on the national board representing some

Chief Hess truly believed that the Corps

and their Families. Its accomplishments

350,000 members. He then was selected

could be improved upon if an organization

are a testament that Warrant Officers are

to serve a four-year term with the Army

existed to push the bureaucracy to better

truly “Stronger Together.”

Chief of Staff Retiree Council and was

utilize the talent available within the

called to active duty each year to help

“It’s time to move into the future and

Corps. The USAWOA is a nonprofit

prepare the Chief of Staff

report to

tell our fellow Warrant Officers what the

association that defines its mission

retirees Army-wide. He was the author

Association can do now and in the future.

of advocacy on behalf of the Warrant

of “U.S. Army Warrant Officers,” a

We have proven ourselves capable of any

Officers in all three components of the

history of the Army Warrant Officer and

task the Army has given us. The future of

Army. Its mission is Professionalism,

the USAWOA, which was published

the Corps is in our hands. The best is yet

Representation, and Recognition. The

in 1996. In October 1997, he retired as

to come,” CW4 Retired) Donald E. Hess.

association encourages the development

the USAWOA Executive Vice President

of an evolving system of standardized

after 25-years of exemplary service to

professional development for Warrant

the Association and was designated as

Officers

USAWOA President Emeritus. In July

leadership development. Simultaneously,

2007, CW4 Hess was designated as

it develops and encourages recognition

Historian Emeritus and Advisor to the

of Warrant Officer excellence, both

Warrant Officers Heritage Foundation

inside the association and throughout the

Board of Directors and Corporate

Army. It assisted in expanding member

Officers. Chief Hess was appointed to

representation into the legislative arena

the position of Corporate Vice President

resulting in multiple legislative victories

in 2013. He was named the first honorary

toward the advancement of Warrant

Communications

Agency

with

increasing

levels

USAWOA’s

philosophy

gained

is

that

directly

of
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SECTION V

Around the Corps

Accelerating Multi-Domain Operations:
Evolution of an Idea
By GEN Stephen Townsend, Commanding General U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command

M

ulti-Domain Battle has a

in technology, and anticipated enemy,

clear

Stemming

threat, and adversary capabilities that

from the idea that disruptive

the Department of Defense envisions

technologies will change the character

for the foreseeable future. It provides

of warfare, it recognizes that the way

direction for how the joint force must

armies will fight and win wars will also

evolve to compete, deter, and win in

change. It also reflects the desire to

future armed conflict. To this end, Multi-

replicate the success of AirLand Battle,

Domain Battle must reflect this strategy.

which is arguably the most significant

Second, when I took the reins of

case of developing a concept and

U.S. Army Training and Doctrine

then materializing capabilities across

Command, I was specifically directed to

the DOTMLPF spectrum (Doctrine,

“operationalize Multi-Domain Battle”

Organization,

Material,

by building upon the foundation created

have noted. Over the last eighteen months

Leadership Education, Personnel, and

by my predecessor and accelerating

that Multi-Domain Battle has been out

Facilities). Origin stories establish the

its application. And what I found was

there for debate, there have been four

foundation from which lasting ideas

an incredible foundation. Gen. Dave

consistent critiques. Some noted that the

emerge. However, for ideas to have a

Perkins brought together partners across

idea was “old wine in a new bottle.” I

lasting impact they must evolve.

the joint force, driving development

think the iPhone analogy articulates why

For Multi-Domain Battle there are

of the concept to an articulated idea

that just isn’t true. What the original

two things driving the need to evolve

and a vision of how the Army fits into

iPhone did wasn’t all that new, but

the concept.

First, ideas must evolve

it. The key players are all here and are

how the iPhone did it fundamentally

to ensure alignment with the strategic

committed to building and improving

changed not just a market, but people’s

direction of the enterprise they serve.

the concept and finding real solutions.

behavior. This is exactly what we seek to

The 2018 National Defense Strategy

The concept is ready to grow.

achieve with this new concept. Though

lays

out

operational
60

origin.

Training,

missions,

emerging

But for that to happen, we need to

the domains of warfare (air, land, sea,

environments,

advances

confront some of the problems others

space, and cyberspace) are not new,

the
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how the U.S. armed forces will rapidly

In my first months of command at

state-level competition has re-emerged,

and continuously integrate them in the

Training and Doctrine Command, it

as evidenced by recent actions by both

future is new.

became clear that the use of the word

Russia and China. Our National Defense

Another critique is that this is an Army-

“battle” was stifling conversation and

Strategy highlights the importance of

only concept. However the Air Force

growth of the concept. There are three

winning the “competition” that precedes

and Marine Corps have been part of

concrete reasons why Multi-Domain

and follows conflict. However, our use

Multi-Domain Battle from the start,

Battle

of “Multi-Domain Battle” seemed to

and recent reporting from numerous

Operations.

indicate our concept was only for the

forums has made clear the Army’s

First, if the concept is to be truly joint

conflict phase. While there are battles

desire to listen, learn, and include our

and multi-service, we need clarity and

within competition, winning them is

joint and multinational partners in the

alignment in how we talk. The Air Force

pointless if they are in isolation to the

development of this idea. Recently the

talks of Multi-Domain Operations and

larger context of deliberate operations

Navy and the Joint Staff have also joined

Multi-Domain Command and Control,

supporting national strategy.

the discussion.

while we talk of Multi-Domain Battle --

Multi-Domain Battle served its purpose

Albert Palazzo’s series of articles in the

often covering similar, if not the same,

-- it sparked thinking and debate and it

fall of 2017 laid out a clear argument.

ideas and capabilities. To this point,

created a foundation. But what we need

To be successful, Multi-Domain Battle

none of the many people I have talked to,

now is Multi-Domain Operations, and

must translate into radical effects on

including my predecessor, are wedded to

the next revision of the concept to be

the U.S. military’s culture. The concept

the use of “battle” -- it was what fit best

released this fall will reflect this change.

must force us to reconsider fundamental

in time, place, and circumstances. What

Language is important. It conveys

tenets, like our industrial-age means

they are committed to are the ideas of

meaning. This change is not cosmetic --

of promoting, training, and educating

converging capabilities across the joint

it is about growing an idea to its greatest

leaders. It must also pull us from the

force with continuous integration across

potential in order to change the way we

comfort of our tactical-level trenches

multiple domains.

fight today and ensure overmatch against

to develop capabilities that inform up

Second, we cannot do this alone. The

our adversaries of tomorrow. To do this

to the strategic level of war. Putting

armed services can win battles and

we need clarity and alignment across

“battle” into the name both confines the

campaigns, but winning wars takes

the joint force, whole-of-government

possibilities and limits the result.

the whole of government. It helps the

inclusion, and perspective that reinforces

In battles, combatants can win time and

entire effort if our interagency partners

our need to compete effectively outside

space and they allow one side to take

are comfortable with and conversant in

periods of armed conflict. Changing the

ground, but they do not win wars. The

our warfighting concepts and doctrine.

name does not do this by itself, but it

world we operate in today is not defined

As highlighted to me by a former

communicates a clear vision of what we

by battles, but by persistent competition

ambassador at a recent forum, talking

need to accomplish and where we are

that cycles through varying rates in

in terms of operations instead of battles

headed.

and out of armed conflict. Winning in

brings together those who want to get

(Posted 25 July 2018 at https://www.

competition is not accomplished by

things done -- whether they are civilians

army.mil)

winning battles, but through executing

or the military.

integrated operations and campaigning.

And third, it is never just about the fight.

Operations are more encompassing,

When it comes to combat, there is no

bringing together varied tactical actions

one better than the combined weight

with a common purpose or unifying

of the U.S. military and our allies

themes. They are the bridge between the

and partners. However, the operating

tactical and the strategic.

environment is evolving and nation-

evolved

to

Multi-Domain
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The 2018 National AG Corps Ball
By COL (Ret) Bob Ortiz

The 2018 National AG Corps Ball was held at the Columbia Metropolitan Convention Center,
Columbia, South Carolina on the evening of 22 June 2018. The theme of this year’s Ball was
“Sustaining Victory Since 1775.” There were over 750 attendees for this year’s Ball.

T

he Ball’s honored guest and

COL (Ret) John W. Radke

CSM (Ret) Teresa L. Meagher

marquee

COL (Ret) Mark A. Rado

SGM Frankie K. Leyro

CW5 (Ret) Ronald G. Galloway

Entertainment for the evening was

SGM (Ret) John H. Heinrichs

provided by the 282nd Army Band

speaker

was

LTG

Thomas C. Seamands, Deputy

Chief of Staff, G-1, U.S. Army.

LTG

stationed at Fort Jackson, SC. The AG

Seamands has served in many different
leadership assignments during his Army

2018 Distinguished Members of the

Corps Officer, Warrant Officer, NCO,

career. Highlights include: CG, Human

Regiment include:

Soldier, Senior Civilian, Civilian, and

Resources Command, Fort Knox, KY;

COL Neal F. McIntyre

Spouse of Year were also recognized.

Director of Personnel Management, Army

COL (Ret) Todd Garlick

G-1, Washington, DC; Deputy Chief of

COL (Ret) Phillip A. McNair

Staff, G-1, Forces Command, Fort Bragg,

COL (Ret) Patricia Mulcahy

NC; Chief, General Officer Management

COL (Ret) Richard (Tony) Teolis

Office, Office of the Chief of Staff, Army,

COL (Ret) William A. (Al) Whatley, Jr.

The Pentagon; Assistant Chief of Staff, CJ-

LTC (Ret) James J. Galluzzo, III

1, Multi-National Corps-Iraq, Baghdad,

CW5 John D. Jasinski

Iraq; and Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1,

CW5 William S. McCulloch

XVIII Airborne Corps, Fort Bragg, NC.

CW5 (Ret) Richard L. Ford

Members of the 2018 AG Corps Hall of

CW5 (Ret) Barrin K. McClendon

Fame and Distinguished Members of the

CW4 (Ret) James E. Fiedler

Regiment were also recognized at the Ball.

CW4 (Ret) Kevin W. Smock
CW4 (Ret) Bryan G. Westfield

2018 Hall of Fame inductees include:

CSM Corey W. Gill

LTG (Ret) Michael D. Rochelle

CSM Raymond (Ray) Rodriguez, Jr.

MG (Ret) Richard P. Mustion

CSM Todd J. Shirley

BG (Ret) David K. MacEwen

CSM Lynice D. Thorpe-Noel
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LTG Thomas C. Seamands, Deputy Chief of Staff,
G-1, U.S. Army, addresses the 2018 National
AG Corps Ball attendees at the Columbia
Metropolitan Convention Center, Columbia, SC
on 22 June 2018. LTG Seamands assumed his
current assignment as Army G-1 in May 2017.

The Adjutant General’s Corps Warrant
Officer Centennial Saber unveiled at the
2018 National Ball

The Adjutant General’s Corps Warrant Officer Centennial Saber is
modeled after the 1850 Army Staff and Field Officer’s Sword. This
type of sword was carried by all members of Army staff departments,
Field Officers of Artillery and Infantry, Company Grade Officers of Light
Artillery, and Aide-de-Camps between 1850 and 1872. Although
Army regulation permitted the use of other swords, the Model 1850
Sword was by far the most popular sword carried by officers during
the American Civil War. The Adjutant General’s Corps Warrant Officer
Centennial Saber has a cast hand guard with “U.S.” letters embedded,
the blade is a forged, curved stainless steel blade that is 7 / 8th inches
wide. The Saber itself is 38” inches and the blade is 30” inches in
length. The Saber displays all 17 specialized branches of the Warrant
Officer Corps and is a representation of the Warrant Officer’s strength
in knowledge, professionalism, and commitment to excellence. On both
sides of the blade is the original Mine Layer’s Warrant Officer Insignia,
The Warrant Officer Centennial Saber was paid for and donated to the Soldier used by the first Coastal Artillery Mine Planter Warrant Officers prior
Support Institute by the Chief Warrant Five’s from the Active, Army National Guard to the adoption of the Warrant Officer Eagle Rising insignia in 1920,
which is also displayed. The blade etching on the Saber is in an Old
and the U.S. Army Reserves.
English font and states “AG - Defend & Serve”.

As the Warrant Officer COHORT CW5 Jacque Nixon, 7th Chief Warrant Officer of the Branch, CW5 Jill Graham, National Guard, and CW5 Carla Russell,
U.S. Army Reserve presented the Adjutant General’s Corps Warrant Officer Centennial Saber to COL Jones, the Commandant and Chief of the Adjutant
General’s Corps.

The Warrant Officer Centennial Saber script was
narrated by CW5 Yolondria Dixon-Carter, HQDA,
Office of the Vice Chief of Staff.
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The 2018 National AG Corps Ball
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Personnel Services Delivery Redesign (PSDR) and
Its Effects on HR Companies
By CPT Nadege E. Benoit
(Editor’s Note - The opinions of the
author do not necessarily reflect the
official positions of the U.S. Army, AG
Corps, nor AGCRA.)

D

ue to the Army’s need for
modularization,
and
the
implementation
of
PSDR
for the 21st Century, the Army began
deactivation of the Personnel Services
Battalions (PSBs) starting in 2006. The
PSDR concept would embed HR Soldiers
within the Brigade Combat Teams
(BCTs) and Battalions, resulting in many
HR functions of the PSBs redistributed
to S-1 / G-1s, as well as to its legacy unit,
the HR Company.
However, with multiple manning
requirements at Corps and Divisions, the
Army’s HR Companies often become the
bill payer to the needs of higher echelons.
Furthermore, due to a lack of understanding
of the mission of HR Companies in
a garrison setting, Soldiers in these
Companies face a broad learning curve in
HR skills when placed back in S-1 / G-1
settings. To mitigate manning shortfalls of
HR Companies and training deficiencies
of AG Soldiers, the Army should align HR
Companies under their respective Division
headquarters modular table of organization
and equipment (MTOE).
FM 1-0 states the mission of the
HR Company is to “provide mission
command, planning, and technical
support to all assigned or attached HR
or Postal Platoon(s).” The duties and
responsibilities of an HR Company
include but are not limited to Personnel
Accountability, Casualty operations,

68

and Postal planning and operations. In
a deployed theater of operations, the HR
and Postal Platoons operate Military Mail
Terminals (MMT); report accountability
of deployed personnel through Theater
Gateway Teams (TGPATs), and assist
Role II and III medical assets with casualty
liaison duties. However, in garrison, the
mission of the HR Company is limited
with minimal training opportunities
to exercise its organic capabilities. In
comparison, Brigade and Battalion S-1s
often find themselves overloaded and
understaffed in managing personnel
services.
This problem is solved by major
divisional units through the reassignment
of incoming personnel gains to the HR
Company to Brigade and Battalion S-1s
that are understaffed. The relatively
slower operational tempo (OPTEMPO)
of an HR Company in garrison allows for
senior commanders across the Army and
G-1s to divert incoming gains to augment

Figure 1. HR Company Task Organization
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S-1s within their footprints at the cost of
the HR Company. As the Commander
of 90th HR Company, Special Troops
Battalion, 3rd Sustainment Brigade,
3rd Infantry Division at Fort Stewart,
Georgia, I often did not receive incoming
Soldiers directly assigned to my Company.
Soldiers were often reassigned from
my Company to units that needed HR
Soldiers in preparation for CTC rotations
or deployments. This is a common
practice not only seen at 3rd Infantry
Division but also in other Divisions. The
Division G-1s only capture the total end
strength of the 42 series MOS within
Brigades. Because the HR Companies
are assigned to Sustainment Brigades,
G-1s often capture what appears to be
an overall “healthy” end strength, which
makes the Sustainment Brigade look over
strength in AG Soldiers.
Because of these diversions, the needs
of the HR Company within a Division
become secondary if not tertiary to

those of S-1s across a specific footprint.
Exacerbating the problem of personnel
diversions is the various grade plate
reductions that took place on several
MTOEs. Many Brigade and Battalion
S-1 elements saw the reduction of their
NCOICs from seasoned E-8s and E-7s
to E-7 at Brigade level and E-6s at
Battalion level. HR Companies require
Platoon Sergeants and Squad Leaders in
these grades but often lose these NCOs
to S-1s. The peril of this situation is that
“our AG leaders do not fully understand
how to train their formations.” Enlisted
leaders in the AG community rotate
through several S-1 assignments at the
cost of being Platoon Sergeants and
Squad Leaders.
Once incoming gains arrive at the
Sustainment Brigade, HR Soldiers still
do not make it to the HR Company,
as various units within a Sustainment
Brigade require AG Soldiers.
For
example, in preparation for deployment,
3rd Sustainment Brigade diverted 10 out
14 assigned Soldiers from my Company
to other units within the Brigade. As a
result, my Company had a limited number
of Soldiers to accomplish regular day-today taskings, provide Tactical Personnel
System (TPS) support to 3rd Infantry
Division, and support the garrison
Military Personnel Division (MPD).
The shortage of personnel and experience
also affects training for HR Companies.
Specifically, the scarcity of mid-grade
NCOs places the burden of training on
newly commissioned Platoon Leaders
that do not yet understand how to train
formations.
Building unit-training
plans to support mission essential tasks
lists (METL) is difficult without the
proper personnel and experience. “The
danger is that HR becomes irrelevant
in
the
Sustainment
Community
where a higher command is willing to
assume risk.” Continuing to use HR
Companies as bill payers for Divisions
or Sustainment Brigades, also affects
the units overall T-level rating. T-level
rating is “an assessment of the unit’s
training proficiency to accomplish its
designed capabilities and directly derived

from the unit’s Mission Essential Tasks’
proficiency.” How can we indeed reach
a trained status if the majority of the
required personnel are not there?
Training necessary HR skills such as
technical proficiency in HR systems,
strength management, and necessary
administration of promotions, is absent
from the HR Company. Soldiers that
initiate their careers in these Companies
often have difficulty when assigned to S-1
/ G-1s because they are unfamiliar with
these skills. As a way to mitigate this,
many Divisions to include 1st Armored
Division and 3rd Infantry Division, have
started temporarily assigning Soldiers to
work at garrison MPDs. In this capacity,
Soldiers from the HR Companies still
have access to commonly used systems
by their peers. However, not all Soldiers
can gain this experience due to the high
OPTEMPO of Sustainment Brigades.
If the PSBs are not the future of the
AG Corps and the Army, then HR
Companies should be aligned with
their respective Division to maximize
manning and training opportunities.
Following a similar model to the pilot
program initiated by 123rd Division
Signal Battalion at Fort Stewart, HR
Companies should fall under the purview
of the Division. In this capacity, HR
Companies would be able to directlysupport the manning needs of the BCTs
by temporarily attaching Soldiers to S-1s
instead of permanently reassigning them.
One HR Platoon could be responsible for
assisting different Brigade or Battalion
S-1s across at Division. This would
maximize the training opportunities for
Soldiers within HR Companies and not
reduce their manning. As a way to ensure
that Soldiers within HR Companies
maintain their required AG skills, the
HR Operations Cell within the Division
could assist in training Soldiers.
Additionally, the Division Headquarters
would have direct authority to task the
HR Company to support CTC rotations
and TPS support without having to reach
down to the Sustainment Brigade. In a
period of 12 months, 90th HR Company
supported two National Training Center

rotations, one Joint Readiness Training
Center rotation, and manifested over
8,000 3rd Infantry Division Soldiers
through the TPS system. However,
by the time the order arrived at my
headquarters, it had circled through the
Sustainment Brigade S-3 section and the
Special Troops Battalion S-3, and we had
lost valuable time in conducting troop
leading procedures and proper mission
analysis.
As the Army begins to shift its focus from
Brigade-centric to a Division-centric
focus, it is vital for HR professionals to
remain relevant and adaptable. PSDR
was a revolutionary change in the HR
world that led to the direct delivery
of HR services to the warfighter. The
HR professional should conduct a full
spectrum of training, including HR
planning and operations, with the rest of
the Soldiers just as any other unit would
conduct training when not deployed.
Aligning HR Companies with their
respective Division allows this concept
to come to fruition, thereby eliminating
manning shortages within HR Companies
and increasing training opportunities,
and thus limiting the need to reach back
to Sustainment Brigades.

Soldiers from 90th HR Company, Special Troops
Battalion, 3rd Sustainment Brigade, 3rd Infantry
Division, Fort Stewart, GA train in preparation
for NTC Rotation 18-01. Soldiers from the
90th HR Company supported 1st Armored
Brigade Combat Team, 3rd Infantry Division,
with personnel accountability, postal operations,
and casualty liaison teams during their rotation
at NTC.
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Officer Promotion Reforms in the 2019 National
Defense Authorization Act
By MAJ Jeffrey Kocian

V

arious leaders in the Army have
used the buzz phrase ‘talent
management’

for

several

years. The Secretary and Chief of Staff
of the Army’s vision for the Army of
2028 includes an objective to build a
talent

management-based

personnel

system. In early 2018, LTG Thomas
Seamands, the Deputy Chief of Staff of
the Army for Personnel (G-1), testified
before the Personnel Subcommittee of
the Senate Armed Services Committee
that the Army must make a shift from
a “personnel management system to a
talent management system”.
The Army is in the midst of developing
and implementing a massive overhaul to

President Donald J. Trump signs the John McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal
Year 2019

its personnel management systems. The

effect on the Army with the exception of

removes the requirement that warrant

Integrated Personnel and Pay System

two (sec. 512 and sec. 514) which only

officers must serve for one year on Active

– Army (IPPS-A) will undoubtedly

pertain to the Navy.

Duty prior to appointment.

transform

human

One provision (sec. 501) repeals the limit

Section 506 expands the authority for

resources professionals and the Adjutant

on how old an officer can be upon joining

continuation on active duty up to 40

General community execute its core

one of the military services – previously

years from major and above to first

competencies. However, IPPS-A’s efforts

this was limited to 42 years of age.

lieutenant and above. Another section

to facilitate talent management will

Another (sec. 509) addresses how the

(sec. 513) precludes certain reserve

be greatly enhanced by the extensive

services determine the last satisfactory

active duty status officers from promotion

reforms to officer promotion authorities

held grade, for purposes of retirement,

consideration until they serve two years

contained in the National Defense

those under investigation for misconduct

in their appropriate duty status. Section

Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal

or those found to commit misconduct

507 establishes an alternative promotion

Year (FY) 2019.

in a lower grade. Two sections provide

authority for service Secretaries to create

Title V of the FY 2019 NDAA contains

stipulations on the grade held by

special competitive categories, which

14 sections (sec. 501 – sec. 514) that

Attending Physicians to Congress (sec.

are exempt from standard time-in-grade

implement various Military Personnel

508) as well as the three service Chief of

requirements and two-time non-select

Policies. All of these sections have an

Chaplains (sec. 510). Another (sec. 511)

limits.
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Another section (sec. 502) expands the

by the President, and sent to the Senate

sequence numbers based on merit as

services’ ability to give constructive

for confirmation – similarly to current

opposed to seniority. The services

credit to those who have special training

promotions in the grade of O-4 and above.

have long been able to “reward” high

or skills in a particular career field and

Officers temporarily promoted under this

performing officers by selecting them

subsequently appoint them up to the

new authority will revert to their previous

ahead of their peers for promotion. In

O-6 level. Previously, this authority was

rank upon moving from the billet or they

reality, this reward is not very common

only open to medical or dental officers

may be permanently promoted under the

and difficult to obtain.

and credit was limited to the O-4 level.

services’ normal promotions process.

This will allow the Army to not only be
able to bring in highly trained medical
professionals but individuals who are
experts in areas such as cyber or artificial
intelligence. It will allow the services
to place them in positions where their
professional and technical skills can be
appropriately leveraged.
Section 503 establishes a new temporary
promotion authority for the services.
This statute will allow the military
Secretaries to determine and designate
critical shortages in their services and
provide them the ability to board select,
up to defined limits, and temporarily
promote officers to fill empty billets.
This new authority is distinctly different
from the Army’s ability to frock officers.
In frocking, an officer must be selected
for promotion and serve in a valid billet
for the next higher grade. The chain of

Services are restricted to selecting

Sections 504 and 505 contain provisions

below the zone population officers by

which will fundamentally alter officer

no more than 10% of the total number

promotions for the foreseeable future.

of promotions authorized to a particular

Section 504 provides the services with

grade. The Secretary of Defense may

the ability to place officers of particular

expand this authorization up to 15%.

merit in a higher position on the

However, the services usually do not

promotion list and Section 505 provides

leverage the below the zone authority

officers with the ability to opt-out of a

to its maximum extent – likely because

promotion board.

officers selected for early promotion take

Currently, by law, officers must be
promoted based on their seniority on

promotion opportunity away from those
in or above the promotion zone.

the active duty list. This equates to

For a simplified example, if the Army

sequence numbers issued based on date

is authorized to select 1000 captains

or rank in the current grade. As such,

for promotion and there are 1200

high performing officers selected as

competing for promotion, then there are

below the zone (ahead of their peers), are

at least 200 officers both in and above

promoted at the very end of a particular

the promotion zone who will not be

year’s promotion list. This new authority

selected for promotion. Some of these

will allow the services to arrange the

non-selects may have been fully qualified

promotion list and subsequently assign

for selection but denied due to the caps

command submits a request to Human
Resources

Command

for

approval.

However, if approved, the officer will
merely wear the rank and hold the title
while still receiving pay and allowances
in accordance with their ‘actual’ grade.
This new temporary promotion authority
brings with it the pay and allowances
tied to the rank of the position that the
selected officer will fill. For the Army,
Congress has capped this authority to no
more than 120 captains, 350 majors, 200
lieutenant colonels, and 100 colonels.
Congress has also mandated that these
individuals be board-selected, appointed
1775 | Fall 2018
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on promotion authorizations. If the
Army decided to fully utilize its ability
to select 100 officers below the zone for
promotion, then another 100 of officers
will lose their opportunity for promotion.

associated with these changes in law.
Rater and senior rater profiles and their
subsequent constrained box checks help
delineate performance and potential
among rated officers to promotion

By allowing the services to arrange

boards. The Army’s human resources

promotion lists by merit instead of

community must continue to help

seniority, the Army will be able to more

commanders, as well as raters and senior

appropriately and fairly reward high

raters, understand the significance of

performing officers. The Army already

well-written evaluations and the tenets of

creates an order of merit listing (OML)

the Army evaluation system.

during centralized selection boards. The
resulting OML will easily allow the
Army to assign sequence numbers based
on merit. The secondary and tertiary
effects of merit-based sequence numbers
will be on officer performance and the
evaluation system.

Section 505 of the FY 2019 NDAA
also provides the services with the
authority to allow officers to opt-out of a
promotion board, however, this authority
comes with several caveats. First, an
officer must submit a request to their
service Secretary with justification on

requested a compassionate reassignment
due to a family situation. It is not fair
to penalize an officer who did not have
the opportunity to complete their key
development assignment – because they
are a victim of their circumstances –
by not selecting them for promotion.
Allowing an officer to opt-out of a
promotion board would help mitigate
these situations.
This is another area in which Army human
resource professionals need to help
inform their commanders to understand
which officers might be at risk for
promotion and are potential candidates
to opt-out of a board. Officer assignment
managers will also be a critical resource
for this. Officers must be willing to have
open and frank discussions with their

With the likelihood of obtaining a below

the basis of completing a broadening

the zone selection to the next grade

assignment, advanced education, a career

less-than 10%, opportunities to reward

progression requirement, or another

hard work and exceeding standards are

assignment of particular value to the

somewhat limited. The Army will now

service. Additionally, the Secretary must

have the ability to more easily reward high

determine that allowing the officer to

Congress is sending a clear message to the

performers by promoting them earlier.

opt-out would be in the best interest of

military in this year’s NDAA. It’s time to

Accordingly, officers will likely have

the service and that they have not already

revamp officer promotion authorities. It’s

greater motivation to work hard to earn

been a non-select for promotion.

time to update how the military promotes

the ability to pin the next grade in less
time and subsequently start enjoying the
monetary and other benefits associated
with progressing to the next rank.

Some officers likely have reservations
about participating in various programs
or advanced education opportunities
because of the potential risk in selection to

A change to merit-based promotions will

the next grade. The ability to opt-out of a

impact the Army’s evaluation system.

promotion board will help mitigate some

On evaluations, rater and senior rater

of these issues and concerns officers have

remarks will be even more consequential

with regard to their professional timeline.

because they arguably have the biggest
impact on where an officer lands on the
promotion OML. It will be critical for
evaluations to clearly and articulately
depict an officer’s performance and
potential. The Army’s improvements of
the evaluation system in the past several
years is an excellent segue to cope with
the growing importance of evaluations
72

Additionally, there are instances in
which an officer does not complete their
key developmental assignment in time
for a promotion board. Sometimes this
happens for reasons out of the officer’s
control. Perhaps the officer is awaiting
a certain billet (such as command or
operations officer) to open or they
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commanders and assignment manager
as to their risk for promotion and if they
should consider submitting a request to
opt-out of a promotion board.

and staffs its officer corps. Allow officers
to continue to serve if they aren’t selected
for promotion; promote based on merit;
bring in highly skilled experts at a level
commensurate with their experience and
expertise; temporarily promote (with pay)
if needed; designate special competitive
categories with different career norms
and promotion paths.
If leveraged fully and judiciously, these
new authorities will greatly increase
the Army’s ability to recruit and retain
officers. They will break loose decadesold

officer

promotion

norms

and

expectations in favor of sensible talent
management authorities that could rival
the top private and civilian corporations.

Hurricane Florence’s Devastation Brings Service
Opportunities to Soldiers and Veterans Alike
By LTC (Ret) Paul Dwigans

C

W3 Rocky Sampson who

miles south of Fayetteville, NC and Fort

waters delivered by Hurricane Florence’s

is a HR Technician (420A )

Bragg, took the brunt of the flooding

slow methodical punch.

and currently assigned to the

during the last two weeks of September.

IPPS-A team at the Pentagon, heeded

CW3 Sampson assisted volunteers from

the call for volunteers and returned to his

the K9 Global Rescue organization

hometown of Lumberton, NC to assist

and the Robeson County Emergency

with cleanup and rescue efforts after

Operations Center in conducting pet

Hurricane Florence wreaked havoc on

rescues by providing his boat to help save

the Carolinas. Lumberton, located 30

15 animals from the dangerous flood

K9 Global Rescue is a dedicated group
of former combat veterans working
with volunteers and in cooperation with
rescue organizations, disaster relief, and
government agencies worldwide for the
humanity of dogs and all animals.

K9 Global Rescue volunteers assist in pet water rescues.
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Satellite photo of Hurricane Florence as it bears down on the
eastern coast.

CW3 Rocky Sampson (left) meets with Leon Locklear, (center) of the
Tuscarora Nation along with volunteer Gerome Chavis (right). CW3
Sampson is a member of the Lumbee Indian Tribe of which a majority
of the tribe members live in the vicinity of Lumberton, NC and were
heavily affected by Hurricane Florence.
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Two dogs left by their owners and stranded in a flooded house patiently
await rescue.
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SECTION VI
Army Music
Army Music in Theater from 2007 to Present Day
By CW2 Jonathan L. Crane

O

ver the past 15 years, Army

Army Music provides a non-threating

historical information was only available

Music Units (AMUs or bands)

tool, which can demonstrate improved

back to 2007.

have rotated through the

security conditions, or provide access

combat zones in Iraq and Afghanistan

to locations unavailable to regular civil

without fail.

engagements.

The support AMUs

receive from higher echelon is directly
proportional to the AMUs ability to
provide positive outcomes in the field.
AMUs provide two critical advantages to
Combatant Commanders. Field Manual
(FM) 1-0, 5-40 (Human Resources
Support) states - “Army bands provide
music for ceremonial and morale support
across unified land operations. Bands
select music to inspire “Warrior Spirit”
in Soldiers, leaders, and the musical
tastes of the target audience….” This
part of the band mission assists with the
health of the force. Positive morale and

A recent study conducted by Patrick
Fagan of Goldsmith’s University in
London found that 20 minutes of live
music attendance resulted in a 21%
increase in feelings of well-being. FM
1-0, 5-40 (Human Resources Support)
continues-“…

Deployed bands are

capable of creating and sustaining
relationships with host-nations, multinational forces, and Joint forces.”

Iraqi Freedom and Operation New
Dawn, AMUs influenced the entire area

Senior leaders consistently emphasize

of operations in two ways: supporting

that the strength of the Army is its

the morale of troops, and as an indicator

people.

Human relations are what

of improved multi-national cooperation.

drive success on and off the battlefield.

Units deployed to Iraq during this time

Music is an essential part of being a

were 1st Infantry Division Band, 1st

human. We perform at our best when

Armored Division Band, 1st Cavalry

we can engage with music in ways to

Division Band, 3rd Infantry Division

support our emotions and performance.

Band, 4th Infantry Division Band, 10th

In Sebastian Junger’s film “Restrepo,”

Mountain Division Band, 25th Infantry

a Soldier is seen with his guitar. In a

Division Band, and 56th Army Band.

very remote outpost under constant

During the Iraqi Surge of 2008, three

attack, this Soldier deemed his guitar

Army Bands supported Iraq, as they

as “mission essential equipment,” only

generally deploy with the Division

surpassed by his assigned weapon.

Headquarters element.

stress mitigation are key to improving
performance in all work environments.

Iraq 2007-2011. During Operation

An exhaustive search of records reveals
that when AMUs are properly resourced
to perform their mission; morale and
multi-national

cooperation

increase,

and is sustained. Data collected from
the Army Music Operations Reporting
System, the Defense Video Imagery
Distribution System, the Center for
Army Lessons Learned (CALL), and
Army Music Theater Liaison Officer
Reports bear the facts.

Accurate

there

were

At the time,

approximately

157,000

troops in Iraq. While having three bands
in theater seems excessive, this follows
the standard rules for allocation of one
band per senior Army headquarters with
25,000 supported. Three AMUs were
tasked with supporting the operation.
As 31 Dec 2011 deadline for complete
withdraw of all combat troops from
Iraq neared, the 25th Infantry Division
Headquarters with its band, withdrew
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entirely from the country, leaving only

by LTC Mike Oliver, the author described

entertainers are a welcome morale

embassy support.

how the 3rd Infantry Division employed

booster in theater. Unfortunately, many

its band to maximum effect, as a combat

smaller outposts often are overlooked

multiplier and a morale booster. The

by these organizations because of their

use of “on the job training” was also

untenable security situation. What sets

emphasized to fill gaps in personnel,

AMUs apart is their training as Soldiers,

but this integration of non-42R Soldiers

these units do not require security details

enhanced the connections the band made

and can move freely throughout the area

with audiences throughout the area of

of operations as needs allow. The 25th

operations. Soldiers outside the Army

Infantry Division Band was able to visit

Music Program provide an operational

much smaller Forward Operating Bases,

perspective to the bands, allowing them

which received very little support from

to tailor their performances to meet the

MWR or USO. In 2011, 1LT Joshua

needs of Soldiers in hostile areas.

Wiedner remarked, “This [Army Rock

AMUs instill pride and boost morale in
several ways. The practice of allowing
non-42R Soldiers to perform on stage
with the band was one method of
boosting morale. Soldiers with musical
skill get a break from the stress of
combat or sustainment operations by
expressing themselves.

Additionally

their participation can be a positive
experience for audiences who see one of
their own performing on stage. In 2008,
the 4th Infantry Division Band utilized
seven Soldiers during their support of

United Services Organization (USO) and

MND-Baghdad. In a CALL Newsletter

Morale, Welfare, and Recreation (MWR)

A View of Kabul, Afghanistan from a UH-60 Blackhawk
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Band Show] is really important, we’re
isolated out here east of Baghdad, so

whenever we get a chance to break up

Band, 101st Air Assault Division Band,

Russell Dewell remarked- “I actually

the monotony of daily operations it’s

3rd Infantry Division Band, 1st Cavalry

started to relax.” CPO Kerrigan Glaspie,

good, and it’s a great stress reliever for

Division Band, and 10th Mountain

U.S. Navy- “Being deployed you miss

our troops.”

Division Band, deployed in a variety

quite a lot from home…listening to

of combinations and tour-lengths as

the band today brought back very fond

the operational environment evolved.

memories.”

As the Afghan surge of 2010 and 2011

101st Air Assault Rock Band also at

peaked, and troop numbers swelled

Bagram Airfield in 2010. The mental

above 100,000, there were as many as

health of troops in combat environments

four bands serving in Afghanistan. As

is critical to mission success.

troop withdraws began and the number

moments allow individuals to refocus

of Soldiers in country precipitously

their energy towards completing the

declined; only one band with less than

tasks set before them. In 2011, the 101st

16 personnel was needed to support

Air Assault Rock Band performed with

combat operations.

This also aligns

PFC James Keefer, a mechanic, again

with standard rules of allocation in

contributing to the morale and social

garrison environments and ensures the

well-being of that Soldier and all those

proper use of resources. Limits on the

in attendance.

AMUs accomplished the mission of
public diplomacy and strategic outreach
in Iraq throughout all campaigns. In
2008, the 1st Armored Division Band
performed a concert for the citizens
of Diyala province in Northern Iraq,
in order to demonstrate the improved
security situation. Later that year, the
10th Mountain Division Band performed
during an arts festival in Seddah,
central Iraq. Again, the concert was an
indicator of improved security for the
people living in that area. In 2009, the
1st Infantry Division Band conducted
music mentorship activities with Iraqi
youths in Basra. By interacting with
young musicians, the band was able
to promote the interests of America
by demonstrating its values. By 2010,
the 1st Armored Division Band was
conducting partnership missions with
the Iraqi Prime Ministers Band.

In

addition to training and joint mentorship
sessions,

funds

were

provided

to

purchase new instruments for the Iraqi
band, both cementing a bond of trust
that had developed over the previous
year and also demonstrating the United
States commitment of assisting Iraq to

number of personnel in country created
a challenge for AMUs, which were
required to support all types of missions
regardless of personnel shortages. The
Music Performance Team concept was
supposed to alleviate the problem of
having too many personnel in theater.
The realities of moving personnel and
equipment in and out of theater made it
next to impossible. In addition to the
desires of senior commanders to have
“their” band support “their” Soldiers
both in theater and garrison, AMUs met
the challenge and provided small teams
able to fulfill all requirements in theater
and as well as maintain robust rear-

defend its self.

detachment operations.
Afghanistan 2007-Current.

AMUs

provided

during

Operation

unique

capabilities

Enduring

Freedom

and

Operation Resolute Support in Afghanistan.
Soldiers from the 82nd Airborne Division

A

CPO Glaspie heard the

recurring

theme

These

throughout

operations in Afghanistan was training
and collaborating with the Afghanistan
National Army Band. Taliban rule had
all but wiped out traditional culture
including music. From 2007 onwards,
U.S. Army Bands assisted the Afghan
Band

and

its

military

reconnect

with their culture and culminated in
2013, with a donation of instruments
coordinated by the 83rd Civil Affairs
Battalion. Military Bands can be used
as an indicator of the health of a force.
The professionalism and precision with
which they perform is a direct reflection
of the entire military.

It is vitally

important that the Afghanistan National

Troop Morale was and still is the core

Army Band demonstrate the values

mission of AMUs, both at home and

instilled in the entire Afghani Army.

in Afghanistan.

In 2009, the 82nd

Success in partnership between military

Airborne Division Band performed a

bands gives Combatant Commanders

holiday concert at Bagram Airfield, LTC

one measure of success in the broader
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mission to train and assist host nation

to reconnect with their heritage and

militaries.

learn

As troop levels decreased, the need for
music support also declined. In 2015,
The 3rd Infantry Division Band utilized
a unique rotating schedule to provide

from

professional

musicians.

• They are easy to work with us. You
“guys” have no prima donnas, and

Public

you adapt to whatever situation we

Diplomacy Officer for the U.S. Embassy

throw you. That is awesome when

in Kabul, described how Military Bands

working in a harsh environment.

Christopher

Jones,

former

enhance state department activities:

• A concert is a unique commodity:

support throughout Afghanistan. The

“…military bands are a prized Public

Due to the security situation, there

support and success of this unit may be

Diplomacy (PD) tool. Here is why:

are very few public concerts in

due in part to the previously mentioned
CALL newsletter report.

The only

difference being that during the 2008
deployment to Iraq, the AMU’s home
location was Baghdad on Camp Victory,
while in 2015 the AMU moved to
Afghanistan from its home station at Fort
Stewart. The expectation is that musical
support is required
in both forward and
rear locations. This
expectation places a

• The “AMUs” are great musicians
who can generally break into two
or three sub-bands with different
musical styles.

This allows us

“PD” to target multiple audiences
with one visit. For example, I once
used one military band to hold a
rock concert for at-risk youth, a
classical concert for older elites,
and a jazz reception for mid-level
professionals.

Three audiences

with one program = awesome.

long as the compromises are acceptable
to higher headquarters.

This means that

when you perform you create a
valuable commodity; we can use to
build relationships. Our contacts
love concerts, they cannot go to
them in their normal lives, and
they feel tremendous gratitude to
us when we give them the chance
to attend one. For example, when
you performed in our courtyard
last week, the Department of
Justice used the concert to build
their relationship with the new

strain on operations
but is manageable as

Afghanistan.

• Larger

military

bands

carry

prestige, so a wider range of local
partners wants to host them. We

Deputy Minister, while Public
Affairs used the concert to reward
several local contacts who have

Soldiers and Afghan civilian participate in a cultural engagement between 1st Cavalry Division Band and Kabul University in January 2017.

A January 2017 cultural engagement
between 1st Cavalry Division Band
and Kabul University demonstrated the
Army’s commitment to engagement
through public diplomacy. The Taliban
eliminated music from the culture and
efforts such as these allow the Afghans
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leverage that prestige into access.

been particularly helpful this year.

For example, I have used military
bands to gain entry to regions we
were denied access from operating,
and to build relationships with
ministries that otherwise would
never partner with us.
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• Your concerts are exceptionally
valuable because the embassy staff
lacks other relationship-building
tools. In a normal environment,
I would regularly take contacts to

dinner, invite them to events, take

outreach to both English and native-

American International Schools from

them to museums, etc. Here, the

speaking schools assists the Army in

seven different countries: Jordan, India,

only tool I have is a meal at the

instilling our cultural values, which

Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal, Sir Lanka,

DFAC something most contacts

align with the national interests of the

and Oman. Continual engagement at the

are not interested in doing.

United States.

grassroots level, with the youth and their

A

concert lets us invite the kinds of
contacts that normally would not
go for DFAC-diplomacy.

In 2015, the 1st Infantry Division Band
performed events in Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia. The former U.S. Ambassador

• Long story short – you folks are

to Kuwait, Douglas Sillman remarked,

I and

“…No better way to showcase the best

every PD officer I know loves

of America than with a U.S. Military

working with military bands, and

Band.” The 1st Armored Division Band

we’ll work with you at just about

echoed this sentiment on a partnership-

every opportunity we can get.”

training mission with the Jordanian

public diplomacy gold.

Other

Locations

in

ARCENT

2015-Current. While troop support
in Iraq and Afghanistan form the core
of Army Music Program mission in
theater, diplomatic support to locations
throughout U.S. Central Command help

Armed Forces Band, which had recently
formed an all-female element. The 1st
AD Band’s lead female vocalist was

teenagers is particularly important, as
studies suggest teenage years are when
memories associated with music are
formed for life. Research also suggests
adults tend to identify with the music of
their teenage years, as it defines their
generation. Music delivered by Soldiers
with a positive message can have a lifelong impact on those exposed.

qualities, showing the Jordanians the

important to combat operations? There

way forward with their unit.

is a social element to live performance,

our coalition partners. The long-term

in Kuwait with the support of the

effects of these missions are difficult

Embassy hosted AMU assets on four

to quantify as they blend-in with the

different occasions from December

multitude of ongoing state department

2015 to November 2017.

initiatives. Currently, the Army Music

included conducting the school bands,

Program is taking steps to improve

masterclasses, and performances. The

“outcome-based” measurement in order

continued request of Army Music is an

to better articulate the specific effects of

indicator of the effectiveness in music’s

these missions. In addition, military-

ability to foster positive relations

to-military engagements demonstrate

between cultures.

with other partner nations. Educational

presence in the world. Interacting with

Conclusion.

The American International Schools

sustainment of long-term cooperation

United States and our continued forward

able to demonstrate excellent leadership

maintain positive relations between

our professional values, and enables the

parents creates a positive image of the

These

Why

is

music

so

which influences the listener differently
when compared to passive, solitary
listening found on Soldiers portable
music devices.

Listening to one’s

favorite tracks before an event can be a
significant motivator, and it can help one
relax. Live performances, particularly
by uniformed Soldiers, highlight and
improve social cohesion through shared
positive experience. A shared musical
experience allows participants to be
vulnerable and expressive; it allows

The 1st Cavalry Division Band made
a significant impact when in February
2017 they participated in the South-Asia
International Schools Association Band
and Choir Festival, in Amman, Jordan.
Army values were communicated through
professional teaching and performing
with students from eight separate

them to reconnect with their humanity.
In the context of a civilian music festival,
music provides a common ground upon
which other experiences are built.
It

facilitates

connections

between

attendees and provides the focus for
joint celebration. A recently released
study, finds that in social settings, delta
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Inside a unnamed FOB in Afghanistan Soldiers can enjoy the relaxation that only live music can provide.

impressions

a live music performance, compared to

enhancing

partner

approach is recommended to achieve

recorded music. Army Music support is a

militaries and host nation civilians.

desired outcomes in modern warfare.

part of personnel services, which in turn

Music serves as a useful tool to

AMUs have demonstrated their ability to

is a sustainment warfighting function.

reinforce relations with host nation

operate in this gap between government

Through tailored music performances,

populations and favorably shapes the

agencies and the civilian populace.

AMUs increase the quality of life for

civil-military situation throughout the

Their contributions have been effective

Soldiers, which in turn contributes to

peaceful means.

Inherently capable

at a small-scale grassroots level. AMUs

the Army’s ability to increase endurance

of providing a climate of international

provide a powerful influence as part of

in today’s full-spectrum operational

ties, bands serve as ambassadors in

a Combatant Commander’s toolkit for

environment.

multi-national operations or to the host

sustaining combat effectiveness, and

nation population.

A recent RAND

help shape the strategic environment for

corporation report identified gaps in

the advancement of the interests of the

information capabilities and measures

Army and the United States.

Army Band’s display of professionalism
and

80

Army

Values

leave

lasting

on
trust

their

audiences;

short of war. A whole of government

brainwaves synchronize the most during

between
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Army Music (Learning on the Job)
By CW2 Jonathan L. Crane

A

little over a year ago, I had the

What I could bring though, and hopefully

Music is such an integral part of the

good fortune to be selected

it is what my mentors saw in me, was

human experience that determining how

for

position

intellectual curiosity. The desire to learn

and to what degree Army Bands affect

within the Army Music field. At the

new concepts rapidly and apply those

their audiences is a daunting task. Our

time, I did not know exactly what I

concepts to real-world problems is vital

mission statement is broad in scope, and

would be doing, but that I would be

to the success of our Army. I planned to

we rely on music’s power to communicate

stationed with the West Point Band and

take my curiosity and blend it with the

and influence when other barriers hamper

working with Sergeant Major Denver

needs of Army Music Senior leaders.

communications. Army Bands provide

a

brand-new

Dill. After relinquishing command of
the Military Intelligence Corps Band, on
3 May 2017, I boarded the plane to West
Point to attend Projects Day. This event
highlights all the final research projects
of senior year Cadets from Behavioural
Psychology to Robotics and Materials
Science. Industry and Senior Military
leaders from all over the world came to

The year before my arrival MSG Dill
was the sole person working on building
the operational reporting quality of
Army Music.

His efforts coincided

with congressional inquiries into the
total effectiveness of military music. A
subsequent Government Accountability
Office (GAO) report recommended each

musical performances to promote the
Army and our national interests. They
enable

Commanders

to

shape

the

environment in which to accomplish
their mission, and set the conditions
that lead to trust and confidence in the
Army’s readiness to conduct global
operations.

services’ bands develop measures of

Through research, four large project

effectiveness and set targets for improved

categories emerged.

performance over time. The Army Music

quantifying key performance indicators

Analytics Team (AMAT) was formed for

of Army Music performances; the

this purpose would increase the capacity

influence of Army Music on the health

for understanding while quantifying

and well-being of Soldiers; the ability of

Army Music’s’ output.

Currently, the

Army Music to influence emotions in live

AMAT uses broadcast data from the

and recorded contexts, and finally music’s

Nielsen Corporation, social media data,

ability to enhance the qualities needed

and Soldier collected information to

for leadership and team development.

Over the next few weeks as my Family

articulate the total impact of Army Music

Each project had implications beyond

and I planned our move to West Point,

on its audiences.

Future endeavours

the Army but focused on improving the

I contemplated how best I could serve

include utilizing the power of cloud

organization with possible application

the team not having a particularly strong

computing to aggregate and analyse

to the general knowledge of how music

background in research science, data

data in real-time to produce analytical

enhances our lives.

analysis, or mathematical modelling.

snapshots of all Army Music units.

this event, and it was clear to me that
this place was the hub of innovation, and
maybe the only place where all these
varied disciplines of research interact on
a daily basis. I was amazed at being in an
academic environment that allowed the
Cadets to make mistakes and take risks,
and no matter the outcome, still provide a
beneficial learning experience.

Discovering and

Finding key performance indicators for
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Army Music activities led AMAT to a

Defense, and to demonstrate the power

there is significant research suggesting

three-pronged approach to collecting

of music to heal Soldiers and prevent

that playing a musical instrument can

data. Keeping track of the number of

injury physically, psychologically, and

increase the skills the Army seeks in its

missions and estimated audience counts

emotionally. The Army provides much

leaders. These skills include empathy,

are relevant, but we are also using social

to aid Soldiers in their recovery from

confidence, attention to detail, critical

media metrics to help discover what our

Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) and Post-

and creative thinking, openness to

audiences think about Army Music. For

Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Art

experience, and memory.

example, a person attends a concert and

therapy is showing positive results, but

instrument uses more regions of the

posts a tweet in Twitter, “Great music by

it is understood music engages almost

brain than any other activity. Meaning it

the Army Band! Thanks to all our Troops

every single region of the brain and is,

helps build strong connections within the

serving overseas!” This post is a reliable

therefore, an ideal tool to assist in the

brain enhancing non-musical skills. It is

indicator that the music concert affected

healing of those with TBI and PTSD.

important to note that it is independent of

their thinking and the message of support
for the Army was communicated. We
can compare our collected data with
large-scale

surveys

conducted

by

organizations such as Gallup and Harris,
to see if effects can be observed on a
long-term scale. Also significant, is the
number of impressions the public sees
of Army branding.

Because of their

broad reach across broadcast and social
media, Army Bands bring exceptional
value.

Commercial organizations pay

vast sums of money to get product
and brand impressions.

During the

How does music evoke emotions in
listeners, and how are live and recorded
experiences different? These questions
are vital to directly measuring the mission
accomplishment of Army Music.

By

connecting emotionally with audiences,
performers can ensure that critical
messages resonate.

In the winter of

2019, in coordination with the Missouri
Science and Technology University and
the 399th Army Band, we will conduct
a live experiment to measure emotional
reaction to Army Music directly and

Playing an

musical quality. It does not matter if one
gets “good” at playing an instrument or
singing to gain the benefits of cognitive
skills. Musicians fill the positive benefits
throughout their lifetime, even when they
may only have played an instrument for
a few years in school. I am currently
researching correlations between music
participation and leader development at
West Point. Questions like: “Do Cadets
with musical training have a leadership
advantage over those without that same
training?” may merit further research.

compare it with a recorded version of

I am very fortunate to work with an

the same concert. The hypothesis is that

incredible team at West Point.

a live concert experience will produce

Point is a place where the factuality and

more vivid and intense feelings than

staff are committed to the success of

a recorded show. The results from this

the Cadets. Being one of a handful of

Over the last ten years, there has been

experiment will help us understand what

Warrant Officers at the Academy is an

an explosion of research into music’s

kind of music and experience has the best

instant way to build rapport with other

influence on health. Research includes

chance of connecting with an audience

Officers, Non-Commissioned Officers,

music therapy, music medicine, and

emotionally, which in turn will ensure

and Army Civilians. I am proud to be a

community music making.

the Army story will resonate and make a

member of our cohort and know that we

substantial impact.

possess the skills and training to thrive in

Independence Day holiday in 2017,
Army Bands produced over $300 million
in impression value, purely through a
traditional broadcast.

I have

had the good fortune to meet many
of the practitioners, advocates, and
researchers in this area. In partnership
with the National Endowment of the
Arts Creative Forces Initiative, my goal
is to survey and unite all the wonderful
programs throughout the Department of
82

Leader

development

is

a

crucial

component of training, and the Army is
one of the few organizations that grows
its leaders from the ground up. Some
would say that music’s influence could not
possibly promote leader development, but
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any environment.

West

Items for Sale in the Sutler Store
Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental Association (AGCRA)
P. O. Box 10026
Fort Jackson, South Carolina 29207-0026

SUTLER STORE PRICE LIST
Home & Office
AG Corps Gift Bag w/ Tissue Paper – Navy (8” x 10” or 10” x 13”)

$ 5.00 x ___

Book – “I’m Tim Maude, I’m A Soldier” - (Hardcover)

$25.00 x ___

Book – “I’m Tim Maude, I’m A Soldier” - (Softcover)

$15.00 x ___

Computer Mousepad w/ Logo – Round (AG Corps or Army Band)

$ 6.00 x ___

Executive Padfolio, Zippered w/ Debossed Logo – (Blue / Black)

$20.00 x ___

Junior Padfolio w/ Debossed Logo – (Black)

$10.00 x ___

Laser Pointer w/ AG Corps Engraving – (Black w/ Green Light)

$38.00 x ___

Newhall Street Pen w/ Gift Presentation Box – (Silver)

$15.00 x ___

Note Card, AG Corps w/ Envelope

$ 1.00 x ___

Note Card, SSI w/ Envelope

$ 1.00 x ___

Pen, Ballpoint (Red)

$ 5.00 x ___

Pen, Rollerball (Blue and Silver)

$ 8.00 x ___

Pen Refills, Rollerball

$ 1.00 x ___

Post-it Notes w/ Logo, Sky Blue – 25 Sheets (Small - 3” x 4”)

$ 1.50 x ___

Post-it Notes w/ Logo, Sky Blue – 25 Sheets (Large - 4” x 6”)

$ 2.00 x ___

Print, Andrew Jackson – (Black / White)

$ 2.00 x ___

Stylus Pen - (Red or Blue)

$ 5.00 x ___

Novelties & Collectibles
AG Corps Afghan (Blanket)

$40.00 x ___

AG Corps Car Magnet

$ 5.00 x ___

AG Corps Coin

$ 7.50 x ___

AG Corps Lapel Pin – 3/4”

$ 2.00 x ___

AG Corps Stained Glass Shield w/ Chain, (8” x 9”)

$75.00 x ___

AG Corps Stained Glass Shield w/ Chain, (4” x 4.5”)

$28.00 x ___

AG Corps Stainless Water Bottle, 24 oz. (Navy or Red)

$15.00 x ___

AG Corps Sticker, Regimental Crest

$ 1.00 x ___

AG Corps Tapestry Wall Hanging

$35.00 x ___

Backpack w/AG Regimental Crest, Drawstring w/ Zipper Pocket, Blue

$ 5.00 x ___

Ceramic Mug w/ Logo – 11 oz. (Cobalt or Cream)

$ 5.00 x ___

Ceramic AG Corps Ornament

$ 5.00 x ___

Coin Rack – Wooden

$25.00 x ___

Stainless Steel Travel Mug w/ Handle – 16 oz. (Navy)

$10.00 x ___

Wooden Humidor w/ Laser Engraved Regimental Crest (Solid or Glass Top)

$40.00 x ___
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The Golf Store
AGCRA Golf Tees, 3 1/4”, (Natural or White) - 25 Count

$ 5.00 x ___

AG Golf Tee Set (Case w/ 8 tees and 2 Ball Markers) (Red or Blue)

$ 3.00 x ___

Golf Windshirt w/ Embroidered Logo & Zippered Sleeves – (Navy)

$45.00 x ___

(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL) 		
Heavyweight Golf Towel w/ Grommet & Embroidered Logo – (Navy or Red)

$10.00 x ___

Mens Apparel
AG Corps Cuff Links

$10.00 x ___

AG Corps Necktie

$20.00 x ___

AG Corps Bowtie (Blue or Black)
AG Corps Tie Tac

$ 2.00 x ___

Combo Set (AG Corps Necktie or Bowtie, Cuff Links, Tie Tac, and

$29.00 x ___

Lapel Pin-3/4”)
Men’s Cool Dry Polo w/ Logo (50% Cool Dry Polyester / 50% Polyester)

$20.00 x ___

(Navy, Red, White or Khaki) (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Men’s Cotton Polo w/ Logo (Khaki) - (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$20.00 x ___

Men’s Long Sleeve Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo - (Lt or Dk Blue, Khaki)

$30.00 x ___

(MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Womens Apparel
AG Corps Ladies Stick Pin

$ 5.00 x ___

Women’s Cool Dry Polo w/ Logo (50% Cool Dry Polyester / 50% Polyester)

$20.00 x ___

(Navy, Red, or White) (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s Cotton Polo w/Logo (Khaki) – (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s 3/4 Sleeve Length Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo (White / Light Blue)

$25.00 x ___

(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s Long Sleeve Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo (White /Med Blue)

$25.00 x ___

(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Unisex Apparel
AG Corps Ball Cap w/LOGO – (Navy, Red or Khaki)

$12.00 x ___

AG Corps Sweatpants – Navy (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$15.00 x ___

AG Corps Sweatshirt – Navy (Crew or Hooded) (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$20.00 x ___

AG Corps T-Shirt – (Navy or Red) (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$10.00 x ___

NOTE - Shipping Costs are NOT included. Shipping is through USPS.

Website: www.agcra.com • POC: SSG (Ret) Barbara Bishop
Email: bann214@gmail.com • Phone: 803-609-5147
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WE NEED YOU…
TO SUBMIT 1775 ARTICLES!
Part of the AGCRA’s success is our ability as an Association to tell
the Army HR Community’s story. From disparate locations around
the globe, we have AG Soldiers and Army HR Civilians enabling
Commanders and directly supporting the Army’s most precious
commodity – Soldiers and their Families. So as a Corps, we have a
story to tell! Especially in light of the fact that the AG Corps has been
selflessly serving the Army and our nation since 1775.
The 1775 Editor works with the Chief of the AG Corps, Chief WO of
the Corps, the Corps CSM, and the AGCRA President to establish a
theme for each 1775 magazine we publish. Then we solicit the AG
Corps’ support through the Army G1, HRC, ARNG, USAR, G-1s /
S-1s, and AG Officers, WO, NCOs, Soldiers & HR Civilians to submit
articles to support each 1775 theme. However, recently we have had
a continuing challenge of receiving sufficient articles in a timely fashion to produce a 1775 edition.
This has adversely impacted the number of 1775 magazines we can produce in a given year.
So we need your help! We request you do one of two things: 1) Consider sponsoring the themed
portion of 1775 for an upcoming magazine edition. We need a minimum of three to four articles
to support an Army HR theme within 1775. Army HR themes in the past have included G-1 /
S-1 Operations, AGCRA - Telling our Association Story, Army G-1 Operations, The AG School,
Remastering HR Fundamentals, and U.S. Army Recruiting. Or, 2) Write and submit an article on any
Army HR topic of your choice. Tell us about the HR support you provide to your unit, or your recent
experience with an Army HR core competency, or tell us how you’re preparing for IPPS-A fielding.
These articles will be placed in our “Around the Corps” section of the magazine.
Writing a 1775 article is not that difficult. 1775 article specs follow: Length: Two pages, no more
than five, single spaced; Font: Arial, Font Size 12; Photos: please provide in “separate” JPEG format
with caption; and Slides: please provide in “separate” PowerPoint format. Themed articles will
have a suspense date. Otherwise, submit your article anytime! Submit
Articles to: magazine@agcra.com.
As Army HR professionals we remain extremely busy providing HR
support on a daily basis. But we’re also in the business of writing.
So when you’re writing the SOP for your unit’s awards program, or
developing an unclassified HR support plan that can be shared, or just
want to tell your Army HR story – consider writing an article and sharing
it in 1775. And AG Retirees – we need your help as well! Help us link
this generation with Army HR history and lessons learned for when you
walked the ground as an AG Soldier or Army HR Civilian. Thanks in
advance for your support!
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“WASHINGTON’S
WATCH CHAIN”
By Mort
Kunstler
by Mort
Kunstler
AGCRA has commissioned the first ever AG Corps print
by artist
Mort Kunstler. The print is entitled “Washington’s Watch Ch
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the “Great Chain” are two key AGs
in American history: COL Timothy Pickering (the sixth AG of the Army) and Pickering’s successor, COL
Alexander Scammel (the seventh AG of the Army). Go to AGCRA.com for more information about print
sales. All print sale proceeds support the AGCRA Scholarship Program.

